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POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

A marvel of purity,
varies.
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
tlian the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
with
the
multitude
of
low test, short
competition
weight, aluiiuir phosphate powders. Sofd only in
canκ. Royal Baking Powder Co., IOC Wall St.*
Ν. Y.
ju2dly
This

powder

never

llIPORTAi\T SALES
TURNER BROS.

A.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

Manager.
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GETTING OUT Ο F A BAD BOX

itroken lot Centemeri and Harris' Seamless 3-button and Mosquetaire Kids, 75 cents, regular
price $1.20.
llroken'ot Gent's Kids, $1.00,
regular price, $1.75.
Ladies' Fine Cashmere Gloves,
25 cents.
τ

..

_■ J

IdnUikI of mcIIiu^ the WnichfN, Jeivfliy
and other article» intended for preseufs, at
retail an anuonuced la*t week, OLAKK,
the Clothier, haw receivct* and accepted an
offer from K.lI.Boynton, the well known
city jeweler, for the entire lot; this will do
away with the proposed sale, and the $400
ha ν been Ment to the several charities, riz:
^iOO to a committee for a Fre»h Air
Fund to give the poor children of Port-

day's «utïng nest xiimmer.
$33.33 to (he Children's Christmas Club·
a

33.33

t«

Fnther Linuehan of Ihe

Cathe-

dral·

$33.33 to <*oepel IVlissiou.
933.33 to Associate Charities.
933.33 loHlunjof Lodge, Κ. I*.
33.35.to Portland Fraternity to purchase
clothing for needy boys between 4 and lit
yearn of age.
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Special Bargains in Ladies' anil
Children's fine Hoisery and Underwear.
Gent's Camels Hair Underwear,
$1.25. Very cheap.
One more iot of Black Satin
liliadame, $1.00, worth $1.25.
24-inch Silk Plush in fancy colors, $1.50, usual price, $2.50.
Felting in all colors.
54-inch Dress Goods, reduced
from $1.25 to 75 cents.
One lot French Dress Goods, 50
cts., regular price, $1.00.
tity limited.
Odd lot Shetland Wool,

Quan-

12 1-2
cents per skein. Worsted at half

price.

One lot Ladies' Cloaks, reduced
from $5.00 to $1.00.
Odd lot Children's Garments at
half price.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
Cloaks.

ST^ PORTLAND, ME.

GOOLD,

ffi^giOrganint St, Luke's Cathedra*.)

Organ

160 Park

Pianoforte,

and

Street, City.
onri 4

CARPETS
FOR THE MILLION.
in the Union
Never did the people of any
have a better opportunity afforded thera to buy
Carpets of every grade for the

city

The Hall,
Tlie Stair,
The Parlor,
The Sitting· Room,
The Dining1 Room,
The Chamber
or Oilcloth for the Kitchen,
than is

—

AT

THE

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaitlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I iiave given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to he recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

Cor. Tearl and Middle Sts.,

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

FOHSALE BYALLCROCERS
nrmdly

marlO

SPECIAL SALE.
I have on hand several lots
Oeiits' Cloth Top Button

In

BOOTS,

the

Velvet, Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
All Wool, Cotton and Wool,
and Cotton and Hemp

CARPETS.

everybody.

ITIorniug. Noon, Afternoon
Erening Up to 9 O'clock.

Come in ihe

or

in order

No. Pacific
Anson

4s

ARETAS

Σ

SÏÏÏJRTLEFF,

No. 194 niDDlil1'
January 1.1884.

HTKEET,

A larec stock of Lap Robes anil Horse

Blankets, all

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank

City, County ami Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

new

patterns.

COE,

Building.

Λο. 197 Middle

Street.
eodtf

GILBERT'S CLASSES IV DANCING.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodti

jeio

PElt CENT BONDS

1

GUARANTEED

More
by the Nh© waller OTortKnge Co.
than fifty Savings Banks Id llew Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address tor illustrated

FOB ADULTS,
raoudur il ml Thuradny Kvcnins»·
FOR JUVENILES.
Oct· 9
Kainriln) Afternoon., ('ommfneinx
more puTerras for the season se.oo. Two or
at re
pils from the saine family will be receivedoctodtf
auced rates.

WE

pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
HO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND, ME.

INTINfj

CITV ADVKKTINEITIENTM.

CITV OF PORTLAND.
police of η lKearing.
of Adotph T. Ulmer, to erect
ami maintain a stationery steam engine, of
No. 11 Market Square,
at
two horse power,
Notice is hereby given that the board of Mayor
will
give a Hearing on the matter of
and Aldermen
eald Drtitlon, on Monday. November 1st, 1886, at
at 7.30 p. m.
their room, City
Per order of the
CIly clerk.
oct7 aat
1880.
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Buildinjt.

»BUEGESS_

October Oth,

WANT"

TO DO YOUR
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METEOROLOGICAL, REPORT.
(Oct. 8, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the
at all stations.

same

fhermo'ter

moment of time
Wina

! *
Place of
Observation.
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Eastport,

α>

£
Ξ

Me 30.12

Portland, Me 30.101
Mt.Wasliin'n
Boston, Mass 30.18

New London 30.19
Ν. Y 30.20
New York... 30.24
Philadelphia. 30.24
Washington.. 30.25
Norfolk, Va. 30.24
Charleston... 30.20
Savannah,Ua 30.20
New Orleans 30.05
3U.11
Memphis
Cincinnati, Ο
Pittsburg— 30.10
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.20
30.16
Oswego
Cleveland... 30.19
Detroit
30.18
Alpena,Mich 30.09
Marquette... 30.07
Chicago, Ills. 30.15
Milwaukee. [30.11
Duluth, Minn 30.02
St.Paul.Minn 29.97
30.10
St. Louis.
Leavenworth 30.03
Omaha, Neb. 30.02
29.92
Yankton
St. Vinceut.. 29.93
Dead wood...
Bismarck, Da 29.70
Cheyenne.... 29.85
North Platte 29.93
Denver, Col.. 29.il
El Paso, Tex. 29.90

Albany.

30.20)
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SVE WILL HO IT QUICKLY.
AVE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

B.

THURSTON

&

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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Clear
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Several

of
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Condemned

Men

Speak in Their Own Defence.
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Which Maine
Republican
Collectors' Terms Expire.

Dates at

Important Land Office Decision by
Commissioner Sparks.
Washington, Oct. 8.—An important land
office decision has been made by Commissioner Sparks, involving the title to certain
valuable lands in the vicinity of New Orleans, covered partly by the town of Carrollton and partly by. buildinffs and improvements of great value, including the race
course, Metairie Ridge cemetery and the
shell road and railroad from New Orleans te
Lake Ponchartrain. This property has been
claimed and possessed since the middle of
the last century, unaera French grant,which
has been surveyed and separated from the
public domain. The adverse claimants asserted their title by virtue of certain swamps
and other selections under grants to the
State of Louisiana.
Commissioner Sparks
holds that the French grant is a complete
title, protected by the treaty of 1803, and not
needing legislative or other confirmation by
the United States, and that the lands being
private property at the date of the State
grants did not pass under those grants. The
amount involved in this decision reaches several million dollars.

in the draft to prevent its return to Washington, and Manning was deprived of his
The amount claimed is $3000.
est

fee.

He

THE CKICACO ANARCHISTS.

Clear
Clear

vv

John M. Corse Appointed Postmaster at Boston.

"Iron

Dirt."

Complaint lias been made to the Treasury
Department against the alleged practice of
the collector at Eastport, Me., of allowing
importations from St. John, Ν. B., of arti-

cles said to be invoiced as "Iron Sand" or
"Iron Dirt," and passed as crude mineral or
ore at a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem, but
which is in fact said to be pure metallic cast
iron in the form of globules or fine shot. The
collector has been instructed to make a thorough investigation of the matter, and if the
representations made to the Department are
correct to assess a duty on the articles at the
rate of 45 per cent ad valorem.
Most of Them Maine Men.

Clear

uiv

him out.

distance of less than five rods Glenarm
trotted out around Stargazer and passed him.
The following is a summary of the race :
FREE FOR ALL—PURSE $20(\
1 1 1
Glenarm, b s C. P. Drake, Lewiston
3 2 3
Stargazer, b κ A. D. Russell. Buckfleld
Maggie Miller, br m M. C. Delane, Canton.2 3 2
Time—2.30%, 2.28%, 2.261/4.

Clear

Clear
Clear

ovvviug

drew

«

buildings in Wellington, was arraigned before a trial justice and in default of bail was
committed to Bangor jail this morning.
Death of John Tuck.

Biddefobd, Oct. 8.—John Tuck, a prominet citizen, brother of the late Jonathan
Tuck, Biddeford's first postmaster, and the
late Congressman Amos
Tuck, of New
The
Hampshire, died last night, aged 64.
deceased was born in Parsonsfield. He held
the office of school surpervisor of Biddeford
He leaves a widow and
for several years.
three sons.

Chautauquans and Maranocook.
Λ\Ίχτιιι!ορ, Oct. 8.—A party of sixty leading Chautauquans with Maino Central officials visited Lake Maranocook to-day to inaugurate an important Chautauquan enterprise. The Maine Central Till build a large
amphitheatre and· cottages and introduce
other improvements with the view of making
Maranocook summer
Chautauquan headquarters.
Bangor, Oct. 8.—This morning the delegates to the W. C. T. U. convention to the
number 125 enjoyed a ride of one hour
around the city upon invitation of Lemuel
Nichols. At the session a long list of superintendents departments were elected and
after much discussion a resolution adopted
endorsing the national prohibition pai ty
urging further action in regard to reformsociety adatory prison work, favoring
vancement, social purity, favoring woman
suffrage, enjoining stricter observance of the
Sabbath, banishment of fermented wine at
communion and pledging renewed efforts to
secure the enforcement of the law regarding
scientific temperance instruction. At the afternoon
session
various routine busiTo-night the session
ness was transacted.
closed with addresses by Mrs. Emeline 'Puttie, Indian missionary, and Maria Upham
A Child Shockingly Bitten by a Dog.
Gardiner,Oct. 8.—This afternoon a party
of children were gathering acorns in a grove
belonging to the estate of the late Hon. R.
11. Gardiner, were attacked by a
large
mastiff belonging on the premises. Eddie,
the six year old son of Mrs. Mary F. Webber, was shockingly bitten about the head,
the scalp being almost entirely torn off. It
is thought the child cannot live.
Cowan & Co. Attached.
Lewiston, Oct. 8.—Cowan & Co., woolen
manufacturers, of this city, (David Cowan,
Lewiston. and Geo. K. Pierce, Boston,) have
been attached for $20,000.
They owe 880,000. Mr. Cowan says that whatever happens
their creditors will get 100 cents on a dollar.
Accident at Lewiston Junction.

Theophili Moroin of St. Andre, P. Q., coming to Lewiston to be married, fell from a
train at Lewiston Junction and had his leg
crushed. He was brought to Lewiston where

amputated.

Diphtheria at Berwick.
Dovke, Ν. H., Oct. 8.—The public schools
of Berwick have closed because diphtheria
is raging in the town, there having been
many fatal cases thero and in South Berwick

lately.
Sad Accident to Owen B. Cibbs.

Bbidgton, Oct. 8.—Owen B. Gibbs, Esq.,

prominent citizen and largely interested in
our manufacturing industries, was thrown

Chicago, Oct. 8.—The Criminal Court was
crowded this morning to listen to Judge Gary
fix the day of execution for the Anarchists
George Engle, one of the prisoners in reply
to the Judge's query if he had anything to
say why sentence should not be passed upon
him made a speech of a rambling nature,
outlining his career in German. He spoke
of the hardships and tyrannies in Germany,
where he was born, and said the same existed here. He studied the question and became a Socialist.
He was a student of Henry George's works.
Fielding spoke at length, denying there
in lus remarks at
was anything incendiary
the Ilaymarket meeting, and that he was a
friend of Lingg, Eugel and Fischer. In concluding, he said : "Today, as the beautiful
autumn sun kisses the cheek of my fellow
man, I stand here, nt-ver to bathe my head in
I have loved my fellow man
its rays again.
as I have loved myself.
I have hated the
tricKery and the monstrous injustice of the
nineteenth century, which commits the
crime of killing its best friends, and it will
live to "epent it all some day. Hut as I have
said before, if it will do any good, I freely
give myself up. I trust the time will come
when there will be a better understanding,
more intelligence, and the mountains of iniquity, wrong and corruption will be replaced
by truth and justice, which will come to
bathe in the pure light of an emancipated
1 thank
world. Then I would be satisfied.
your honor for your attention.
Parsons followed and said that one thing
beyond others that had characterized the
great trial was the virus, its passion and the
ravenous prejudice that characterized the
prosecution. "Now," said lie, "I hold that
that the execution of the sentence to be imposed on me is nothing but judicial murder.
It was a trial by a mob, with the mob's howl
continually sounding in our ears. Your
honor knows this and it is for you to look at
the mitter from the standpoint of reason
and common sense."
Parsons spoke until 4.30, when the court
aujourneu

request.

SUFFERINC ON A VESSEL.
A British Bark With a Disabled Crew.
New Orleans, Oct. 8.—The British bark
Montreal arrived here yesterday in charged
She left Colon
a Mexican captain and crew.
in August in command of Captain Davidson
After leaving port
and a crew of fourteen.
the captain and crew were stricken down
with fever.
The captain became delirious,
leaped overboard and was lost. The steward, boatswain aud chief officer died. The
remaining men were unable to manage the
vessel and she drifted at the mercy of the
waves.
Caught in a hurricane, she lost all
her sails and finally was becalmed near Campeche, Mex. Here she was found and taken
charge of by Captain Satora, a Mexican, who
refitted her and brought her and her sick
The captain claims
crew to New Orleans.
heavy salvage. The bark was in ballast and
owned by C. C hurchill & Sons, Halifax, N.S
THE CO-AS-YOU-PLEASE.

Scoring 335 Miles
and Two Laps in 72 Hours.

Taylor

Wins,

New Bedfobd, Oct. 8.—Atthe finish of
the 72-hour walking match tonight the score
stood as follows:
Miles. Laps.
.335
3
Taylor
333
13
Hegel man.
Noremac..
Burns
Elson
Ackerman

.321
.311
.307
.261
.254

11
8
1
Ο
0

Day
James Grant, champion runner of AmeriIt will be
ca has challenged the winner.

accepted.

More Earthquakes Around Charleston
CitARLESTON. S. C.. Oct. 8.—There were
three shocks at summervnie last nigni. neports differ widely as to the intensity of the
shocks, some residents declaring that they
were more severe than any disturbances
since Aug. 31st, while others report that they
No one was hurt howwere slight tremors.
ever, and no damage was done to property.
Λ slight shock was also felt here at 5 ο clock
this morning, by early risers, but it was not

generally felt.

The report of an earthquake shock on the
Savannah Kailway today was unfounded.

The La Mascotte Disaster.
St. Loûir, Oct. 8.—The total number of
deaths up to yesterday occasioned by the
Seorge S.
La Mascotte disaster is thirty.
Davidson, the boat's carpenter, is in a very
is
not expected to
precarious condition, and
live. The coroner resumed his investigation
yesterday. After the evidence λγ-as all taken
the jury almost immediately returned a verdict exonerating the officers of the lia Mascotte from all blame, and severely criticised
(.'apt. Eprough, of the Eagle, for his treatment of the survivors, and for not attempting to run the burning boat ashore, and recommended that his license be revoked.

Spread of Pleuro-Pneumonla.
Camden, N. J.,Oct. 8—Pleuro-pneumonia
recently made its appearance near Vinceiitown, Burlington county, and it has spread
The state board of
to an alarming extent.
health has attempted to eradicate it by killand
cattle
ing
quarantining herds, but cases
are still breaking out throughout the county.
State veteniary surgeon, W. ii. E. Miller of
Camden, has been ordered by the government department of agriculture to examine
into the contagion and report the national
bureau.

a

from his carriage at the tannery bridge toHe
day, and sustained very serious injuries.
his
now lies in a very critical condition and
friends have grave forebodings. Mr. Gibbs
is a member of the New York house of
the
Deering, Milliken & Co. ; is treasurer of

ai lus

Leavitt Confesses.

City, Oct. 8.—A Leavitt, arrested
at Chicago yesterday for complicity in the
Haddock assassination, has made a full conto
Sioux

fession. He says it was only intended
give Haddock a licking. John Arensdorf
was to do it.
When Arensdorf struck Haddock, the latter drew7 a weapon and Arensdorf then shot him.

The following Republican collectors of
customs still hold their positions. The dates
at which their commissions expire are also

given :
Daniel F. Davis, Bangor, Me., December 14,
1886.
John L. Pierce, Maclilas, Me., March 2. 1887.
Noll B. Nutt, Eastport, Me., December 25,
1887.
Albert A. Gardiner, Nantucket, Mass., December 25, 1887.
George W. Warren, Cape Vincent, Ν. Y., March

2, 188·?;

Isaac W. Boardman, Belfast,
1888.
Parker C. Wiggin, Kennebunk,
1888.

Me., January 2,
Me., January 6,

George Parcher, Saco, Me., January 11,1889
Edwin Sprague, Watdoboro, Me.. January 18,

1880.

THE KN1CHTS OF LABOR.
Mr. Powderly's

Address Read

Yes-

terday Afternoon.
He Denies Assertions Made Concern
ing the Knights and Catholic

Bishops.
Richmond, Oct. 8.—It was understood this
morning that the committee on credentials

of the Knights of Labor convention at Richmond had completed the consideration of
the case of the St. Louis delegates and that
its report would be ready for presentation as
soon as the convention had assembled.
The contest is not one that has aroused
such bitter feelings as was created by the efforts of John Morrison or the representatives of the seceding Brooklyn assembly to
obtain recognition and it was expected that
it would soon be disposed of and matters of
more real importance be taken up.
Every one is growing impatient at the delays encountered and all are beginning to
recognize the necessity of settling down to
business if they hope to conclude the session
of the convention within anv reasonable
UUIO.

Mr. Powderly's address was finally read
this afternoon, the report of the committee
appointed to investigate the case of the
home club of New York was made and
adopted. A resolution was adopted providof a special coming fortothe appointment
mittee
take into consideration those parts
of Powderly's address relating to education
and training of youth for the performance of
their duties as citizens. A committee appointed for this purpose sent this communication to Charles E. Gorman, chairman of
the Equal Rights Democratic Association of
Providence, R. I. :
"The Order of the Kuights of Labor In general
assembly, convened at Richmond, Va., endorse
your efforts in bebalf |of the elimination of unjust
discrimination from the constitution of your State
and pledges its moral support to you until success

achieved."
Mr. Powderly says he has received no intimation that delegates are to be sent here
from Canada to consult with him in regard
to
so
changing the constitution of the
Knights of Lanor, that it will be unobjecIs

tionable to Roman Catholic churches. He
also denies the statement that he called on
Bishop Keane last evening to consult him
with reference to affairs of the order and position taken by the Knights on the color
question. Of 755 delegates entitled to seats
in the convention, 710 are present.
THE

EPISCOPAL

CONVENTION.

A Revision of the Prayer Book Agreed

Upon.
Chicago, Oct. 8.—The House of Dep uties
of the Protestar t Episcopal Convention met
this morning. A Committee on Hymns, of
which Rev. Frederick Courtuey of Massachusetts is a member, was appointed, Rev.
Daniel C. Robetts of ïfpw Hampshire offered a memorial regarding the prayer book an-

Laid on the table. Rev. J. Xsham
Bliss of Vermont offered a memorial in regard to the restoration of Christian unity.
Laid on the table.
A message was received from the House of
nex.

in message No. 2 of the House of Deputies
amending message No. 3 of the House of
Bishops. The President paid the House of
Bishops having concurred in the motion of
the House of Deputies for a joint committee
on the revision of the prayer book, the President appointed the following committee:
Rev. Tirs. Huntington, Eager V. Gould,Hale
and Hart, Judge Sheffiey, Mr. Nash, Dr.
Shattuck, Judge Gilbert and Mr. Packard.
The House of Deputies then adjourned, and,
beiug joined by the Hause of Bishops, resolved themselves into a Board of Missions.
Right Rev. Lee of Delaware presiding.
Pleuro-Pneumonia in

9,

THE

Maine track for many years was that between Glenarm and Stargazer at Canton, on
Thursday, and Glenarm won a victory which.
makes him the greatest stallion in Maine.
He lowered his record to 2.2GJ in the third
heat of the race, which was the fastest time
ever made by a Maine horseon a Maine track
in a race.
Light House Keeper Appointed.
Honors were even between them when the
J. W. Kelly has been appointed light house
two horses met and this was the tug of war.
keeper at Petit Manan, off the Maine coast.
When Stargazer beat Glenarm at the State
A New Postmaster at Boston.
Fair, Glenarm's stock went down, but the
John M. Corse has been appointed poststallion's subsequent achievements
have
master at Boston.
more than made up for the temporary deSuit Against the Adams Express
pression. An immense crowd came to CanCompany
ton to see the two horses have it out, and the
Jerome F. Manning of this city, today
wildest excitement ruled. As Stargazer was
brought suit against the Adams Express
a Buckfield horse, the most of
the people
Company for the non-return to him of a
treasury draft delivered to the agent of the
were on his side.
He also was a favorite
in this city in December, 1885, to be
company
with the betting men at the start.
A cersent to ajclient at Eastport, Me. Manning
tain coterie of gamblers from Lewiston, bet
instructed the company to return the draft if
against Glenarm and dropped about $500. the money due to him upon it was not paid
within 24 hours.
The draft was transferred
Three horses were entered in the race, and
by the Adams Express Company at Boston,
they drew positions as follows: Stargazer, and by the latter company carried to EastMaggie Miller and Glenarm.
port. The draft arrived there two days after
the death of the client, and it is alleged that
Glenarm won the first heat by about three
the draft was detained ten days at Eastport,
lengths. The second heat was a "fighting" and the private marks of the package obone and was taken by Glenarm by scarcely a
tained. Immediately on its delivery to the
n/ un
ÇUOrrravor ui»r»r»nrl
in
fha
tltiivl
liaif
Adams Company at Boston, legal proceed-

passed Stargazer in one of the most magnificent bursts of speed ever seen by spectators
of a horse race. It was such a grand performance that even the friends of .Stargazer
In a
joined in the cheering that greeted it.

Eichelbkrgek,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. λ

the limb was

seen

a

little more work he

Clear
Clear

W. W.

ancoicu ιυι

Canton, Oct. 8.—The hottest fight

Stargazer led to the first turn the second
time round, having trotted the mile in 1.12.
The driver of Glenarm finding he wanted a

Drake of Boston.
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M, G, PALMER,
541
Congress Street.
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BONDS

to make

new

arriving. These are
the famous New Jersey goods,
and the best trade ever offered

goods

Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.

oc8
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both hand and machine sewed,
which I will sell at less than cost

in this

Over 67,000 yards of goods from the popular
mills; Roxbury, Lowell. Bigelow, Higgins, Park.
Gold Medal, etc., selected with great care, and
which we shall offer at prices that will astonish
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A Coming Earthquake.
Watebville, Oct. 8.—Appleton Webb,
Esq., is preparing to give Waterville people
a little taste of the Charleston
earthquake.
At his quarry on the Oakland road, he has
set a steam drill at work boring a hole sixtyHe will put in
feet into the solid slate.
enough dynamite to equal about twenty kegs
of powder. The blast will take place some
night within one or two weeks. Night is the
time selected for the artificial earthquake because a great many people are desirous of
witnessing the celebration, and as there must
necessarily be great danger to those within
half a mile of the quarry, it was thought
best to select a time when people would be
A professional
the least likely to attend.
blaster from Portland will charge the hole
and superintend the explosion.
Young Rowe Committed.
Skowhegan, Oct. 8.—Melvin C. Rowe, the

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that fiesh is
heir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
Ofllce Hour·— !ί a, αι. to if p. iu. aplOsiitf
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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Washington, Oct. 9.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are fair weather and stationary temperature.
The indications, for 24 hours, commencing
at 7 a. m. Saturday, for all of New England
but Vermont are fair weather, nearly stationary temperature and southwesterly
winds becoming westerly.
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Plush and Hair Cloth Parlor Suits,

Cor. Pearl and

Sheriff Leonard Passes Away
Bath, Oct. 8.—Scth H. Leonard, Deputy
Sheriff of Sagadahoc county for a long term
of years, died this forenoon after an illness
of a few davs, at his residence in Bowdoin.
Mr. Leonard has been afflicted with rheumatism and heart trouble for some time.
Within a year in a conversation Mr. Leonard
said that during his long term of service as
an officer he never failed to attend every
session of Court. He was an efficient officer, an honest and upright citizen, and a
favorite with all.
He served in a Maine
His age is
regiment during the Rebellion.
about 70.

quent insertion.

line ol

at hitherto unheard-of prices. Now is the time
to buy for eaeh or *4 clown and the balance by^lie
week or month.
We shall offer this month Hair Cloth Parlor
Suits, 7 pieces complete, for $35 ; $8 down, balance $4 per month or $1 per week.
Plush Parlor Suits, full 7 pieces, Embossed Mo
hair, at £45 and $50 per set. Terms, $10 down
and the balance $5 per month or $1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plush ParlorSuits. combination
of colors, for just $55 and upwards.
TVrnis, §10
down, balance $5 per month. And besides these
we have lower priced and higher priced goods,
over !)0 styles to select from.
Come and sec the goods. Open every evening.
Electric Lights|on three floors. Elevator to every
floor.

Deputy

OCTOBER

from :washincton.

Pondicherry Mills Company,

and is widely
known in business circles. Ile haâ been in
ill health ior several months.

MORNING,

Chicago.

Chicago, Oct. 8.—Dr. Dewof, commissioner of health, has issued this notice :
"It has
been determined that some of the cattle of
distillery sheds of this city are effected with
contagious pleuro-pneinonia and that probably many of them are in early febrile stage
of disease, thereby rendering the milk from

the cows thus affected unsuitable for food.
All persons are therefore prohibited from removing milk for public distribution or use
from any premises where infected animals
are found, and any person doing so or attempting to do so will be immediately arrested. I advise all owners of cows in these
milk
sheds to regularly
them and permit
the milk to flow on to the floor to the end
that the animal may not become diseased
from such neglect until such disposition i
made of them as the State authorities shall
decide to proper."
Cattlemen say they are unable to pay men
to milk these cows when the milk from them
cannot be sold and threaten to refuse to have
the animals milked, and throw the responsibility of further sickness or disease upon the
health authorities or State commissioner.
Accident on the Boston Λ Lowell
St. Johnsburï, Vt., Oct. 8.—The mail
train over the Boston λ Lowell, due here
this afternoon was thrown from the track
about three miles west of hereby the breaking of the forward truck on the engine. The
engine went down an embankment 25 feet,
carrying the engineer and fireman with it,
the fireman being somewhat bruised.
The
baggage car was tipped up on Its side. The
passengers were uninjured.

Closing

1886.
AMERICAN

Meeting-Α

the Chinese

BOARD.

Resolution

THEATLANTIC COTTON MILLS.
on

Outrages.

Prof. E. C. Smyth Dropped from the
Committee of the Board.
Dbs Moïses, Iowa, Oct. 8.—The last session of the meeting of the |Auieriean Board
of Foreign Missions was held this morning.
The following resolution was adopted by the
Board :
Resolved, That in view of the recent official reports from Pekin relating to outrages
on missionaries in China, this board desires
the Prudential Committee to prepare and to
present to our National Government, in the
name of this board, a respectful protest
against the wrongs which the Chinese in
this country have received, and an earnest
appeal to havethose wrongs redressed.
Following this the farewell address was
given by President Mark Hopkins, reviewing work of the meeting.
Uf eleven members of the Prudential Committee who have the management of the
board, all were re-elected save two, Rev. Dr.
Theoring, formerly of Cambridge, Mass,
who is about to remove to Minneapolis, and
so could not conveniently serve, and Prof. E.
C. Smyth of Andover, Mass., who was
dropped presumably on account of his advocacy of the new departure views. The two
new members are Kev. C. E. Dickinson of
Lowell, Mass., and Rev. E. H. Atwood, I).
B., of ί>αΙεηι,|Μ3.Ηβ.··Β6
LABOR TROUBLES.
Fifteen Thousand Chicago
on a Strike.

Packers

Chicago, Oct. 8.—The 15,000 employes of
the
pork packing establishments at the
stock yards in this city have almost unanimously resolved not to return to the packing
district Monday because of a notice that on
and after that day the proprietors will operate their houses on a basis of ten hours for a
day's work. The prevailing impression is
that the locked out men will not allow anybody to work in any of the packing houses.
Should they eonclude to prevent the beef
men from working, about 20,000 men will be
thrown out of employment.
A committee of the 1,500 men employai by
the Chicago Packing and Provision Company waited on the foreman of the works,
and demanded that the ten-liour notices be
taken down. The demand was refused and
a
((regiment of workmen at once left the
building and were soon joined by 800 men
enmloved in the Silver Horn Works. Thus
reinforced, the large force went in a body to
the Armour works to induce the men there
to stop work.
Shortly before 2 o'clock, evidently by a
preconcerted action, all the men employed
by the following stock yards packing firms
joined the strikers : Armour & Co.. John
JVIorrell. J. T. Hickey & Co., John Cudahy,
International Provision Co. and the AngloAmerican Packing Co. There are between
6,000 and 7,000 of them, making about 8,000
in all who struck during the day. Some of
Morrill's men, after going out, decided to
return to work.
The strikers at once
invaded the place to compel them to quit
and employed violence which for the time
looked like a serious riot. Affairs became
Some
more auiet when the police arrived.
of the Morrell employes were injured by the
attack upon them but none seriously, 'lhree
hundred Pinkerton men are guarding the
A representative of the
houses tonight.
Silver Horn packing house declared that
and
New York
other eastern buyers were
sending their orders to Kansas City, which
necessitated the change to the same hours
here. Armour & Co. posted a notice tonight
notifying their men to come and receive
their pay tomorrow. It is deemed positive
that the houses all contemplate keeping
closed for a short time at least.
At li o'clock this evening 153 Pinkerton de
tectives sat down to supper at the Tronset
House with Winchester rifles between their
knees. Captain Foley, who was in charge,
said that by tomorrow he would have 500
men in and about the yards as an emergency
committee. The Pinkertons arrived at the
yards at 4 o'clock and were greeted by derisive yells from the crowd of 2,000 which
filled the street. The men went to the town
hall and were all sworn in as specials. Then
they were taken back into the cars. The
crowd made it so unpleasant, however, that
Captain Folev farmon his I'l'in'iiMinl into four
and headed for the Tronset
companies
House. The strikers express the idea that
a deep laid scheme to fill
have
the packers
the nouses witn new men willing to work
ten hours. It is said to this end the employers have
been oollecting men at outside
points for months. The feature of the strike
today was the beef men coining out at Armour's. This was a surprise to the packers,
who apparently intended to confine the fight
The firm is left with
to the hog interests.
4300 head of cattle in their yards to feed.
also. They
Armour's coopers came out
for 25 eents
had asked
advance, and
it
had not been granted. There arc now
20,000 men out of work, about one-quarter
of whom are ^strikers, the others being obliged to quit on their account for want of
work. The strikers are skilled workingmen
and the remainder being laborers.
THE BARKENTINE SKOBELEFF.
Cloucester People Indignant at the
Action of the Board of Health.
iixcueineiii
ui.oucesteh, aiase., uci.
still continues in r> gard to the barkentine
Skobeleff which discharged at Parkhurst's
wharf near steaniboat landing. Her officers
and crew have left her and the vessel is in
charge of a shipkeeper, everyone having
free access to her. The action of the board
of health for allowing the ship at the wharf
without being disenfected is condemned by
every one. Edward K. Burnhani, a merchant at 22 Pierce street, states that while
going to Boston yesterday on the train he
saw the mate of the Skobeleff, who was relating the experience of the voyage, and he
told about men dying on board and said people in Gloucester were fools for letting the
ship come to the wharf in such a condition.
On being asked why she was allowed, he
said they gave the board of health 850 to let
them to the wharf which could not be done
Pilot Callahan said that
anywhere else.
when he spoke the ship, the captain told him
bad
fever
and would not let him on
they had
board, coming in without a pilot.

Death of Senator Austin F. Pike.
Fhanklin Falls, Ν. H., Oct. 8.—Hon.
Austin F. Pike, United States Senator from
New Hampshire dropped dead while walking about his farm at Franklin Falls this afternoon. He was born October 16, 1819, received an academic education, stndied law
and was admitted to the bar of Merrimack
county in July, 1845. He then began pracMr. Pike was elected a
tice at Franklin.
member of the New Hampshire House of
Representatives in 1850, 1851, 1852, 1865, and
1866, and was Speaker of the House the last
two years
He was made a member of the
New Hampshire Senate in 1857 and 1858 and
Mr.
President of the Senate the last year.
Pike was elected a Representative from
New Hampshire in the Forty-third Congress

Republican, serving from December,
1873, to March, 1875, and was defeated as the
Republican candidate for the Forty-fourth
Congress. He was elected to the United
States Senate as a Republican to succeed E.
H. Rollins, and took his seat Dec. 3, 1883.
would have expired
His term of office
March 3,1889. In 1858 Mr. Pike was given
College.
an honorary degree at Dartmouth
as a

Senator Pike had been in his usual health
since May, when he returned from Washington. He leaves a widow, one son and two
daughters, one of whom married Frank N.
Parsons, member of the law firm of Pike &
Parsons.
An

ex-Town Treasurer Arresiea.

PlTT.sriELD,|Mass., Oct. 8.—Josiah Carter,
ex-town treasurer, who resigned three years
ago and was cited before Judge Tucker air
a private hearing tonight to
explain a supposed shortage amounting to several thousand dollars. After an examination of his
books by an expert and the selectmen for
some days past the town had the report that
the amouet was large, but a partial hearing
enables him to explain a good many tilings
and he was not arrested, though papers
Further
were obtained for that purpose.
developments are said to be expected.

A Week's Business Failures.
New York, Oct. 8.—The business failures
occurring throughout the country during the
last seven days, as reported tc R. G. l)un &
Co., and E. Russell & Co., of the mercantile
agency today, number for the United States,
167, and for Canada, 23, or a total of 190 failures, which is about up to the average of the
The failures in
last six or seven weeks.
New York and the East are light, the bulk
casualties
week's
the
of
being reported from
the Southern and Western States and Canada.
The Missing Steamer.
New York, Oct. 8.—The steamer Anchoria is now 22 days out, and there are no tidings of her. It is charged that her machinery was not in good condition when she left
Glasgow, and that lier owners were aware of
it, intending soon to make extensive repairs
They are criticised for risking
upon her.
the lives of passengers and crew.
Died from Starvation.
Dover, Ν. H., Oct. 8.—Barney Nouneo,
aged 70 years, was found in a dying condiThe doctors
tion last night and died today.
decided that death was due to starvation.
His wife died three years ago and he has
lived a hermit's life since in his residence in
an isolated part of the city.

Ex-Treasurer Cray's Way of Defrauding the Company.
The

Simplicity

of

His

Method De-

ceives the Directors.

Boston, Oct. 8.—The directors of the Atlantic cotton mills and the expert employed
by them have for weeks been engaged in investigating the manner in which the late
treasurer, William Gray, Jr., carried on his
operations, and have prepared their report
to be presented to trie stockholders next
Wednesday. From the report it appears that
the entire loss to the Atlantic company, in
case the claim against the
Indian Orchard
mills for balance of the loan account is sustained. is $47,072, of which $22,083 lias been
made good, leaving
$24,38!) as the debt
against his estate. The balance of the loan
account against the Indian Orchard mills,
#3(15,500, is disputed by that company and a
suit for its recovery is now pending. Meantime the Atlantic is badly crippled by the
loss of this large sum, and the directors retoinniind that the capital stock be reduced
to $000,000, and then increased to $1,000,000
by the addition of new capital. They urge a
prompt response to the plan for reorganization. The directors call attention to Expert
Fowle's report, which shows that Gray for
several years kept a private account not appearing on the books, both with the Atlantic company and the Indian Orchard.
The balances on these accounts were paid
by him in season for stated examinations by
the accountant employed by the stockholder s
committee. Prior to 1883 Gray paid these
balances from his own resource· ; after that
time he used checks of the two companies.
At the time of the disclosure, August 14th,
he was indebted to this company on his private account $40,072 and to the the Indian
Orchard mills $511,650.
The directors transmit herewith a communication from IIr. Cunningham, administrator of Gray's estate, from which it appears that his largest losses were from gambling in stocks, the amount so absorbed being placed at $154,083, as near as can be ascertained from his accounts.
The expert's report states that there was
no falsifying of books ;
there was simply
kept from them the fact that Mr. Gray owed
and
even
this
fact
and the amount
money,
due from Gray were kept by the book-keeper in ajprivate account, and Gray's debt was
paid in full to each corporation alternately
just previous to its examination day.
The bookkeepers of these two corporations
themselves kept in private account with
Gray's statement a full of all cash receipts
and payments that were kept from the books
Four must have known the trouble: Gray,the
accountant and two bookkeepers, but so long
as they remained reticent Mr. Fowle caiu^it
sëe how others should suspect it. With thèse
continuing reticent, uray s positiou as treasurer of both companies, gave an ea«y opportunity for doing as lie did. The very simplicity of his method resulted in great security from detection.
The directors recommcnd a change in the
by-laws, whereby the treasurer may or may
not be a member of the board of directors.as
the stockholders may determine. At present
the by-laws declare that he •'shall be" a
member.
Yale Stu-

Sneak Thieves Steal from
dents.

New Haven, Conn., Oct. 8.—While the
Yale class crews were out practicing this afternoon sneak thieves entered the boat house
and rifled a number of pockets.
They secured four gold watches and about $500 in
cash.
The he^-iest looser was a scientific
Freshman who mourns the loss of a gold
watch aud $145 in money.

PERSONAL.

city.
Anna Barrows of Fryeburg, who has been
Welles ley College for a short time in
charge of "The Eliot" boarding house, has
gone to Boston to take the position of teacher of cooking in the public schools.
Misses Stone.Lablache and Huntington,occupied seats together at the opera last night,
and Mr. Lawton, who, by the way. Is an excellent base ball player, sat jast behind
them.
The Boston Journal says:
"Among the
speakers announced for the Republican ratification meeting Tuesday eveaine is !'"·>
With a national
Thomas B. Re«d of Maine.
reputation, he needs no introduction to Masat

sachusetts Republicans."
Mr. Blaine has closed his summer cottage
at Bar Harbor, and with his family has returned to bis residence in Augusta,where he
intends to pass the winter. He will leave for
Pennsylvania next week, whore he will
make several political speeehes.
Miss Sarah C. Barrows, the missionary,
who starts on her return to Burmah next
week, united with the First Baptist church,
Miss Barrows
in Rockland last Sabbath.
has never before been a member of a church
in Maine.
F. A. Dingley, South Casco ; J H. Palmer,
J. J. Regan, C. II. GJ Miner, New York ; I>.
R. Beckford, I). A. Wedgewood, Boston : F.
C.Wilcox, Norwich, Conn.; W. J. Curit,
I'awtuckett, R. I. ; A. Sawtell, Island Pond,
Vt. ; C. C. King, Caribou, and "The Shamus O'Brien Company, were at the United
States Hotel yesterday.
The recent death of Mrs. Susan Clark in
Portland, who was a native of Whitefield,
has suggested the thought, that it may not
be unininteresting to mention that two children of the same family—that of Jedidiah
ΡγαΚΙλ iif

Mysterious Hog Disease.
Baltimore, Oct. 8.—Hogs are dying in
large quantities in St. Mary's and Calvert
counties from a mysterious disease.
Some
farmers have lost nearly their entire stock.
FOREICN.

Ceneral Kaulbars Meets With a Cool
Reception at Sistova.

The

Committee
English Cabinet
Preparine a New Irish Bill.

Riot Between Hindoos and

Moham-

medans.

Delhi, Oct. 8.—The ill-feeling recently

aroused between the Hindus and Mohammedans here over mutual violations of their respective religiousjprinciples culminated in a
riot last night. Several persons were killed.
The immediate cause of the bloodshed was
the profaning of the Jumma Musjeed or
Great Mosque by a Hindo sectarian leader
who tied a small Die in a painful posture
within the sacred edihce so that it squealed
This enraged the Mowith all its might.
hammedan and they iat once assaulted the
Hindoos. The native religious agitation is
continually gaining dangerous activity.
A Million Dollar Fire.

London, Oct. 8.—The Lawrence cotton
mill and four houses at Chorley, East Lancaster, were destroyed by fire today. Loss
SI,000,000.

Meets a Cool

Kaulbars

Reception.

Sofia, Oct. 8.—Gen. Kaulbars met with a
cold reception at Sistova. A meeting of 1000
of inhabitants declared against the intervention of Russia. Gen. Kaulbars notified officers of the Bulgariaujirmy stationed at Sistoba by letter to meet hiin and hear a message from the Czar, The officer replied that
he should address the Bulgarian government.
Kaulbars at Sofia.
Sofia, Oct. 8,—Gen. Kaulbars arrived at
Rustchuk today. He was received by the
Russian consul, but there was no public
demonstration.
A

New Irish Bill.

London, Oct. 8.—The Daily News says it

state that the committee of the
is enabled
cabinet is preparing a bill to establish four
National councils to represent the provinces
of Ireland. The bill differs from Gladstone's
bill chiefly in the omission of the provisions
for a legislative body at Dublin. With this
exception thelbill fully meetsjthe approbation
of the Home Rulers iu regard to transferring
to local bodies the direction of Irish affairs.
Gladstone was not consulted in the matter.
The News expresses the belief that Chamberlain is the real author of the scheme and
that the Parnellites will reject the bill with
to

contempt.

Trial of a Judge.
Berlin, Oct. 8.—Minister of Justice, Dr.
Freidburg, has ordered the trial of Judge
Francke, the highest Prussian judge In the
district of Katzeburg, and recently president
The
of the Conservative Society there.
charge is that during the last elections at
addressed
to
he
a
letter
forged
Lunenburg
the leader of the Social Democrats, asking
the
Socialsum
would
be
what
required by
ists for their vote for the

Conservative can-

Ε. M. Fuller, Bath ; W. A. Cromwell,
South Berwick'; Joha Barnard, Philadelphia; W. B. Shaw, Morris, Washington; J.
Ε. 'Γ. Pike and wife, Sacramento, Cal. ; M,
F. Kicker, Auburn ; H. Butterfieli, Springfield ; E. Rockfellow, J. C. Wakefield, F. W.
McVicar, New York; G. M. Brett, F. E.
Kussell, E. S. Dunham, Boston; J. W.
Withee, Farmington ; E. P. Turner, Norwich, Conn., were among the arrivals at the
Falmouth Hotel yesterday.
BASE

or The Wolves of Warsaw.
By Justin Jones (Harry Hazel), author of Big
Duck &c. Paper, 233 pp, (Boston Magazine Pub-

lishing Company,)
A Russian RealisCrime and Punishment.
tic Novel. By Feodor M. Dostoyevsky. Cloth,
45G pp. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.)
From the Publishers.
The Christmas Country and Other Tales,
Λ Collection .of Stories Written and Translated.

By Mary J. Safford. Cloth. 205 pp. (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. From the Publisher.)
The Story of Carthage. By Alfred J. Church,
Μ. Α., Professor of Latin in University College'
London, author of Stories from Home, &c. With
the Collaboration of Arthur Gilman, Μ. Α., author
of The Story of Rome, &c. (The Story of the Na_
tions.) Cloth, 309 pp. $1.50. New York: G. P"
Putnam's Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
A Tale by J.
Little Tu' penny.
Baring
Gould, author of Gabriettc Andre &c. Paper 159
(New York I). Appleton & Co.;
pp. 25 cts,
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Marcella Grace. An Irish Novel.
By Rosa Mulholland. (Harper's Handy Series.) Paper,
183 pp. 25 cts.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland; Loring, Short & Harmon.)
A SeJO'S" Boys, and How They Turned Out.
quel to Little Men. By Louise M. Alcott, author
of Little Women, &c. Cloth, 365 pp. §1.50. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Butler, DenLives of the English Poets.
ham. Dryden, Roscommen, Spratt, Lorset, RochCassell's National Library, Paester. Otway.
per, 192 pp, 10 cts. (New York: Cassell Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The Boy's Book of Famous Rulebs. By Lydia Hoyt Farmer, author of The Story of Science,
&c. Cloth, Illustrated, 477 pp, $1.00. (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.) From the Publisher.
Michael Davitt's New Book: Leaves from a
Prison Diary. By Michael Davitt, the father of
Paper. 309 pp,
the Land League of Ireland.
25 cts. (New York Ford's National Library.)

BALL.

CREAT SCHEME.

Proposed Consolidation of the Bos·
A. Maine and Other Roads.

ton

1

A proposition now under considération
and said to be practically agreed to is a lease
of the Boston & Lowell road and its leased
lines to the Boston & Maine for a term of 99
years on a basis of a G per cent, guarantee on
the stock, and a guarantee, too, of the interest on all the outstanding securities of the
company. The purpose of the lease is apparent when it is considered in connection
with the pending lease of the Central Massachusetts road by the Boston & Lowell, and
the proposed extension of that line to the
Connecticut river, and ultimately to the tunnel. The scheme contemplates further a
consolidation of the Eastern and Boston &
Maine roads on a basis of two shares of the
This part of
former for one of the latter.
the project is now under especial consideradefinite action on it being delayed until

tion,

Company's directors,
of the Eastern
who is also one of the largest stockholders,
shall have looked into the matter carefully
and made up his mind whether the union
proposed, with all its incidental results, Is
desirable or not. This union would not naturally come until after the Boston & Lowell
looao i« ftoooanpUeKodi
Qurtllj( Wîifll 111 θ
whole amalgamation is brought about, the
purpose is to secure control of the Hoosac
Tunnel and open a new Western line out
from Boston, in which the Central Massachusetts would, of course, be the Eastern
terminal road.
The Republican candidate
for governor, whose election is practically
assured, is known to favor legislation which
will provide for the disposal of 'the great
bore on terms that will give the combined
Boston £ Lowell, Boston & Maine, Eastern
and Central Massachusetts roads a most excellent chance for getting 'a controlling grip'
on the same. Legislation allowing the consolidation proposed can, it i* also anticipated,
be obtained, notwithstanding more or less
opposition thereto may be encountered.
Large stockholders and leading officials in
all the corporations concerned are koown to
be favorably inclined to the union outlined
above. A most important result of the- co»r
solidation as proposed will be the absot«tèdoinç away of the grade crossing nuisance at
the North End of Boston. The project contemplates the sale of all the Boston <& Maine
Company's Haymarket Square property, the
removei of its tracks between that point and
Causeway street, the utilizing of the commodious Boston & Lowell and
Eastern stations—both put under one roof and remodeled—for a grand union depot, and the re-arrangement of the Fitchburg road's tracks so
as to avoid a crossing at Prison Point,
and
so, also, as to come into the union station.
Altogether, the scheme, in putting practically thu whole railroad svstem of Northern
New England under one management, and
providing, more than this, another direct
trunk linn connecting with the
West, is
something which |in comprehensiveness
and grandeur even the far-seeing and progressive railroad men of Eastern Massachufetts can hardly realize.
one

LATEB.

A dispatch received last night from New
Yofk, says a conference was held at the
Orand Central depot today between representatives of New Yori, New Haven and
Hartford, Boston and Albany, and New
York and New England roads, to consider a
proposition to merge these lines into one system. Nothing positive can be learned as to
believed
the resutt of the conference, but
the project has fallen through, though another meeting m»y be held tomorrow to further
discuss the matter.
THE

COLLECES.

GAME TODAY.

This afternoon the Portlands and Haverliills meet for the last time this year. Hatfield. the change pitcher, will pitch for the
Portlands, and probably Conley will be in
the box for the Haverhilis. If the day i«
warm there will be a big crowd present.
ANOTHER VIC'TOItr FOR PORTLAND.

The Portlands defeated the Haverhilis
yesterday, in a second exhibition game, by a
The audience was larger
score of 5 to 2.
uiau oil ine preceding uay, many ladies beMadden pitched
ing among the spectators.
for the Portlands, and his curves were too
much for the visitors, who failed to hit him
to any extent. Murphy occupied the box for
the visitors, although he failed to stay in it
The Portlands found
much while pitching.
the ball oftener than Die visitors, but did not
The playing was
bat Murphy freely.
not exciting, and the regularity with which
one man went out after another, grew someBoth of the Haverhilis'
what monotonous.
The Portlands
runs were due to errors.
in the first inning.
two
their
runs
earned
Murphy pitched the ball against O'Connell
in the second, Soeneck's base hit advanced
him to third base, and he cam* home before
Madden's lung fly to centre field could be returned. Whteûck's two-bagger started him on
the round of the bases in the eighth inning,
and he scored on the wild throwJCooney
tliïr/ï

modo tn

aft.pr tnnftîriL»

hnxp

fly. Shefïler completed the run-getting by
coming home on Irwin's error. Tlie score
follows

:

Galligan, If
Kearns, 2b
Wheelock, ss
Hatfield, 8b
Scheffler.cf
O'Kourke, c
O'Conuell, f

Shoeneck. lb
Madden, ρ
Totals

Hawes, lb
Irwin, 3b
Slattery, If
Cooney, 2b
Murphy, ρ
Munce, π
Carl, ss
McKeever, cf
Murray, ρ

HAYEBHILLS.
AB. Κ. IB.
4
1
1
0
4
0
Ο
ο
3
4
Ο
1
Ο
3
Ο

Portlands
Haverhills
Earned

TB.

2

PO.
»

0
1
6
1

0

ο
1
Ο

A.

E.

Ο
4
Ο
Ο
3

ο
0
Ο
3
1

3ΐοοοοο
—

1
2
1

Innings

3
3
3

0
Ο
0

Ο
2
0

1
3
3

Ο
3
0

3
Ο
1

Ο
Ο
1

2
6 24 11
30
4
23456789
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 χ— 6
0000001 0—2

Two base bits—
uns—Portlands, 2.
First
Wheelock, Shoeneck, McKeever. Hawes.
first base on »ron balls—Haverhills, 2.
rors—Portlands, 3 ; Haverhills,*. Struck out—by
Murphy, 2; by Madden, 4. Wild pitch—Madden.
Left on
Bases stolen—Hatlield, Murphy. Hawes.
hases—Portlands, 6; Haverhill*, 3. Time—lb.

base

25m.

Umpire—Lynch.

GAMES YESTERDAY.

At Boston—Bostons, 7 ; Chieagos, 8. Base
hits—Bostons, 13; Chieagos, 3 Errors—Bosons, 4 ; Chieagos, 7.
At Washington—Washinj^ons, 2; Kansas
Citys, 2. Base hits-Washingtons, 5; Kansas Citys, ">.
Errors^Washingtons, t>; |KanSeven innings ; called ob acsas Citys. 7.
of
darkness.
count
At Philadelphia—Détroits, 11 ; Philadelphias, 1. Base hits—Détroits, 12: I'hiliulW-

phias,

4.

Errors—Détroits,2; Philadelphias,

seven.

At New York—New Yorks, 4; St. Louis, 1.
ErBase hits—New Yorks, 6; St. Louis, 9.
rors—New Yorks, 0; St. Louis, 4.
At Pittsburg— Pittsburg, 7; Metropolitans, 0.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnatis, 14 ; Baltimores,
nine.
At Louisville—Athletics, 11 ; Louisvilles, 8.
UUU19

XJiUUIHJ IJO,

XX,

Ut.

XJUU1.3,

NOTE8.

Manager Spence has been presented with
elegant watch charm by friends in New
York.
It is said O'Rourke will no doubt accept
the offer of $2000 made by the Philadelphia*,
and will play with that team next season.
Portland people will regret to have him
leave the New England League, but at the
same time congratulate him upon receiving a
position in the National League at a high

an

salary.

The Kansas Citys forfeited another postto the Washingtons yesterday.
The Kansas Citys say they have made no
agreement to play postponed games morn-

poned game

ings.

^

The Baptists on Temperance.
At the Baptist Statu Convention the committee on reform of which Judge Percival
Bonney was chairman, reported the follow,
ing resolutions which were adopted by the
convention :
Recognizing with devout gratitude to God the
existence of an improved public sentiment in this
State with reference to the use of intoxicating
liquors, and believing this to b· due in a large
measure to the favorable attitude of the Christian
church toward this great reform as toward all
plans for the amelioration of the human race.
This convention representing a church membership of 20,00o persons reiterates its belief in the
principle of total abstinence, and through its
churches, will labor to spread the principle among
the people. To this end the convention recommends that special efforts be made to influence
the minds ot the children by suitable lessons
from the pulpit and in the Sabbath school and by
proper instruction in the public schools.
Laws in a republic in order to be effective must
reflect the sentiments of the people. The important work now before the friends of temperance in
the State of Maine is the creation and maintenance of a sensitive and healihv public opinion on
the great question so that the officers of the law
may be strengthened by the moral support and
approval of their constituents.
The convention uot only believes that the supply should be reduced to the mimimum by the enactment and enforcement of prohibitory legislation. but also that the demand should be curtailed
which can be done only by the spread of total abstinence habits among the people.
AVith the temperance reform as well as with
every other prospect for the improvement of man's
condition the Baptists of Maine are in full sympa-

thy.

CLASS ELECTION AT

COLBY.

The members of the Sophomore class have
elected the following officers:
President— D. F. Smith.
Vice President— H. B. Woods.

Secretaty.aaa Treasurer—11. W. Tappan.
Orator—Κ !.. Sampson.

Poet—Miss S. L. Noyes.
Historian— N. 8. Bui bank.

Prophet—E.

F. Stevens.

Toast-master—H. W. Frye.
Committee on Odes—Misses Minnie Bunker,
anum<.'u,uming:», Mary 11. Tobey, ll.tlite M. Parmeuter
Committee of Arrangements—Lincoln Owen,
C. F. Megijuier, Η. Ε. 1 arnham.
H. R. Hatch of Isleboro, a graduate of
Buckeport Academy, has entered the Freshman class.
The Colbys played the Maine Central Institute nine at Pittsfield Siturday. «>·<! were
defeated for the fourtn time in succession
this fall. The weakness in the nine is due
to the want of practice on the part of the
new men.
PBOFESSOB CHAPMAN'S POEM.
The first number oi the Buwdoin Orient
contains a uoem bv Prof. Chapman, read at
It is
twentieth reunion of the class of '66.
entitled, "Ubi Sunt," and refers to the professors who were the instructors of his coi*

lege life.
A GRAND REUNION

PROPOSED

AT

ORONO.

The Alumni of the Maine State College
are in correspondence with Prof. C. II. BenPORTLANDS.
jamin, the treasurer, and Prof. Walter iialK.
A.
AB. B. IB. TB. PO.
0
entine, the secretary at Orono, in regard to a
4
0
1110
4
1
4
1112
reunion to be held at Orono next Commence«
0
1
1
2
3
4
ment wejek. that being the 15th anniversary
10
4
1113
10
4
1110
It is the
of the first commencement in 1872.
ο
0
1
5
0
4
1
intention to have some speaker of national
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
2
3 13
3
address the Alumni at that time.
ο
Ο
Ο
7
3' reputation
ο
3
The exercises are to conclude with a grand
8 10 27 1»
33
S
banquet in Bangor.

Totals

RECEIVED.
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ο

dier—Miss Oliva Clark of Augusta, and Wm.
Preble of this town, still survive, the flrst
named being ninety-two year? of age, and
Mr. Preble is suffering
the other ninety.
considerably with an affection of the face.—

Killed by an Explosion.
New Haven, Oct. 8.—By an unaccountable explosion in the fulminate department in
Winchester's armory this afternoon, Kate
Taylor, aged 23 years, was instantly killed,
while other girls working only a few feet
away wer<) scarcely injured.

A

General Charles Hamlin of Bangor, was at
the City Hotel yesterday.
Mr. Bacon, musical critic of the Boston
Herald, attended the opera at City Hall,
last night.
Governor liobie is in Boston, at the Tremont House, with his counsel, ;uid will
probably return home tonight.
The Brunswick Telegraph lias entered on
its thirty-fourth volume. Mr. A. G. Tenney
has conducted it for the last twenty-eight
years and a half—a long term of service.
Bangor people on Thursday night extended a very cordial welcome to Mr. Kobert Λ.
Jourdan. the new General Secretary of the
Young Men's Christian Association in that

CENTS.

THREE

PRICE

gEMdVSffi»

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The village of Caribou is to have a machine shop. It will be operated bv H. II.
Gordon <fc Co. Twelve men in Caribou have
taken it upon themselves to put the building
in readiness to receive the machinery.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The thoroughbred Jersey bull "Goldie's
Lennox," No. 307, M. S. J. Η. B. kept by A.
\V. Hunt of Brunswick, died last Sunday.
He liac taken first premium at the Maine
State Fair, also the Eastern Maine Fair held
at lJangor and the Sagadahoc County Fair
held at Topsham.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

M. C. Foster & Son of this place have
been awarded the contract to build a livestory shoe-factory for Hon. Frank Jones In
Portsmouth, Ν. H., Mesar*. Foster's bid was
$16,500, among their competitors being a
prominent Boston building firm.
A horse railroad between Waterville and
Fairfield is talked of.
The fine farm known as the Webb farm,
about a mile and a halt up Main street in
Waterville, and owned by Hon. E. F. and
Appleton Webb, Esq.. is to be devoted to
stock-raising purposes.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

A schooner of 108 tons was launched a'
J one.sport last week, named the George \The vessel was owned by the
Lawrey.
Jonesport Lumber Company. Captain F. B.
Dobbin of Jonesport will command her.
It is said that the purchaser of the Pembroke iron alius win utilize me water power
for a woolen mill.
YORK COUSTT.
There is strung talk at the present time of
thoroughly leurganizing the York County
Agricultural Society at the annual meeting
iu December, in order to build it up and put
it on a plane with the Maiue State and Eastern Maine State Aassociations,
It is proposed to call it the Western Maine State Association and not conflue the annual lairs in
the future to York county.
IX

(iKNkKAL.

Superintendent 1). E. McFee, of the Inter-

national Railway, says that up to date fourteen miles of rails have been laid on that
road in Maine, the sixty pound rail being
used. The work of ballasting is proceeding
rapidly. In about one month at the outside
the location will all be finished so that the
entire road in this State can be let to contractor·.
STATE POLITICS.
BAD SI'KLLINO OK BALLOTS.

Some of olir Democratic friends are claiming that their candidate for county attorney
in Aroostook, Frank L. Huberts, is elected
on account of mis-spelled ballots for Mr.
Drew, says the Aroostook Republican. Exact returns at Augusta show that Mr. Roberts Is in a similar condition in this respect,
172 ballots having been cast for Frank L.
Huberts, M lor Frank L. Robert, 35 for
Frank L. Raberds, 43 fur Frank L. Rabertes,
21 for Frunk L. Rolients, and M for Frank
If the North Star will look at
Buberts.
both sides, it will conclude |that "the Superior Court and presidents oi the
past," cannot
aud will not save its candidate.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE BOSTON AND MAINE.
The Boston and Maine Railroad Company
have abolished the pay car system on the
road, and hereafter will pay all of the men
on the line of the road in bank checks,
which will be sent to station agents on the
line of the road. This will save considerable expense, a*
formerly it took two trams
with a gang of 12 meu
the help on·
{o

pay

DD8CELUNKOII8·

THE

churches. Should a church council decide
that the belief of Dr. Hume, the missionary
in question, on probation, did not disqualify
him from entering the missionary field it
would seem that the prudential
committee would have to leverse its previliim to return, or
ous action and allow
at any rate,
give some other than a
theological reason for refusing to do so.
The certificate of the council as to his theology is to be accepted as final, and there is to
be no going behind the returns by the Board.
The practical effect, therefore, of the
Board's action would seeni to be simply to
remove the controversy from the Board to
church councils, and as some councils are
likely to sanction the probation doctrine or,
at any rate, not regard the holding of it as a
fatal disqualification, while others take the
contrary view, the heathen are likely to receive instruction from both the old and the
new schools.
It is a consoling thought that
instruction from either school will do them a
good deal more good than harm.

PRESS.

SATURDAY MOUSING. OCT. i>.
We notice that Maine carries off a goodly
share of the prizes at the Bay State Fair in

Boston.
Osman Digna's stronghold has been taken,
Perhaps
but nothing is heard from Osman.
he is really dead at last.

Lewiston has produced the most unique
specimen of a crank yet heard of. He gets
under the sidewalk and squirts water up
hrough the cracks between bricks onto pedestrians as they go by.
Temperance
The Woman's Christian
Union think the best way to promote temperA great
ance is through a third party.
majority of the people of Maine think differently and are likely to continue to.
The death of Senator Pike, of New Hampshire, introduces a new element of interest
into the, pending campaign, inasmuch as it
will devolve upon the legislature to be electThe navy yard
ed to choose his successor.
will be worked more actively than ever now.

EXPERIENCE ABOVE PAR.
It is not probable that there are any more
simple minded people in Maine than in other
States of equal population ; on the other
hand our people rather pride themselves that
they are as shrewd as any of the Yankees,
and that is claiming a good deal. But the
way the people of Maine have been swindled
this year defies explanation.
They lost
money right along to the sharpers of Doris's
circus, and later when Forepaugh pitched
his tents, our villages and cities rang with
the maledictions of men whe had been swindled. One would suppose that the State had
been worked for all it is worth, but this fall

The Queen regent of Spain has not only
pardoned the leaders of the recent revolt,but
has also signed a decree for the liberation of
The ministry not apthe slaves in Cuba.
preciating such clemency has resigned. The
in this case is much wiser than her

Queen

advisers.
Sir Charles Tupper, Canadian high
missioner to England, expressed the opinion
in a speech at Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., that
before two years a reciprocity treaty between the United States and Canada would
τ'"·
surest way of
he thought,
was,
accomplishing it
to
the
vigorCanadians
,or
their fisheries. Here is
ously
protect
com-

fishermen.
President Cleveland professes to believe
that a public officer ought not to participate
ctively in politics. Unless this principle is
ο be brought into contempt, the President
of the United States, of all officers, should
refrain from anything that has about it even
a suspicion of offensive partisanship. For
this reason we hope there is no truth in the
statement that Colonel Daniel Lamont, the
trusted agent of Mr. Cleveland in all matters,
politics, the chase and love included, is in
New York patching up an alliance between
Tammany Hall and the County Democracy.
If he is it is equivalent to publishing to the
world that the President of the United
States has stooped to intrigue in the municicipal politics of New York city.

as soon as au me ien uonar mus

The convicted Chicago Anarchists who
have just been refused a new trial were given an opportunity to address the court before sentence was finally imposed- All of
their
and
them were bold and defiant,
speeches were a glorification of their work.

Spies said he should "die proudly, defiantly,
Schwab justified
fer the cause of justice."
his revolutionary editorials and exclaimed,

convicted by perjured testimony.
Lingg
fiercely denounced the District Attorney
and said he would die on the gallows with
the same contempt for death that he had for
the laws. Neobe, whose punishment the jury fixed at fifteen years' imprison meat appealed to the court to impose the same sentence on him as the jury had fixed ο» the others. Whether this defiant siprit will-.ontinue with them to the gallows remains v> be
seen. We suspect, however, that a good
deal of it will ooze out before that time.

I

This is how Mr. Cleveland's administration has lived up to its professions of civil
service reform in a typical Democratic community. Nowhere are the old fashioned
Democratic ideas of the uses of public offlc#
so rank as in Indian·:. The halting course
pursued in some other States in making appointments would have bred a Democratic
rebellion hi Indiana. So the administration
pursuing the policy of being all things to all
rjien.has created great content among the Indiana politicians. But will this content be
shared by any large number of thinking voters who have heard Mr. Cleveland's promises
and are watching his practices?
PROBATION AFTER DEATH.
The action of the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions in regard to
the doctrine of probation is claimed as a victory by both sides to the controversy, and it
is not difficult to see that each of them has
substantial ground for its claim.
The opponents of the doctrine secured from the board
the passage of a resolution deprecating the
doctrine, approving the action of the prudential committee in carefully guarding the board
from any committal to a tendency in that
direction, and recommending that the
same caution be exercised in the future.
But the friends of the doctrine,
or
more correctly, those who opposed making
it a test question, certainly succeeded in
nullifying so much of the resolution as enjoined the same caution on the part of the
prudential committee in the future as in the
past, for they took the matter entirely out of
hands and
their
the
placed it in
hands of councils.
The prudential committee has just refused to allow a missionary to go back under the auspices of the
board because he believed that heathen who
had not been given an
to

opportunity

embrace Christianity in this world would be
given time to repent in the next. If to allow
the missionary to go back would have been a
"committal of the Board to the tendency of
the age to a decisive and perversive
growth
upon the churches at home and abroad of
the doctrine of probation," (to
quote the language of the resolution), then the Board ap-

proved the action of the

and

views

CURRENT COMMENT.
SPEED THT PARTING.

THE CONTRAST.

and committing it to councils of the

A full stock of Hauan & Son's flue Shoes in stock and
prices lower than ever before.
is the mosl
Hanan & Son's celebrated Cordovan YVaukenphast Shoes
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.
,,
ley art
Sixty pairs Ladies' French Kid Button Boots for
Boots.
these
examine
and
call
actually worth $4.00. Please

H

a

there is

dlawly

mbll

FALL

OPENING

warm

Boys

qualities.

ages,

Extra Pants frith all suits if desired.
Especially fine SUITS and OVERCOATS for Boys
14 to 17 years.
Elegant quality and stylish fitting
Garments at the "LOWEST MANUFACTURERS'
PRICES."
Goods sent to any part of the city.

Gives Relief at

—

ECZEMA

New

53

UNION

FREE !

EXPRESSAGE

Ladies' and gents' garments cleansed or colored
without being ripped.
Blankets cleansed and
made soft as new. kid gloves cleansed or coloied.
Hats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed
in the latest styles. Feathers dyed, cleansed and
curled. Carpets cleansed.
Mattresses cleansed
and made over.
Ca^Uoods for dyeing or cleansing sent by ex
press will receive prompt attention.
dim
sep2l

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. Fiaest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

1IEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

BLOTCHES.
I want to tell you that your Cuticura Resol-

is magnificent. About three months ago
my face was covered with Blotches, and after usίησ t.hrflti bot.t.les of Resolvent I was nflrffint.lv
FREDERICK MAITRE.
cured.
23 St. Charles St., New Orleans, La.

An invaluable tonic. "Is a success
and boon for which nations should feel grateful."—See "Medical Press," "Lancet" &c.
Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Lie.
In* across the Labelbig's Siguature
Signature in Blue Ink
The title "Baron Liebig"
Liebig' and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are

I

OF PRICELKNIÛ VALUE.
I cannot speak in too high terms of your Cuticura.
It is worth its weight in pure gold for skin
diseases. I believe it has no equal.
W. W. NORTHRUP, ΐυίδ Harn by St., Omaha
Neb.
Sold everywhere. Price ; Cuticura. 50cts. ; Soap
25c. Resolvent, $1.00. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Co.. Boston, Mass. Send
for "How to Cure Skin Diseases."

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for tli
United States (wholesale
C. David &
Co., 9 Fencliurch Avenue, London. England.

only)

jun20
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ELEGANT SHAPE,

BENT WITH PAIN.
Due to Inflamed Kidneys. Weak Back
and Loins, Aching Hips and Sides. Kelieved in ouc minute by the Cmi-

Perfectly Combined in

MADAME FOVS
Supporting

It is

K*TAUI.1SIIED

one

of the most

CUNS
<
\

Mm MODS and Π SIM TACKLE.
Agent

for Du

PONTsTand

PftlCES

G-. L.

ATLAS POWDER.

LOW.

BAILEJY,

221 MIDDLE STREET, opp. Falmouth Hotel.
d3w
sep25
leaves
beautiful
Exeent

Dutch

Bulbs !

lyacinllis, Tulips, Crocus,

Nar-

cissus, Lilies, etc.

Wig Factory,

90£ast 10th St., Ν. Y. City.

eod&wlyorm

208

MDDLE

PLACE.

HOTEL.

FINE CREAM NOTE PAPER

Boston.
eod&wtf

GBATFEUL-COMFOBTING.

COCOA.

FJOlS,

—MANUFACTURERS Ο F

Quality Custom and Ready
Made

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be

depended upon and fair
prices guars' nteed.

Lancaster liuildiiig,
8
my22

■

470 CongressdtfSt.
°

FINE lot of barrels just received and for sale
by It. STANLEY & BOH, 410 lore fetreet,

A
J CENDALL & WHITNEY. Portland.

8ep20dtf

a

SYSTEM,

lecture

on

and How to Teach
ON

CEINTS

25

—

AT

THE

—

Y, M. G. A, HALL,

Congress St.

ADMISSION FREE.

POUND.

PER

For circulars and information, apply to either of
the book stores of McLELLAN, MOSHElt Λ CO.,

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

ME.

PORTLAND,

—

SATURDAY, Oft. 9, at 3 μ. πι.,

LOR1NG, SHORT & HARMON,

eodtf

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.
During the

month of August the store will be closed at 6.15
p. m.

aug3

Saturdays.

eoiltf

HALL

DAVIS.
octC

L.

WF&S

; Ilabla V. Espanol?
Parlez-Vous Français?
Spreehen Sie Oeutsrh?
Parlate Italiano?

IN TEN WEEKS
you can, at

TAILORING.

home, by

Learn to speak
either Spanish, French,
Italian or German. For the nominal price of $5.00
for each language.
All subscribers—$5.00 for each language—become actually
pupils of Dr. Rosenthal, who corrects all exercises, and corresponds with them in
regard to any difficulties which may occur.

fluently

-IN-

English Suitings,
English Overcoatings,

Mpaniah, French, Ger-

Specimen Copy*
man

LONDON CASS1MERES FOR PANTS.
from Ε. H. Van

own

MEISTERSCHAFT SYSTEM,

HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES

Specialties

your

DR. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL'S

or

Italian,

£5

cent*.

Says The Nation, I>«ew York:—"This is without

doubt the best

system ever devised for learning to
a foreign language in a short time."
Send $5.00 for full
with privilege
of having all your exercises corrected and questions answered.
speak

Ingen,

importer,

subscription,

MEISTERSCHAFT PUBLISHING CO.,

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.

O.

β.

JACKROM, Treasurer,
Ntreet, Herald Building

tVaahingtvn

'.137

BOBTOX, HAIS.
For Sale

by the Booksellers
Portland.

oct*

516

Congress

THE EMRf COKBINATION

wc

dtf

Delivered on Merrill's Wharf, quality
to be sound and merchantable.

A

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
CONGRESS STREET STATION KUUTE.

MORSE

On and after

MONDAIT,

Jane 'iNlh.

car·

m & 890 FORE STREET.

Α. Μ.

Α. Μ.

A. M.

6.16
7.45

6.20
7.50
8.00

6.49

P. M.

dtf
for

Itrrdging.
Engineer Office, U. S. Army, 1
Newport, R. I.. October 4,1886. )
SEALED PROPOSALS, in triplicate, will be received at this office until 12
o'clock, noon, on Wednesday, the twenty-seventh
day of October, 1886, at which time they will be
opened in presence of bidders, for dredging in
Hyanis Harbor, Mass., Pawtucket River, R. I.,
Providence River, R. I., Pawcatuck River, R. I.,
and Conn., and the removal of Green Jacket
Shoal, Providence Harbor, R. I.
The United States reserves the right to
reject
any or all proposals and to waive defects.
blank proposals and full Infor
Specifications,
niation as to the maimer ofbidding, conditions to
be observed by bidders, and terms of contract and
payment will be furnished on application to this
office.
GEORGE H. ELLIOT,
ocn6d4t t2S&2C
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.

8.29

p. M.

p. m.

12.00
12.10

12.38
12.43
12.48
5.19
5.24

4.40

Cars will connect with all inward trains excepting the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, Gen'l Manager.

SEPARATE

Je28dtf

TRADE PROCESSION
—AND—

&

PINKHAM,

Fire and Marine
9

EXCHANGK ST.

ATTENTION

!

Statement January 1, 1886.
ASSETS £784,038.85.
Government, and other Bonds, market
value
$270,774.00
Bank and other Stocks, market value,
128,148.75
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums
and Book Accounts due Company.. 133,577.65
First Mortgages on City Property
y,500.00
Keal Estate, unincumbered, owned by
the Company
187,000.00
Cash in Bank and Office, and Loans
with collaterals
55,056.55
Total Assets

SUPERIOR MANNER.

CHARGES MODERATE

W. W. WHIPPLE &
0Ct2

21

Market Square.

CO.,
dti

PIANO!
LimE USED.

Organization,
AGENTS.

sep30

SAMUEL

eodlm

dtf

BLANCARDS

PILLS,

are

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street
Jly9
dtt

ears.

gents, by return maiL Oue pair will lasts
Dealers supplied. AddreeeB-ENORTHRUP

or

J; CO» Jtauulact e, Bboàpalbw. Fvlto* Co., Ν. V.
oc7

eodlm

MR.

Oct. 13th.

GEORGE W.

CABLE,

In

his New Story, "SR.MDK POI.KTE,»
(an Arcadian Prose Idyl, complete in

evening's entertainment.)

oct6

by the Academy of Medicine of Paris
Approved
specially recommended by the Medical

todies

AT CITY HALL,

Celebrities of the World for Scrofula,
(Tumors
King's evil, ctej the early stages of Consumption'
Constitutional Weakness. Poorness of
Blooif
ami
for stimulating and
regulating its periodic course
None genuine unless signed
40
"BLANCAKD,
rue Bonaparte, Paris."
K.

Fougcrn de Ce., I*. Υ., Λ(«ιΐι for the W.(j.
Sold by Druggists generally.
aprlO

dlawSly

011

'llw

Y.M. G. A. COURSE.
8

ENTERTAINMENTS

Opens
THURSDAY

Ko. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.

aug

STOCKBRIDGE,

one

THURSTON,

IODIDE OF IRON

I

un-

HAWLEY.

EVENING TICKETS SO Obi., Now
Sale atSTOCKBRIDGE'S Music Store.

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low
Figure, if sold at once.'

$13,505777.00

MORSE & PINKHAM,

July 7th, lor

CAU AT

THURSTON'S.

$784,066.85

Losses Paid s'noa

A GREAT BARGAIN.

2d.

Reading by

$784,056.85

LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Re Insurance, and other
Liabilities
$336,570.11
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
60,840.71
Unclaimed Dividends
2,343.66
η·
«ο
Policy Holder·
Surplus
384,302.37

July 5th, and

V.

Actors

play o?

Wednesday Ev'ng.,

#375,000.

CHINA FIRED
F
FOR
AMATEURS.;
i>
IN A

CHICKERING

OF PHILDELPHIA.

CASH CAPITAL,

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
Fine views made of the procession
of the Drummers on their clam bake
sale at the studio of

Insurance,

the Li\iOi\ mmmi co.,

connecting with ill aine Central Kailroad

outward train* will leave an follows:
Leave
Leave
Connect ng with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains I saving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at

a company of American
der the management of

intense human infèrent, the
greatest Weenie Drama ever written.
Prices 75, 60 and 35 cents. Sale of seats commences Friday, Oct. 8.
octedtd

INHBUE WITH

TWITCHELL, GHÂMPLIN & CO.
c!5t

Supported by

FRANK

will pay

25 CENTS PER BUSHEL,

F. t C. B. NASH,
Proposait

A GREAT WRONG

r~=^,-

GRAB APPLES

ed with science in this Heater than in any other
made.
A careful examination of these Heaters is
invited by the agents,

sep3

In his Powerful and Picturesque play, entitled

Busnels

For which

NNLV,

MR. JOHN A. STEVENS

ΛΛ. tr

represents a new and original system for
warming buildings have been before the public
for the past six years, during which time they
have been tested in the coldest portions of the
United States and Canada and the satisfactory
reports received from parties who are well qualified by their experience to endorse them, vouch
most positively to their worth and efficiency, the
substantial character of their construction which
is both scientific and practical, their power and
simplicity of management together with the fact
that the same fire that produces the warm air
generates the steam without extra fuel, are especial features that render this apparatus the
most desirable and economical manufactured ; it
possesses points of merit peculiar to itself alone,
which place it beyond the range of comparison
with ordinary steam apparatus, and any competent and impartial
judge can not but admit after a
fair test that there is more common sense combin-

NIGHTS

Tbe management take» great pleasure In announcing the favorite actor,

PORTLANDS;
500

HEATERS!

TWO

iK°f-/n]DDLE--.ST·'·

WANTED

dlw

Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 11 and 13.

JOBBER5®.

Street.

of

P0RTLAND_THEATRE.

RETAINERS, ^

great favorite with good pianists.

CIDER BARRELS.
d2w

ST.,

which

First

deliver

Them,

NEW YORK AND LONDON.

Send for Catalogue.

sep30

THE

We call special attention to these celebrated goods. It is our purpose to place tbem before our patrons at a less price than they have
ever been offered at retail.
Our assortment of sizes is now replete.
1 case Norfolk New Brunswick White Merino Shirts s>nd Drawers,
warranted 30 per cent. Wool, full regular made seams and fashioned,
at $1.25 per garment, all sizes Shirts up to 44 inch, and Drawers up to
40 inch.
1 case Gents' Norfolk New Brunswick White Merino Underwear,
warranted 75 per cent Wool, all sizes Shirts up to 44 inch and Drawers up to 40 inch, at $2.00 per garment.
Never sold less than $2.50
for small sizes and $2.75 for large.
1 case Gents' Norfolk New Brunswick Underwear, warranted all
pure California Wool, at $2.75 per garment for 34, 36 and 38 inch,
and $3.00 for 38, 40, 42 and 44 inch Shirts ; for Drawers drop two
numbers at same range of price.

PIANO CLASSICS,

HASKELL

JHEISTE RSCH AFT

New Brunswick Underwear!

Tenney and Hoffman, is the newest
Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
aud
nearly ready—Anthems of Praise
press

oct7

PROF. R. S. ROSENTHAL,

THAT

OT1

GENTLEMEN'S
NORFOLK

b Dok for

BOOKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.

com-

oct5d5t

late private tutor to the Imperial Family of Aus.
tria, and the author of the celebrated

will

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

SONCS OF PROMISE,

OLIVER IHTSO.X Λ CO.,

Oct. β.

LECTURE !

FREE

Manager.
Utf

FOR

(35 cts.)

WnOLBSALK AND RETAIL·.

Dye.
I SSI.

Song Greeting (GO cts.) for High Schools; Song
Bells (50 cts.) or Song Reader (Book I, 50 cts.,
Book II, 60 cts.) for Common Schools, and Gems
for Little Singers (30 cts., §3 per doz.)form a complete set for music teaching in schools.

Sale of seats

75, 50 aud 35 cents.

Wednesday,

$1.25.

Price

JAMEM EPPN & CO.,
Homoeopathic (Jlieniietft, Loudon. Εης·
jel9
S&Tu&wly

dlawS8w

jly31

PORTLAND.

WARE,

LbWIS,

The Bould Boy of Glingall.
Introducing liis Irish Mountain Pipe Solo and
Irish melodies.
Five acts of Irish Adventure,
Love, Peril, Songs, Dances, etc.
Act 1—Kennedy Manor.
Act 2—Daly's Club
House, Dublin. Act 3—The Village of Glingall.
Act 4—The Lucky-Stone Festival.
Act 5—The
Trial at the foot of the gallows. Escape, etc., etc.
This historic play was produced at Wallack's
Theatre, New York, for five consecutive reasons, and endorsed by the voice of the entire

IMITATIONS.

ST.,

ANNIt

Shamus O'Brien

and

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE

"Best of All" Singing and Dancing Soubrettes,

(THE LITTLE TRUMP.)
Fred Maeder's Romantic Irish Comedy-Drama

press
Prices

W. O.

FALMOUTH

UNDER

Holds the field against all comers as the chief
book for singing classes in 188(5-7.
Good music,
sacred and secular.
Improved instructions. L.
O. Emerson. GO cts., $G per dozen.

EPPS'S

sure

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

THE ROYAL SINGER

a

Ml»»

Largest Manufacturers and Retail Dealers in New England

popular.

($1.00) is

CHARLES VERIER,
Supported by the

see us.

OF

Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method lias long
been a standard, does real service to the lovers of
good music at home, by his thoroughly good and
entertaining instructor. No less than 75 diagrams
illustrates tne positions of the fingers. Simple explanations and very sweet vocal and instrumental
music fill a book, which is destined to make the
elegant, modern Banjo still more appreciated aud

In

Europe's favored Irisb actor and vocalist,

from the Poem

METHOD

wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepiL g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus

popular and satlsfac
tory in the market.
For sale by all lcad-^
lug dealers.
Price by mall $1.30.
"""Ί ·
SOY. HARMON
vHADWICK, New Haven, Conn.

FOOD

call and

dtf

By IV. P. B. C1JRTINM.

PQRTLANPTH EATRE.
Friday and Saturday, October 8 and 9.

SUIT.

securing your Winter Outfit be

7, M and 9.

October

Ill

In

PORTLANDS.

K.

laanie Called ni-J..JO. AdmÎMion 'iJ Cta.
dtd
oct 5

ingly low price of

Sizes 35 to 44.

GKOL'.NDS.

Thursday. Friday and Saturday,
•

Made Full, Double Breasted, Detachable Buttons, Extri
in our own Workshop
WILL NOT FADE. Wf
have made and sold these goods for a long time and theii
reputation is established: Formerly the price was $18, but
TO-DAY we offer the same grade of goods at the astonish'

NO. 178 till»dm: ST

"By thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by tne judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack

COKSET.

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair

DAVIS,

a

COMFORT

Never

fails. At druggists, 25 cts. ; five for $1.
Potter Drug aud Chemical Co.. Boston.
WS&w2w

TuTh&S&wGmnrm

T. B.

BREAKFAST.

HEALTH and

Skirt

jlyl3

Blasting.
Cartridges, Wads, Shells and Primers at lowest factory prices.

tee^ genuineness.

Cuticura Soap.

The only perfect substitute tor Mother s
Invaluable in Cholera Infantum
milk.
and Teething;· A pre-digested food for Dys"
peptics· Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient la all Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking. Our Book. The Care
and Feeding of Infants, mailed free.
DOLIPER, GOODALB to CO., Boston, Mass.

American Arms Co's («uns.
Parker Double Breach Loading
Guns.
Harrington &. Richardson Ilam.
merless Guns.
Colt's Lightning ITIagazine Rifles.
Lafliu & Rand Powder Co.
Atlas and Forcite Powder for

informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer the article with Baron Liebig's guaran-

DIMPLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and Baby

Planter.

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR

OF MEAT.

vent

Anti-Pain

AMMUNITION!

sept27

ΟIV A CHILD.

COVERED WITH

oct2

STREET

AND

HAVERHILLS

Quality Ticking Pockets, and made
and can be guaranteed reliable and

$12

BASE BALL

PORTLAND

that w<

INDIGO BLUE SUITS,

PER

presented:

Hall fare will not be given to any one on any
of the railroads unless they have opera tickets.
d5t
oc&

offering in

are now

BOTTOM [PRICES.

REMEMBER

—

ACME BANJO

perfectly,

cura

England

PORTLAND, MAINE.

TETTER OF THE SCALP.
I was almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of the top of the scalp. 1 used your Cuticuba
Remedies about six weeks, and they cured my
and now my hair is coming back
scalp
as thick as it ever was.
J. P. CHOICE, Whitesboro', Texas.

use

Liquid, SnuJ

w rotoutrr.
Powder. xree.
'■tr "Wor
Freefron
U.SJ. I TiiinrimtR Ώτηπλ ant

DYE HOUSE,

physi-

Congress street,

astounding Bargain

an

be

"MAID OF HONOR."
By F. Halevv.
FRIDAY.· ..(L'ELI8IR D'AMOBE) "ADINA.'
By Donizette.
SATURDAY
«MARTHA."
By Flotow.
SATURDAY MATINEE,
"VICTOR. THE BLUESTOCKING."
By Barnlcot.
Tickets, Including reserved seats, 75 cents and
75
$1.00. Admission, 50 cts. Matinee, 50 and
cts. Admission, 35 cents. Tickets now on sale at
stockbridge's Music Store.
Half fare to all holding Opera Tickets on M. C.
on B. Si
R. R., P. & O. R. R. Hall fare and special
Matinee.
M. R. R. Thursday; also half tare to
8th
R.
R.
T.
7th.
G.
on
trains
late
Half fare and
anil Dth and Matinee. Half fare and special on r.
& R. Κ. K. Friday ; also half fare to Matinee.

THURSDAY

tf

Your attention is called to

following Operas will

—

GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS
—

bee.

The

How to

AT

Manager.

CATARRH,

MASON'S

Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for"the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
Eczema, and I tried several doctors and medicines, but did not do her any good until I used the
Cuticura Remedies, which speedily cured her,
for which I owe you many thanks and many
nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSMIER, EDINBURGH, IND.

lUlHumors,

in HEAD

W. H. .?!<·l>oual«l, »lr. Irna Uornw.

ftki, ITIr. W. 0. Clark, Tir. II. t1. linrua-

Collars, Cuffs, Hosiery,
Modern Languages,
LOT
LARGE
ANOTHER
Cloves, Underwear, &c.,
Speak

oct2

oneι

iTIIle. Zelle de IjUNMfin, Wi** ΤΙ a rie
.Νloue, Tille. léonine Lablnrhe, .TIîhh A«gne·
Iliintintfton, ITIr. Tom Knrl, .11 r. W.
II. Lawton, .Tir, Clement llniubridge, Mr.

(OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE),

BEWARE

Neckwear for Gents,

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

ely'°

end tbe following celebrated artists In the cast

mences

Boston & Portland Ming Co.,

speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scald-Head, Dandruff and
every Species of Itching. Scaly and Pimply Hu-

mors of the Scalp and Skin, when the best
cians and remedies fail.

482

Congress street,

dtf

993.

TELEPHONE

Fall and Mr Clothing

STRICTLY ΟΚΓΒ FR.ICJEÎ.

W. C. WAJRB,

Ideal Chorus, Special Scenery. New Costumes, Ideal
Orchestra of 14 Boston Musicians,

en

Car Conductors and Drivers !

vears.

A particle is applied into each nostril and i!
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists : bv mail
registered, 60 cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.
sepveod&wlynrm
Druggists, Owego, Ν. Y.

the great Skin
repeated daily,
with two or three doses of Cuticuba Resolvent. the New Blood Purifier, to keep the blood
cool, the perspiration pure and unirritating, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will

EXCHANGE]

a

IAY-FEVER Offensive odors.

bath with Cuticura

STREET.

MEN, YOUTHS' AND CHILDREN.
FALL AND WINTER-1886-87, Fall and Winter
Overcoats,
We have
very large stock of KNEE PANT SUITS
for Boys II to 16
Gents' Furnishing Goods,
REEFERS for
in several
all

V-^

a

models in themselves, and oniy require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famed "NOVELTY" stee
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctt
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best."
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Slovi
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and .examim
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,
are

sepl5

In this Department we shall exhibit the largest
and probably the best line of SUITS and OVERCOATS ever shown in this city. For

a

TREATMENT.—A
Soap, and single application of Cuticuba,
Cure.
This

483

THE FINEST LINE OE

WILD PROJECT.

Skin Diseases Instantly Relieved by Cuticura.

The Clenwood Β and New Elmwood Ranges,
variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical stove men to be the finest made and best working
Range in the market. Our Square ana Round
CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL

HAY FEVER

ITCHING

the

IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK.

!

Fall

41

OF

^HAYFEVER

Hartford Courant.
The project of some wild theorists at the
Richmond labor convention for a perpetual
congress of laboring men in session at Washington, to "go through the motions" on all
measures before Congress, will probably be
squelched in the convention. There must be
good sense enough in the body to avoid anything so ridiculous.

only

65

PERFORMERS

Oue of the strongest and most complete English Opera Companies in America.

larged to nearly twice it:
former size. Clothing anc
Cents' Furnishing Goods ai
lower prices than any othei
store in the city.
Call and examine.

count-

on our

at

65

The Best Bargain in
State.
Store
recently

$3.72.

AND FURNACES !
STOVES, RANGES
Announcement

ηa

it made of the purest materials and is prepared with special regard
to wholesomeness. It is recommended for its purity and healthfulness by Chemists and Physicians.

everlasting perdition.
A

Saturday

IDEAL OPERA COMPANY.

$10.00.

100 $8.00 OVERCOATS

—

7,8,9 AND SATURDAY MATINEE

By the Famous Boston

OWHf

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes lo call attention to his line of goods, viz:

CONGRESS POWDER

&»aICOLD

ccrtainly a grim humor to the spectacle of such an eninient conclave as is ijow
assembled at Des Moines passing upon the
problem whether or not sinning mortals
have any chance after death of escaping

FOB

These snoods are lined with
silk or satin, made for the
finest class of trade, and
be distinguished
not
can
from a custom garment.

eodtf

CHARLES AUGUSTUS CUMMIMS,

τΜαμβ&$ά

Transcript.
serious, and, indeed, awful subject,

$20.00.

will be placed

AT

—

CITY HALL, OCT.

(OPPOSITE PKEBLE HOUSE).

Mix with Sweet Milk or Water; Make up in form of Biscuits; bake
immediately after mixing, in a hot oven.
This will make biscuits that can be eaten, oven while hot, without
injuring the most sensitive.

WelY"=> "«Cream Balm

GRIM HUMOR.

I

oct7

No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

Grand Opera Season

FOR ΟIVI<V

oct8

Catarrh

Boston

For

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

1 Quart.
A small quantity.
3 Teaspoonfuls.

Flour (St. Louis),
Chloride of Sodium, (common salt),
Congress Yeast Powder,

Boston Traveller.

The Congressional Club of Minnesota has
endorsed the Republican platform adopted
at the recent State convention, while the Socialists have endorsed the Democratic platform.

al

$18.00 Double Breasted

$30.00 OVERCOATS

ers

A IKnnv Tnnmnl

The appearance of the Si silver certificates
to be followed in a few weeks by §2 and §5
certificates, marks the gradual disappearance
again of the unpopular Bland dollar.

they took

it out of the power of
the committee to express an opinion on this
point in the future, by taking away from it
the decision as to a candidate's theological

for sale

ALL IN DELICATE HEALTH.

garn-

committee in refus-

ing to sanction his return.
But whether or
not the sending him back would have been a
committal of the Board to such a tendency is
a question on which the Board expressed no

opinion,

are

ered in the young men distribute the prizes
and drive rapidly away while their customers find that they have paid their money for
worthless trinkets. These fellows first appeared in Biddeford, where they made
several hundred dollars, and were thorough,
ly advertised in the papers ; they then went
to Bath and played the same game. One of
them was arrested and the papers again exposed the trick. But the fellow was released
on bail, and immediately went to Augusta.
The papers of that city told the same story
of swindling, but the sharpers kept right
along up the Kennebec to Waterville, Fairfield and SkowliegMi. In tiiose places the
"solid ones of the earth" were taken in, to
use the expression of a local paper, and such
In Waterville
seems to have been the case.
the newspapers and
a proprietor of one of
who
an ex-deputy sheriff were amoug those
learned something at theii- own expense. In
Fairfield a well known physician was among
the crowd who were throwing away their
money and tried to stop the sacrifice by reading an exposure of the trick from a newspaper. The only effect this had, according
to the local paper, was to "stir the crowd up
to greater activity in buying."
These sharpers have made hundreds of
dollars in this State out of people who fail to
suspect anything when a well dressed man is
seen giving greenbacks away for nothing,
unless for his health. Their desire to acquire something without working for it
warps their judgments, and for the sake
of getting a few dollars they will make fools
of themselves to the extent of believing that
a total stranger, who pretends to give
cheap
jewelry away on the street, is a philanthropist instead of a swindler.

REFORM IN INDIANA.
Thfi stories that the invasions or infractions
of the civil service laws in Indiana have
beeD numerous and oDen do not sepin to he"
exaggerated. The Civil Service Association3
e
of that State have taken pains to investigate
the extent to which the violation of the letter and spirit of the law have been carried ;
arid they find that in six Congressional districts the Federal office holders have thwarted die. will of the people without hindranceB
In the poat-^iftice at Indianapoliss
or rebuke.
it requires three extra men and an increase
in salaries of fifteen hundred dollars to do
the work formerly done by the Republican
In fifteen
postmasters aud his associates.
out of sixteen second class offices in the
State there has been a change of postmasters
ajid the employes in each office have been
increased from one to three. Of seventy-six
third class offices, sixty-eight are filled by
Democrats; and of eighteen hundred fourth
class offices at least twelve hundred have
been changed. It was the activity of some
of these postmasters in the convention of
the Fourth Congressional District that first
reconciled liepresentative Holman to Mr.
Cleveland's administration. In the railway
mail service the changes have been much
greater, so that the substitution of Democrats for Republicans has been termed a freefor-all race for Congressmen who wanted
places for their henchmen. The inevitable
result has followed. Bankers and business
men everywhere are complaining of delayed
mails. Letters plainly directed constantly
travel hundreds of miles out of the way because the new clerks have not learned their
schedules or cannot read readily. In the internal revenue districts the sweep has been
clean. Where there were once fifty-two Union soldiers employed, there are now but
four. The report farther says, in general
terms, that the extensive changes made in
Indiana have not been for the good of the
service. The cost of the postal service is
greater than before ; and not so efficient by
far, since the changes have been made for
the purpose of providing berths for party
workers and ward bummers of the wors t

—

come some

chain and a dollar bill for a ten dollar bill.
Some one purchases, getting for his ten dollars a chain and a watch, with a ten dollar
bill in the case. The rest see his good luck
and become wild to partake of the bounty of
the well-dressed young men. The ten dollar bills are handed over; the young men for
each bill pack up a watch and a chain, with
what appears to be a ten dollar bill in each
watch case, but is really a one dollar bill.

and strong confirmation of the opinion
which has all along prevailed in this country
that Canada's purpose in persecuting our
fishermen was to compel us to make a treaty
with her that would open our markets to her

•'Who has the cheek to tell us our doctrines
Fischer acknowledged
will not prevail?"
that he prepared the "revenge" circular and
put in the line calling upon the workmen to
come armed, and claimed that he had been

FOR

lage or city, g'athera crowd and rsgnno sell,
perhaps a watch. They will give a watch, a

new

Prescription FINE SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN,

Valuable

well dressed young men
with jewelry for sale, cuff buttons, watch
chains and watches. They drive into |a vil-

along

AMUSEMENTS.

mi,,cEH.AlVEOl7S.

With

a

at

8

City Hall,
Oct. 14,

EVEN'C,

Graud

Concert by the

STANDARD CONCERT COMPANY
Mrs. HENRIETTA F. KNOW LES. Soprano;
MARY 11. HOW, Contralto:
Mr. J. H. RICKETSON, Tenor;
Mr. S. KRONBERG, Barium;
Miss LILLIAN CHANDLER. Violinist;
Mr. RUDOLPH KING, Pianist.
Mrs.

Admission 25 Cents; Reserved Seats 50 Cents.

Reserved seats to members. 25 ets.
Eg^ourse
tickets with reserved seats, $l.ôo and ffOV. J10*
course
cording to location. Reserved seats f«>r tpesale
at
to members 60 cents and $1.00. now on
Stock bridge's.
membership
ΙίΓ Associât ion
cards will
admit to the Hall as In for"coats
mer years, but not to reserved seats,
only Si.00 to become a member. Names receiwd
Membership cards good for one
at any time.
octSdlw
year ïrom the time of joining.

DRY

THE

The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Fulleu, Crocker
Si Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

PRESS.

WIT AND WISDOM.
"That's what I call a pood dinner," remarked
Bobby, as h· leaned back In his chair with an air
of repletion,
"Bobby," said his mother, "I'm ashamed of
you."
The minister, who was dining with the family,
laughed heartily. "Bobby appreciates the good
things of life," lie said, "like all the rest of us."
Don't you think it was a good dinner?" Bobby
asked of the minister.
"Yes, indeed. I enioyed it very much."
"Ma said she thought you would, because she
didn't think you got very much at home."

Chicago, Burlington
Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. ifc'West
Dell & Bio Grande

ao

uo

prei

This is

a

66%
98

J43Va
36%
125Va

31%

65 V2
114:^/2
94
121

HQVé
50

IV2V2
19
62 Ve
59
19

36%
77Vs

19 50
25 00
112 Va
2 25
2 95
2 00

Con"Cal.:& Va
North Belle Isle
Horn Silver

Gloucester Fish Market.
THE WEEK ENDING, Oct. 8.
Codfish—We quote large Georges cod at
Georges at $2 Va ; Bank at $2Vé and
ψ qtl; small
#2 Vi ; dry cured do 2 75 ; Shores $3*4 V qtl ; cusk
at $2 φ qtl; haddock at ;$1% ; hake at $lVa ; pollock §1% ; slack salted do at 2 75.
Boneless and prepared fish 3V2@4V2C ψ lb for
hake, haddock andicusk, and 4Viv«6c ψ it, for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
at 6(a;8c
lb; smoked salmon 15c. Medium her
ringl6c ψ box; large medium 14c; No 1 at 12c.
FOlt

x

ιυ

<çf

x\j\j.

ou

îiew aiiiutvcu macneiei

^ lb.
Mackerel—We notice cargo sales of Bays out of
pickle with bbl. at $14%. One fare, 3 00 bbls.
small Shores, sold Saturday at $7y2.
We quote
inspected Bays at §31 for extra Is; $19 to $20 foils; #15 to $16 for medium Is ; §12 to $14 for 2s;
and $10 to §11 for 3s. N. S. packed 1s $14 to §1G ;
P. Ε. I. Is, $15 to
2s, $11 to $13 ; large 3s $«.
$l6;2s. $lty2 to$12V3;3s, $9»/2 to $10; 1885
Shore 2s, $8 to $8VZ.
Fresh Halibut—Shipping prices at 10 and 8c t>
lb for white and gray.
Nova Scotia large split at
« Herrring—We quote
G 25 -ρ bll ; medium 5 00 ; Labrador G 00.
Trout $12 t> bbl: pickled codfish 4 00 ;haoddock
k3V2 ; halibut heads at 3;tongues $5: sounds $12;
tongues and sounds 8 00 ; alewives 3 25; salmon
19 0<); lins G 00; fins and napes 4 50; No 1 shad
$11 ; Swordfish $6.
Pure medicine oil at 65c
gal; crude do 50c;
blackfltfh oil 52c : cod do 37c ; porgie at 30c. Liv
bucket.
ers at 35c
Fish scrap $G ρ ton; liver do $4.
Fish skins $8; fish waste $3; halibut guano $8.

on

on mam-

indorse-

valuable

33%

Homest-ake
Ontario
Standard

Physicians is good standing often prescribe Mrs.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for the cure of
weaknesses.

28Ve
2OV2

prei

Aie wives

female

112%
lOVe
23%

[By Telegraph.]

Soule's

What

..

YORK, Oct. 8,1880.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
28 25
Colorado ICoal
6 00
Quicksilver
24 25
do preferred

The frequency with which Alpine tourists fall
from tops of almost inaccessible mountains and
get killed is. very distressing and monotonous.
An American in Switzerland was invited by an
enthusiastic English crank, who was everlastingly climbing mountain peaks, to accompany him on
one of these foolhardy trips.
"No, I thank you," was the reply, "I stay away
from places that a monkey can't climb."

Mamma—Gracious goodness, child!
earth aie you doing?
Little Luv-1 am watering the flowerr
ma's hat. they look so awfully dry.

116 Ve
142

NEW

of scrofula

Dr.

28%
(>314

|oref

New York Mining Stocks.

unquestioned.

family cathartic medicine is
Pills. They are perfect.

βΐ^ β

148Μ»
91%
21%
46%
115%

1st uref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau;,"i>Iinn. & Man
St Paul Sc
nialia
do prei
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. s. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph

Fly with me," said a
"Dearest, I love you.
a base ball player to his best girl.
"I would,'' said the fair one, "only it would never be a success."
"Why not?"
"Well, you know, you are always caught on the
fly, and—" But lie rang his gong and fled.

The best

Λν»ν2
2(1%
12 ya
91%

Ohio Central

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter's Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.

cases

135

Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Oreeon Transcon
Pacific; Mai 1
Panam;,
Pullman l'a'ace
Keaaiiiti
KocK island
St Louis & San Fran

"An earthquake would improve this Die," eaid a
crabbed passenger at the railroad lunch counter,
as lie tried to bite into it and failed.
"In what way?" asked the bland proprietor, too
much accustomed to criticism to fiiind it any.
"It might establish a readjustment of crust,"
was the reply.

value is

138%
104%
137ye
32%
35%
77

Νew.York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref

Rheumatism, neuralgia, and gout are speedily
cured by Salvation Oil, the great pain cure.
He had not slept for twenty-four hours, coughing
all the time. A dose of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup
broke his cough, and he slept quietly all night.

mauy

Quincy

Ν orth western
Norm western preferred
,New York Central

A Texas preacher caught four or five boys in
his peach trees, lie diu not punish them, but
"You ought to be ashamed of yourmerely said
selves, particularly the big boys. Which of you
boys here is the eldest?"
"He ain't here ;it all sir. He didn't knowwe were
coming," said a youngster.

so

mo

Krie
Erie preferred»»··
Illinois Centra!
Western
DUX'»·- &
lliu
Ind Bloom.
LakejErie & West
Luke I Si) ore
Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. « St. Louis
uo

Vegetine has cured

a

48%
9%
142%

Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Ceutral
Northern 1'acific

There arc many forms of nervous debility in
men, that yield to the use of Carter's Iron Bills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness,
night sweats, &c., should try them.

and blood humors that its

141
105

Adams Express
American Express
Central Pacific
ChesapeaKe & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred

SATURDAY MORNING, OCT. 9.

ment.

Jangs—Been to Florida?
Bangs—Yes.

between ourselves, what do you
think of Elorida as ?. health resort?
Bangs—Well, 1 have looked the thing all over
and 1 wouldn't be astonished to see some fellow
booming the Dismal Swamp as a health resort
next summer.

«Jangs—Now

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.J
CHICAGO, Oct. 8. 188G—Cattle—Receipts 5,500 (Shipments 2000 ; shipping steers 3 60@5 2O;
stockers and feeders at 2 20@3 60; cows, bulls
and mixed 1 75(d3 25;buik at 2 40&2 60;tnrough
Texans higher—cows at 2 20@2 75 ; steers 2 75@

For the relief and euro of the inflammation
and congestion called "a cold in the head" there
is more potency in Ely's Cream Balni than in anything else it is possible to prescribe. This preparation has for years past been making a brilliant
success as a remedy for cold in the hend, catarrh
and hay fever. Used in the Initial stages of these
complaints Cream balm prevents any serious de-

3 50.
the

16,000^shipments 10,000;
Hogs—Receipts
is steady, rough and mixed at 3 50@4 10;
packing and shipping at 3 90@4 65; lights 3 50@
4 45 ; skips at 2 50@3 50.
Sheep—Receipts 6200 ; shipments 1000; market
lower; natives at 2 50@4 UO; Western at 3 40@
3 70; Texans at 2 25@3 25. Lambs 3 50@4 75.
market

velopment of the symptom», while also numberless cases are on record of radical cures of chronic
catarrh and hay fever after all other modes of
treatment have proved of no avail.

Domestic markets.
[By Telegraph.]

iiXrse-

—

{
j
j

FINANCIAL ANO COMMERCIAL.
WHOLESALE

1

Spring

—

—

j

251

..

....

75(^15

....

J8

Mackerel ^ bbl—1886. iHams
ib....l2@12}4
Shore Is.21 50@26 001 do covered. .14@l4ya
Oil.
Shore 2s. 12 50@15 001
KerosenePort. Kef. Pet
Water White

Med. 3s.

@

Small

ft* rod lice.

CranberriesMaine
VjûJJC

VuUi

4

Pratt's Ast'l.^bbl.

7o@5

00 Devoe's Brilliant.

υυνα

uv| ui^vu'

6

Mi

ο

13

HV2

7Va
Silver Wliite
Pea Beans... 1 76(gl 85""
8 ya
1
86 Centennial..
Medium
75
German mdl oo®l
o®i
25®3 00
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 65
I-otatoes. bnsli, 60®6δ I London Lay'r 2 50^2 87
3
2 00g3 OOlOnduraLay. lyi
®12
St Potatoes
2 75m3 001 Valencia
7@ay2
Onions
Husnr.
TnrKeys
16@20l
—

75^1

Muscat™1"1"^

12.&15lgranulated ψ tb
11@14| Extra C

Chickens
Fowls
Ducks
Geese

6Vi
6%

Meed*·.

(φ

& I Red Top.... $2«/e@S2 V2
Timothy Seed2 40®2 5υ
Apples.
9. (gllc
1
25 Clover
00(22
^bbl
Cheque.

13
@13 V2
ί Vermont
N.Y. factoiyl3 (^13^2
J4@14l/a
Sage

it utter.
Evaporated Φ1 lb 9(210c |
■ifuiouv.
:Creameryi> lb...202:28
2ϋ αΐ'Ζ7
G 00&7 00 Gilt Edge Ver
Palermo
6 00&7 OOlChoice
17^18
Messma
14 to 1 δ
: Good
Malagers
12® 14
I Store
Orao^N,
I
ϋίίκ«·
Florida
(d;
{Eastern extras...23&24
Valencia
~22
Can & Western..
Messina and Pa22
Plermo k> bx.G 50@7 001 Island

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Oct. 8, 1886.—Consols 100 15-16.
LONDON, Oct. 8, 1886.—U. S. 4yas, 115%.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 8, 1886.-Cotton market is
dull; uplands at 5 15-16d; Orleans at 5 7-16d;
sales8.000 bales; speculation and export 1Θ00
bales.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
New York..Rotterdam...Oct 9
Oct 9
New York..Antwerp
New York. Liverpool... .Oct 9
Oct 9
New York..London
Oct 9
New York..Bremen
New York..Hamburg....Oct 9
New York..LiAerpcol... -Oct 10
New York..Liverpool... .Oct U
New York-Liverp.οοΙ..-Oct
Oct lJ
New York. .Hayti
New York..Laguayra....Oct 1
New York..Liverpool....Oct 14
New \ork..Hambuig....Oct 14
Liverpool....Oct 14
Bostou
FOH

Leerdam
Nordland
Etruria
Helvetia
Fulda
Ruina
Arizona

Wyoming

Cityo£

Koine

Antilles
Philadelphia
Germanic
Wieland
Catalonia

Imports.
WEST PORT, NS. Sell r Τ W L Greser-710 qtls

dry

fisli 100 dz egtrs to Dana &

Co.

clay —1119 Height....
2 12

MARINE

[By Telegraph.]

Boston <fe Albanv Railroad

196

Old Colonv
Eastern Pailroad 6s

127

New York Stock and Money Market.
Γ By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct 8, 1880.—Money on call
is active, ranging from 4 to 10 per cent. Prime
mercantile paper 4a,6 per cent. Exchange dull
and steady at 4 8114®4 81y2 and 4 84@4 84V2.
Government bonds dull and heavy.Railroad bonds
stock market closed firm.
quiet and strong. The
i'ue transactions ai ine Slock Exchange aggre
gated 398.422 shares.
of Govern
me ioiiowing are to-day's quotations
ment securities:
100
3s
bonds,
States
United
128»/4
New 4s, reg
I28V4
4s.
coup
New
111%
New-i'AS, leg
i1! ^
New 4VaS. coup
115y„
Central Pacific 1st»
124
l>enver a R. Gr. lats
JJf
Erie 2ds
108%
Kansas Pacific .Console
Oregou Nav. lsts
Ho
Union Pacific 1st
do

Land Grants

do Sinking Funds

^Ί·:ι«h^Î*ί ;7h

ru 11 a r ρ rev to Ctli inst, ship Landfor Civita V echia.
sccr, Smith, from San Francisco
Ar at Antwerp 7tli inst.slnp Indiana, Morrison,
Portland, (>.

Memoranda.

®

....

J

#>>

ο!

Fishermen.
at Provincetown 7tli. schs Abbie Deering,
a H Lennox, Caroline Vaught, Soltaire, Elizabeth
Mattie Τ
Morsmith
than John MYlnmraer, Lilla li Fernald, FanïiiftR Orne. Emma, Cynosure, Henrietta Frances,
reorcle Wiilard, Island Queen, Ethel & Addle,
and flattie Maud. Fart of the fleet have made
hauls of 10 to 20 bbls mixed mackerel.
Ar

Dreacinaught,

gan

Dyer. Henry

Domestic

GALVESTON—Ar 7th,

Ports.
scbs Ilattie Dunn. Po-

and Cephas Starrett, Thompson, New York.
APALACH1C0LA—Ar Oth, §cli Jos M Hayes,
Crocker, Galveston.
MOBILE—Cld 7th, sch Annie Β Hoffses, Hoffses
land

New Haven.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 5th, sch F Ε Hallock,
Bulger, New York.
DAKIEN—Cld 7th, sch Nellie Τ Morse, Baker,
for Bath.
RICHMOND. VA—Ar 7th. sell Ariadne, Colby,
Kennebec.
NORFOLK—Ar 4th, barque Hannah McLoon,
Bowers, New York.
Sid 7th, sch Nellie F

Sawyer, Arey, Portland.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Artith, sell Cook Borden,
Lunt, Calais.
Ar 7th, sell Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, from
Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sch C H Foster. Coombs

Mobile.
Cld Oth, sch Royal Arch, Hawley, Boston.
A r 9th, sch W Abrahams, Snow, Kennebec.
Cld 7ill, sch Cbas Ε Balch, Mansou, Portland.
Ar 6th, sch Pochasset, Herrick.JDluehill.
Cld Gth, sch Clias S Davis, Sooy, Portland, (and
sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Ctli, brig Chas Purves,

Small. Havana.
Ar 7tli, schs 11 Hickman, Hitchins. Kennebec;
A R Weeks, Henley; Mary Nowell, Lank; S Ρ
Hitchcock, Blair; Eleanor, Poole, and C G Cranmer, .Walton, Kennebec; S J Fooks, Henderson,
Bangor.
Ctd7tli.schg Apphia & Amelia, Wiilard, Portland; Ahby S Walker. Dobbin, Portsmouth; L A
Boston; Augustus Hunt, Baker, do.
Moody,
Off Newcastle 6th, sch Jas S Lowell, from Phila-

delphia for

Boston.

NEW YORK- Ar 7th, schs Nile, and Belle
Brown, from Rockland ; Fannie & Edith, do; R 1,
Tay, Calais; Carrie W, Eastport; Grace Webster.
Providence; Margarot, do; Win 1) C'argill, and
Chattanooga, Bangor; Monticello, Rockland; H J
Hoi way, Macliiae; Willie Martin, Kennebec; Wm
C Grean, Philadelphia for Portland.
Cld 7th. barques Mendota, Hamlin, Passages;
Ada Ρ Gould, Henshaw, Arroyo, Hancock. Guptill. Port Spain; sch Col Milliken, Dunton, for St
Johns. Ant.

PERTH AMBOY—Sid 6th, schs Mauna Loa,
Thompson, Boston; Emma L Gregory, Ginu. do;
Alfred Keen, Greeley, Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th, sch Hattie, Drinkwater

Bangor.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, schs Lugano, Clark,
Machias: Brunette. West. SearsDort: Angola.
oss, Sullivan.
Sid 7tli, sell Glenullen, Bunker, New York; Jas

Pool, Pierce, seining.
DiGHTON—Ar tîtli, sell Lucy, Wooster, from
Calais.

NEWPORT—Sid 7tli, sch Hyena, Gardiner, for
York; steamer Novelty, fishing.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Gtli, sclis Ε G Willard, from Hoboken for Portland; Geo Nevenger,
Amboy for Gardiner; American Cliief, New York
New

for Bath.
in port, schs Everett, and Georgianna, fin Hoboken for Boston ; Emeline Sawyer, do for Portland; Fred Smith, Amboy for do; Mopaug. New
York for do; Woodbury M Snow, lin Rondour, for

Bangor.

EDGARTOWN—-Sid 5th, schs Ira Bliss, from
New York for Marbleliead; Catawamteak, do for
Koekport; May Day, do for Salem.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, schs C W Dexter, Townsend,
Calais; Inez. Strout, Macliias; J Β Stinson, Stiusod. Deer Isle; Inez, Strout, Macliias; Baltic,
Spinney, and Albus, Lowell. Bangor; Lillian, Clossou, Bangor; Mexican, Arey. and Oceana, Moore,
itangor; Connecticut, Wheeler, do; Edw L Warren, Colson, Belfast; Pearl, Foster, Rockland;
Lewis Κ French, Newman, Boothbay; Cambridge
Perry, Kennebec ; Victory, Tibbetts, Bristol.
Cld 8tli, brig Eugene Hale, Harding, Surinam.
SALEM—Λr 7tli, schs Mary Farrow, Bangor for
Vineyard Haven ; Nellie Eaton, Calais for Pawtucket; Wm A Dubosq, New York for Ipswich;
Hannah Grant, Plymouth for Millbridge; Judge
Tenney, Medford for Bangor; Allda, Boston for
Calais.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 7th,schs Majestic, Bangor;
Congress, Rockland for New York.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 7th, sell Juliet, Turner, fm
Bangor for Rockland ; Ripley Ropes, Orne, from
Boston for Boothbay.
RICHMOND—Ar 7th, sell Maggie J Chadwick,
Orne, New York.

Foreien Ports.
inst, barque Ironsides,

NSW, 4tli
Sydney,
New York.

Emery,
At Shanghai Aug 20th, ships

Rufus Ε

Wood,

Boyd, for New York; Wilna, Taylor, frem New
York, uuc; Sunrise, Tibbetts, une; barque Adam
W Spies, Field, une.
At Hong Kong Sept 24. ships Annie II Smith.
Brown; PactoTus, Burnhani: India, Rich, and
Benj Se wall, Ulmer, for New York; Leonora, Morrison, for Havre; Alexander McNeil, Davis, for
New York: barques J D Peters, Lane, do ; J II
F Β Fay, PettiBowers, Plum, for Honolulu;
grove, une.
At, Ainoy Aug 20tli.
Prince, for New York.
Λ

at fîalnntta.

nrpv

to

barque

Carrie

Heckle,

7th inst. shin Onnniip.rnv.

Frost, New York.

Ar at St Helena prev to 7th inst, ships C F Sargent, Atherton, from Manila for New ¥ork ; Hotspur, Warland, Iloilo for Boston.
Sla fm Antwerp 6th inst, ship Henrietta,Blanchard. Melbourne.
Sid fin Havre 6th inst, ship Geo Stetson, Wood,
for Baltimore.
Sid fm Brisbane Aug 12, baraue Will W Case,
Dermott, Newcastle, NSW.
Sid fm Hamburg 1st inst, ship China, Jordan,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 3d inst. ship St Joseph, Nichols, New Orleans; Willie Kosentield, JDunpliy, for
San Francisco.
At Valparaiso Aug 20, barque Vesuvius, Marshall, for Pisagua. to load for Hampton Roads.
Sid fm Aspinwall 20th, brig H C Sibley, Hicliborn. ascagoula; 24th, sell Ada Bailey, White,
Ship Island.
Sid fm Cienfuegos Sept 24, brig Atalaya, Eye,
New York.
Ar at Caibarien Sept 29, brig Tarifa, Feterson,
At Sagua Sept 28.
New York 12 days;
do 2 days.
Cld at Havana 2d

brig Ε Η Williams, Gould, for
Daisy Boynton, Murphy, for

inst, brig Josefa, Meyer, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Cld at Windsor, NS 4th inst, sell Warner Moore,
Crockett, New York.
Cld at St John, NB, 7th inst, schs Yreka, Falkingliam, New York: Msugpn Hill, Armstrong, do;
Wallulu, Keast, Itocklana.
Ar at liillsboro 5th, sell Wm C French, Sherman, Boston.

Spoken.
Sept 26, lat 39 30, Ion 54, ship Castine, from
Philadelphia for Stettin.
Oct 6. off Sandy Hook, brig Henry Β Cleaves,
from Philadelphia for Portland.
Oct 7, off Cape May, sell James Boyce, from
Baltimore for Portland.

A

Sluggish

Liver

Causes the Stomach and Bowels to become disordered, and the whole system
In all such
to suffer from debility.
casee Ayer's Pills give prompt relief.
After much suffering from Liver and
Stomach troubles, I have finally been
cured by taking Ayer's Cathartic Pills.
I always find them prompt and thorough
in their action, and their occasional use
keeps me in a perfectly healthy condition. —Kalph Weeman, Annapolis, Md.
Twenty-five years ago I suffered from
a torpid liver, which was restored to
healthy action by taking Ayer's Pills.
Since that time I have never been without them.
They regulate the bowels,
assist digestion, and increase the appetite, more surely than any other medicine.—Paul Churchill, Haverhill, Mass.

INVIGORATED.
I know of no remedy equal to Ayer's
Pills for Stomach and Liver disorders.
I suffered from a Torpid Liver, and Dyspepsia, for eighteen months. My skinI
was yellow, and my tongue coated.
had iio appetite, suffered from Headache, was pale and emaciated. A few
boxes of Ayer's Pills, taken in moderate
doses, restored me to perfect health.—
Waldo Miles, Oberlin, Ohio.
Ayer's Pills are a superior family
medicine. They strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, create an appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency resulting from
Liver Complaint. I have used these
Pills in my family, for years, and they
never fail to give entire satisfaction.—
Otto Montgomery, Oshkosli, Wis.
tt

Ayer's Pills,

C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Prepared by Dr. J.

TT&Sly

febl

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J Β Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Frinceport, (Br) McCumber, Kempt, NS—
235 tons plaster to L C Cummings & Co.
Sch Ella M Doughty, Doughty La Have, NS—
20,000 lbs halibut.
Sch David Sprague, Titus, Westport. NS—two
tons live eels for a market.
Sch ϊ \V L Grosser, (Br) Coggins, Westport—
dry fish to Dana & Co.
bih Fanny Flint, Warren, Hillsboro for New
York.
SchFTDrisko, Drisko, Hillsboro for Newark.
Sch Carrie May, El well, Spruce llead—granite
to Hawkes Bros.
Sell Ralph Κ Grant, Grant. Rockland.
Sch Anaconda, Fickett, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch D 1», 8trout, Millbridge for Boston.
Sell Ν Jones, Terry, Calais for Boston.

Sell Sylvan, Newbury, Calais for Boston.
Sch Florida, Hall, Bangor for Gloucester.
Sell Alice Cooper, Gray, Kangor for Plymouth.
Sch May Queen, Moon, Hancock for Boston.
Sch Fleetwing, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Exchange, Tebbetts, Newcastle for Boston,
ren
ItaPPUck, Kellogg, Camden for Boston
Sch Arizona, shore, with 15,000 lbs fish.

Cleared.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load
for New York-Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Hunter, Norton, Rockland, to load for New
York—J Nickerson & Son.
SAILED—Barque Eliza Barrs ; schs Jose 01averi, Ella, and Cora.
FROM OUlt CORRESPONDENTS.

WISCASSET, Oct 7—Sid, schs Frank Vandercnauseu, Boston ; George Albert, Brown, do.
MILLBRIDGE, Oct 7—Ar, sch Mabel, Sirout,
Portland, «th.

Having just completed
large and
elegant Brown Street addition to our
st>re, we desire to say to our customers
that we propose to offer them greater
bargains than ever before.
On increased facilities enable lis to
the

do

this,

and we

respectfully

ask all

oar

friends to call and see for themselves.
We have largely increased our stock,
and we do not hesitate to say that we
can now show the nest line of goods in
every department of our store, that the
market affords. Thanking our friends
for their past kindness, we hope they
they will still favor us with their pat-

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is tho
fountain of health, by using; Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discc#ery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or
blood-poison. EsorrijdHÉfi·^·
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign rpmedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or ''Liver
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntiDll. PIERCE'S PELLETS
and
Cathartic
Bilious
35c. a viaJ, by druggists.
—

'UflbWDittiif-cTl'
You can't afford to
day without using

get through your next wash

STARCHINE !

stick
time, labor, and money. No cooking,
Elacticity. stiffness
ing. blistering, or trouble.
As*
Gives Troy iinish.
and gloss pioduced.
free for lettei
your grocer for Starchine. Sample TIIE (ïEO
stamp. Made and guaranteed by
Ohio.
FOX Ν ΙΛΚ4 ΙΙ ( O., «Jinciuuaii,
eodlinnrm
sepll
in Plitlsuielphm
£V v_- y:, «η «>η ùl·-Newspaper
at*
Advertho
iikiJ ■
Meesre.
; tielVK Atreucy of
rV
III
w+itr
wulwHsed
W. V*J, AYE- * u-num çum
Saves

ÎT»2

■

we assure our

We shall

supply.

customers that it will pay them to lay in
promise no duplicates at these prices.

I

GOODS.

SILKS AND VELVETS.
BLACK SATIN RHADAMES

LINEN DEPARTMENT

Fancy Robe Blankets.
oi'

line

elegant

WRAPPER BtLANKETS in great variety of
elioice styles.
Prices $3.00 to

so

TAILORING DEPARTMENT,
under the care of Mr. Nickerson, a practical tailor, fronting on Congress St., is
reached by maiu stairway, or by elevator
from first door. All of the above rooms
give us an area of over 5000 square feet,
all of which is devoted exclusively to
the Cloak Business.
In the selection of our stock we have
given it more time and critical examination than ever before.
Very many of our garments are of
Paris and Berlin Manufacture, of our
owu importation, and exclusive styles.

10 pieces Extra Heavy XXX Cotton aud
Wool Gray Flannel, 20 cents per yard.
25 pieces Colored Cotton Flannel, at only
12 1-2 cents per yard.
25 dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size,
17x32 inches, (5 1-4 cents each.
25 dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size,
20x38 inches, 10cents each.

Misses and Children's Garments,

25 dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size,
24x4(! inches, 15 cents each.
25 dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size,
26x54 iuches, 20 cents each.

No such assortment has ever been exhibited here as we are now offering, in
Jackets, Newmarkets, Havelocks, Coats
aud Plush Sacks, of which we are show-

25 dozen All Linen Glass Towels, size,
14x27 inches, 5 cents each.

to

ing

more

Β.

TEACHER

—

OF

—

LECTURES

PARLOR
—

Elocution and Voice Culture,
WO. 37 SMITH STREET.
dlw*

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

Three door*

wi

st

Joseph A. Locke.
fet»27

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

light ;
gas lamp; equals
and meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserman Reg. Gas Lamp
8-4
Co., No. 1005 Arch st., Philadelphia. Pa.
new

would paya fair sum to exchange D 35 and 30 Stockbriage Course
8.1
Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs. I for better seats. BOX 1118.
Caswell's school rooms, 9(5 Park street, beginning
WANTED —Two first-class
Wednesday, Nov. 3, Mm. John A. Bellow* 1
will give a series of 12 talks on English Poe«ry,
dry goods salesmen. None but those who
need
illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
can furnish the most approved references
I, Chaucer; 2, Npt-nser; 3. Nhaltesperian
Two or more years experience will be reapply.
4. Nhakeepere;
5, Lyrical J
DrantafinIm;
BROTHERS.
R1NES
7J_
qulred.
Poets; β, Iflilton; 7, Pope, C»oldsuiith and j
VAN* Κ R* WANTED —A few good
Cowper; 8, Wards worth and Coleridge; 9,
canvassers.
and
Tennyxon
Machine
Heats
IO,
Byron;
and reliable Sewing
Shelley,
ami Arnold; II, The Brownings; 12, The 1
at No. 5 Free street Block, Portland, Me.
Apply
CHAS.
Pre-Baphaelite Poet·*. Course tickets |2.00.
Wheeler & Wilson Man'g Company.
2
and
3
between
7-1
PARK
STREET,
CROCKETT, Manager,
Apply at 96
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
dtf
References required.
cook.
sep27
0—1
Apply 211 State street.

WANTED—I

STREET,

of foimer oiiice.
îba S. Locke.
dtf

CAN

WANTED—A
boy seventeen years old would
work at
trade
like
chance to learn
WANTED—A
some
employment ; can furnish good refer-

BUSINESS,

steady

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
Noedod by every young man,
ed in a short space of time at

—LISE FOB—

Central

and South America and Mexico.
sails Saturday Oct. 9, noon.
From New York, pier fiot of Canal St., North
River, for Wan Fiasuci*co Wa The iMthniue of
COLON

Pauauia,
Great reduction in rates to San

Francisco. Cabin

$60; Steerage §30.

Francisco, 1st and firannan Sts.
For Japan aud China.
OF NEW YORK sails Saturday Oct.
at 2 p. m.

From San

CITY
For

Freight, Fassage,

or

bo

acquir-

Shaw's Business College.*
PORTLAND, ME.
°

ers

experienced

thorough and

but

None

employed.

teachRooms open for business day
days each week. For fulj par-

and evening six
ticulars send for catalogue.
F. L.

SHAW, Principal.
eod6m

augl9
9tli,

general information

address the General Kastern Agents.
K. A. A DAMN A- CO.,
lid Stale Street. Cor. Brond Si., Romioii·
dtf
je 10

apply to

can

Company.
Direct Line from Itoston to Savannah
Connecting at Savannah will» all rail
line* to poiutN in the South niul SouthweHt.

and «.villi rail and strainer line* to all
point* in Florida.
The elegant new iron Nteauier* of 2ÎOO
and CITY OF
ton» earh, «ATE CITY
ITlACOiV, will wail regularly every ThursFor
Mavannali.
BoMton
and
day. Irom
II. RING,
freight or passage apply to W.SI.,
<
BomIou,
ongiTMv
Wharf,
NickeiNon'M
Waeh.Tin»·*., or A. DeW. SAMFSOnl, 301
ington Street, IIomIou.

Congress Street, Opposite City KKnll.
A practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of #200,'*00
organized in 1864. The best facilities offered.
employed in each departExperienced teachers
ment, and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
ami
short hand
type-writing taught by a practical
evenings.
stenographer. Sessions, six days and further
inRates very low. Catalogue free. Any
formation cheerfully furnished. Address,
I?I.
A.
Principal.
L. Α. «BAIT,

MRS. PERRY'S

ESTATE,

Mills

;uul

will KE-OPICW at lier residence,

Rip-Sap

Machinery,

Granite.

SEPARATE

NOTICE.

hereby given to those holding Cape Elizabeth

that said orders will be paid oil
ISTown o.ders,
to the Treasurer of said town
on

presentation
ill
October 1 (1,188«, at Hie Selectmen's Office
said town, and thai interest will stop on all orders
outstanding after that date. Office days of tlie
Treasurer, every Saturday at the Selectmen's
Office, from 2 to δ o'clock, p. in.
C. A, TILTON.
Selectmen
)
of
M, J. BEABBLES, I
A. E. SKILLIN,
) Cape Elizabeth,
octodtlts
cape Elizabeth, Oct. 2,1806.
and FIMTVIiA treated with
out the use of the Knife or
also
mi from business, auw
detention
all other
er diseases of the RecW M.
lure

itum. Cure guaranted.
184*)
bead (M.D.Harvard
(m.
and BOBEliTM. HEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876),
KvauM IloiiMe, No. 175 Trruioni St.» "f0*?
ton.
References given. Consultation free, sen
for
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 1*. J»·

pamphlet.

WANTED—Horses

ANTED—All orders for collecting city offal
? »
to be left at our office after this date. Teleaud
phone 980. G.M.STAN WOOD & CO., 2613-8
265 Commercial St.

W

'ANTED—The people

and

lo-4

WANTED for the sale of our Food
for stock. Article ftrst-claes. Pushing man
and lasting business. Only enbuild
can
up
ergetic and reliable parties need apply.
The Manhattan Thoblky toon Co.,
HOCortlandt Street, New York
oct6WSAS3t

primary class in oral French will be formed under

an experienced teacher to meet for half an hour
three times a week, at 4.30 p. m. Special pupils
will be admitted to both sewing and French classFor particulars, appiy to the Principal.
es.
eodlm

sep2

Rood men to act as solicitors for Gen.
John A. Logan's book, "The Great Couspi
who mean business and want work on
men
racy" ;
for
the leading book of the season, should apply
terms and territory to B.W. GOWELL, State ManMe.
ager, Richmond,

A

few

d&w2w

uctl

Teacher

of

Singing.

Address, 14 FREDERICK ST.,

STOOKBKIDOE'S

Music Slorc.

or
oct5

SARAH E.

MISS

—

TEACHER

LAUGHTON,
—

BLOCUTIΟ Ν
branches,
FALMOUTH HOTEL.
In all its

Natural

Keading.

and

Instruction in
oct7dlm

A Card to Invalids.
Drug remedies produce drug diseases, and add
to the impurities, and obstructions, which cause
the disease for which they are administered. Consequently, a patient's vitality is constantly diminished,—and acute diseases made chronic,—by their
use

The living system may receive its needed supply of strength, and health, from Nature's materia
medica. which consists of Air, Light, Temperature, Electricity, Magnetism, Exercise, Rest, Food,
Drink, Bathing, Sleep. Clothing, Passional Influences, and Mechanical or Surgical Appliances."
Therefore it is unreasonable, and absurd, to attempt to restore health by
poisons.
I shall endeavor to give health to the sick, by
mcarft which preserve health in well persons.

administering

S. J.
OFFICE.
sep!5

THIS

6

PLUMMER,

men

and 5

more

sep2'Jd2w

Boston.

dlw*

OF

Specialties: Voice-Training

young ladies for
positions in telegraph ofliees at salaries per
week, when learned, at from $15 to $35.forPerfull
manent positions assured. Send at once
particulars, enclosing stamp to BOSTON TEL258
St.,
Washington
INSTITUTE,
EGRAPH

young

more

ΙΊΟ RENT A pleasant, smallish tenement
centrally located in good order. Enquire at
0-1
Hie CITY HOTEL.
f

X

No. 10 Gray St. ; conηρο LET,—Brickbihouse,
X tains 10 rooms, th room, furnace, all modern
conveniences; large garden. N. S. GARDINER,
5.1

Exchange St.

BENT—Shop room at 489 Fore street
near Cross; 15x5o with or without power.

Apply

on

the

PREM6-2

RENT On Neal St. in a new house, a
tenement of 7 rooms with Sebago water, bath
rooms ; steam heated ; having all the modern appliances and conveniences and a good exposure
to the sun
Apply to No. 221 New High St. 5-1

fj^OR

LET—House 29 Cuslinian street; newly
papered and painted, and in first-class order.

mo

X

Inquire

4tf

at 81 State street.

Κ KEN Γ—A first class rent of five

rooms,

hot water and bath room,
fjiO with furnace,
40 Exchange St.
N. S.
1

High

GARDINER,

St.

2

mo LET—Possession
X 203 State street.
SMALL.

on

28-2

given October 1, house
Inquire of JOHN C.
22tf

mo LET—A new house containing seven rooms,
X large closets. Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
FREDERICK STREET, within three minutes
walk of horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Station. Terms moderate. Inquire at 1039 Con19-3

gress street.

experienced rubber;

several girls to learn the business ; steady emand good prices. Apply
ployment the yaar round
to J. D. THOMAS, Supt.
personam or by letter
Sep30d2w
So. Fiamingliam, Mass.

strong, capable American girl
Ίο second work and have
; must be well reforecommended. Call between 9 and 11 iu the β-1
PEERING
STREET.
17
No.
at
noon,

WANTED—Aelderly lady
or woman
some care of an

to

woman for general
housework; no washing. Also one for
nurse for children, short distance in the country;
wages. DR. GASSAWAY, Custom House,
6-1
to 4 p. m.

WANTED—Acompetent

Îood
»- Ladies ; something entirely new,
WA1VTE
perfectly simple and easy, ladies and yonng
couutry
good salary,
in city
girls

can

earn
distance no

or

a

objection, no canwork sent by mail,
43
vassing. Address, All) SUPPLY CO., No.
30-3
Mass.
Boston,
Eliot St.,
steady Protestant, girl
for general house work at 243, Brackett
s-1
St.
to do general housework.
Enquire II. T. PLUMMER, 205 Newbury
δ"1
St.

WANTED—Capable,
WA1VTEO—Girl

MALE HBI.P.

<14W

__

in
WANTED-Α
work

on a

reliable and experienced man
farm; one that can do milking
^

"β*"7

FOR

ΟΚΝΕ FOB SALE-A nice stylish black
horse; ΐβ hands high, 6 years old, sound
and kind; will be sold cheap as owner has no use
8-1
for him. Apply 4υ EXCHANGE ST.

LOMT AND FOUND.

black colt with

a

white

spot

on his
was

part Jersey and part Ayrold; weigns 800 pounds;
seen at HOLLAND'S

wALE-A bull

shire two years
FOR
kind. Can
;

perfectly

be

8-1

STABLE.

FOR 8 AI. Κ -One 52 Inch
Expert Columbia, Price $30.00. One 54 inch
Expert Co uinbia. Trice $75.00. Both are In good
order and cost when new $130.00t so they are
bargains. One 4s inch, new Ideal bicycle, $53.00.
Also children»' Tricycle at reduced prices. C. H.
LaMSON, sole agent for the Columbia and other
β—l
bicycles, 177 Middle street.
New Victor,
tievn.EM FOR MAIil·:
> American Champion, Challenge, Safety and
also rare bargain in secondIdeal Bicycle;
hand Bicycles. E. S. PENDEXTEK. Aj xut. with
J. A. Merrill & Co., 239 Middle St., Pori mo.

BKCYCL.EN

—

B1

0-1

lOUMAIiE-l will sell m> arm at a
to purgreat bargain to any man wishii
chase within the next sixty days. For ]> rticu ars
call on or address HOWARD COTT< >ί. West
oclttd&wlw*
Gofliam, Maine.
SALE—House situated in the pleasautest part of the city ; sun all day, House contains 12 rooms, bath, Sebago, etc. Large lot with
fruit trees; will be solu low. Apply at 323
5-2
SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 117C.

FA

t^OK

HAJLE—Two hacks, a sleigh hack and
wheel hack, one set harness and one horse,
with the good will of a first class business. Apply
to AMOS MESERVE. Custom House, or Bliss
Walker, Brown's stable, Federal street.

FOR

FOR ν A Ij £—W ell established
in Portland, manufacturing an article which
pays 50 per cent, nett prufit, the demand for which
is unlimited. $5000 will buy the Plant with all
the machinery in perfect order. Best of reasons
for selling ; will bear close investigation. W. H.
4 1
WALDRON. 180 Middle street.

BUSINESS

SALE—1 will sell good quality boots
and shoes at prices nearly as low as other
dewers charge for shoddy. Those in want of
medium priced goods can do better at my store
4 1
than elsewhere. M. G. PALMER.
SALE
Cuthbert Raspberry niants,
Strawberry plants of the leading popular varities; Currant and Gooseberry bushas, grape
vines, ceders for hedges and ornament ; fruit trees
extra size, and bearing age apple trees. J. W.
4-1
ATKINS, N. Alain street DeeriugMe.

t,M>R

—

forehead between 2 and 3 years old ;
FOUND—A
pair» of
OR MALE <1110ΛΙ' Λ lew
the premises of the undersigned Monday
found
F
French kid bouts at S3.00 per pair. You
night. Can be had by applying to WM. WILafford to
mort)

on

can't
4-1

G-l

evening a onepnero ptii>,
with tan breast ana feet. Five dollars reward will be paid the party that leaves him at
ti-2
THIS OFFICE.

LONT—Sunday

the early Spring, a sable muff; may
have been left at some store or City Hall.
The finder will be rewarded by leaving at J.
0-1
H. LAMSON'S, Temple St.

—Between Prides

and

Bridge
calfskin pocket book containing
LOST
and naturalization

the Cifcy,

a

small sum

a

of money
papers. The finder
6-1
will be rewarded by leaving at this office.
Boats and
in
to
M. G. PALMER, 541 Con4-1

best stock of Men's

show
Shoes in all the latest styles
FOUND—The
Also several lots of Gents fine goods
this
ever

be sold below cost.
gress street.

HUNINENN CHANCES.
Ν ALK—General

Variety Store, selling

ijiOK
light groceries, cigars, tobacco,
in rear; rent, $12 per mouth.

&c. ;
This

good
is

illMCEIiLANKOCM.
BE8S CUTTING,
135 Fit Ε Ε ST.

Fitting and Making,
0-1

CA ISO—Everybody knows if they want the
best quality and style of Boots they can get
them at my store, while few are aware that we
have the same quality in misfits, broken lots and
single pairs for half price. M. G. PALMER, 541
5-1
Congress St.

A

cured without the use of
knife or ligature, or detention
All diseases
from business.
of the Rectum successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. FINK.
68 PIcuMiint NI., Auburu
Portland,
Hie. Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel,
to 4 p. in.
Room 18. every Saturday from 9 a. m.
Send for
free.
References given, Consultation
cured.
pamphie* 9 years experience. Hundreds

PILES
—

—

ep2tf

—

TuTh&Sslm*

LADIEN, Enamel your
t« ps
Ranges twice a year, have
nee a week and you

lie finest-polished stovu in
For sale by al
μ he world.
Grocers and Stove Deal rs

H. 11. luctvi-.K, wnolesale Agent, Portland.
MW&S13w
aultf

miss

tills saie.

Ο Κ S.4I.KC -The

λι.

best line

<j.

γα^λλ.

ladies' hand
in Portland.
only proper
M. G. PALMER,
4-1
of

sewed goat walking fast boots
F
the best styles aud the
These
are

thing in ladies' walking boots.
541 Congress street.
8ALB
Centrally located, desirable
1? boarding bouse, doing a ffne cash business :
15 well furnished rooms; nice dining room; will
a year
give a family a flue living and clear $1200 Herald
easy; investigate this. Address "P. 142," 30-3
Office, Boston, Mass.
«ALK—Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,ooo pel year; buildings, machinery,
and buildings
engine, boiler, etc.. all good; power
if desired; price
may be used for other business
§8000; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
sep7-8
box 1239. Boston.
WÂi7e Owner leaving the country will
and
for
Lodging
Boarding
sacriûce
$400,
furnished
House in flourishing city near Boston;
month clear, year
and
#200
per
complete,
paving
round; always full; low rent; good location: never
FERchanged hands; investigate. Address J. W.13-12
GURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
—

FOK

—

FOK

a

Apply to WOODWARD, No. 339
9-1
Washington street, Boston, Mass.
reliable party with $400 to
$500 to take half interest in a light manufacturing business; goods staple, business easily
learned, satisfactory income assured. For partic4-1
ulars address J. E., Press Office.

D

entirely new stock, which
selling at rery low price*.

An almost
we are

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT€0.
f)
(C'liftlou· HouMe Wlim
WEEK WAV

TRIPS.

On and After tVt. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks', Little and Great Diamond ana Trefethen's, 6.45, 0.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.15, 4.30, «.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 6.20,7.25, 9.11», 10.50,3 25,4.50,
6.30.
Leave Little

Diamond 6.15,7.20,9.05,11.20,3.20,

5.10,0.50.

Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.15,9.00,11.15, S.15,
5.· 5, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
5.<>0, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45. 3.00.
SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Diamond. and Trefethen's. 9.00. 1O.30. 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30, 2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 9 40, 11.35,3.20,5.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.15.5.05,
Leave Trefethen's, 9.30, 11.25, 3.10, 5,t. O.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 0.20,11.40, 3.25. 4.50,
15. J. WILLAKD. Manager.
sep29dt

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
On

and after 1V1 outlay, Sept.
until further notice,

l.'ttb, and

THE STEAMER ISIS
will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf, 6, 7,10 a. m., 12.20,
3, 5 and 6.15 p. in.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45,10.25 a. in., 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45, p. m.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the islaud, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.
dtf
sepl 1

HARWELL

STEAMBOAT GO.
20,1886, steam-

and
MONDAY, Sept.
GORDON will leave Custom House
ON
Wharf
Excepted, for Long Island,
after

er

daily. Sundays
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harps-

well and Orrs Island ot 3 p. in.
Return, leave Orrs island for Portland and Intcrminate landings at 6.15 a. in. Arrive Portland
at 8.45 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WE8T. Manager.
sep20dtf

DYSPEPSIA CAN BE CUBED.

the

LIAMS, Pleasant Hill, scarboro.

1

SHAWLS.

Κ τι

FOR

WANTED—A
shoe makers (girls) at Para Rubber Shoe
WAIVTKD-A
will also take
Co's works. South Framingham

Raymond Village.

Advertising Bureau (l'J Spruce Street), where ndvertla>
bi* contracte nay be /oade tot it IN M\v YORK*

ΓΤΙΟ LET A Tenement of 4 rooms at 104 WilX mot street. Inquire on the premises or J. C.
6-1
WOODMAN, 105Vfa Exchange St.

room
rare chance.

FBITIALE HELP.
few

mo LET-ϋρ-stairs rent of eight rooms, 75
JL Atlantic Street ; Sebago and water closet;
rent §14 per month.
Enquire of WASHIGTON
0-1
GRIFFIN, 55 St. Lawrence St.

city.

Wanted.
more

mo LET—House No. 404 Cumberland street;
all modern conveniences, and is in nice
X has
h
order. Inquire of GEO. F. JUNKINS, 30 Ex7-1
Street.
change

LONT—In

WANTED.

fitted for the public

1

8-1

ISES.

FUR TRUED CIRCULARS

INL.111U βΙ ΒΑΛΒιΛί·.

«Al.iî.-A Fruit Store, stock and Fixtures, with soda fountain; doing a good
business, located on one of the principal streets in
the city and a thoroughfare ; low rent and good
! stand. For particulars call on N. S. GARDINER.
8-1
No. 40 Exchange St.
I

j

rooms,

or

FOR
Will be vacated Nov. 1st.

In Scotch and English Plaids, with
hoods, single and triple capes. Also in
Nobby Astrachans, Curls, Wales, and ·
great rariety of medium priced cloths.

FOK MALE.

lit.

sunner

40

NEWMARKETS.

These are something entirely new in this
Market, and are very rich and elegant.
They arc to be seen in the Cloak Room, up

rent of six
LET—A pleasant
Η
St. Enquire JABEZ TRUE, 394,
TO29 NorthJOHN
w. SMITH, store opposite
Fore St.,
house.

a

stairs.

ΓΪΙΟ LET—Rents, easterly end of city, 7 rooms,
X S14.00, with Sebago, and two more Nov. 1st,
same number of rooms and price. Also, in westerly end. two rents, 7 and 8 rooms, good conveniences; one centrally located, 9 rooms.
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
8-1

of Portland to know

τ τ
that MRS. SNOW, Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, lias returned from
her vacation, and can again be found ill her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. 111., 2 to 6 aud 7 to 10 p. m.

on

)
Engineer Office. U. S. Army,
Newport, It. I., October 4.1886. J
SEALED PROPOSALS, in tripli12
cate, will be received at this office until
o'clock, noon, oil Wednesday, the twenty-seventh
time they will be
which
at
1886,
of
October,
day
furnishing ripopened in presence of bidders, for at
Nantucket,
rap granite for the eastern jetty
at Stonington,
breakwater
Mass., and the eastern
Conn.
The United States reserves the right to reject
defects.
any or all proposals and to waive
blank proposals, and full inforSpecificat ions,
of
bidding, conditions to
mation as to the manner
and
be observed by bidders, and terms of contract
on ;>policaion to this
will
be
furnished
payment,
UEOBGE H. ELLIOT.
office.
Lt. Col. of Engineers.
oct6d4t-t25&2G

PILES

WANTED-

or

us

foi·

ST., SEPTEMBER 20.

Will be

the Derry Mill, situated at Golf's
known
REiAli
including
Falls, in the city of Manchester, Ν. H.,

Sep30
Proposal*

WANTED—To

School for Children ! AOENT
good
graded
for Mrs. Caswell's if desired. The
schools
PUPILS
Saturdays. Λ
sewing classes will be continued

SALE.

FOR

WANTED.—Lady

WJ

W. 119 WINTER

\mm mill

5-1

Y, Press Office.

agents actually clear $20
daily with my wonderful entirely new patent
rubber undergarment for lemales. A minister's
wife sold 13 first hour. MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
5-4
Box 443, Chicago, 111.
rent with privilege of buying 20 to 40 acres improved and in good
state of cultivation within 15 miles of Portland.
on it
Must have good water, orchard and wood
State location, improvements and price. An imM.
J.
letter
required.
answer
mediate
by
4 1
HE1GHE, Preble House.
Auyone having a second-hand
furnace for sale please address, C. G.
WOODMAN. East Peering, Maine.
4-1_
"ANTED—The public to know that J. D.
has
a
tuner
and
Piano
Organ
»?
CHENEY,
slate at Horse R. R. Station opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Deering Maine. Recap20 4
ping piano hammers a specialty.
to board; a few horses
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good care and accommodations. B. G.COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.
sep28-«

eodBin

s«ni 8

ThSat&Tu3mo

Sep30

Address

W

or

Boston & Savannah Steamship

or

a

a

ences.

California, Japan, China,

represent

SAI.ESMUN

BiO€KE & LOCKE,

180 MIDDLE

—

On

Reference: Jliws Sarah 5·-'. Lniigblou.
oct7

ON

agency to

active

the manufacturers of a popular regenerative
WANTED—An
invention
electric

full assoatment of these
in stock.
(Jreat care has been taken in selecting
the Plushes from which our garments
hare been made to our own order. By
this means we hare secured some rerj
important points in the make up, fit and
comfort of these rich and desirable garments.
We bave

elegant garments always

Japanese Silk Dressing Gowns.

We have a full line of Fancy Colored Bed
Spreads in all grades and styles.

Ε. Β. & B.
MRS. J. C. NEWTON,

Seal Plush Sacks.

LADIES'

COLORED BED SPREADS.

το

We tske pleasure In showing our magnificent line of these garments, embracing over 70 stries, and made from Plnsh,
Astracban, l· rieze, Boucle, English Curl,
Wool Brocade («luce, Twills, Ottomans,
Chererons and Plain Cloths. Prices,
$5 00 to $100.00.

able styles always in stock.

guarantee that all of the above speeial
Bargains will be found just as represented.

WANTED.

SHORT WRAPS.

Will be adTertised later.

A full assortment of all new and desir-

We

Ε DUC ΑΊΤΙΟΝ AI*.

*<· be much worn this season, made
Plain, Striped, Checked and Fancy
hough Cloths.
In these roods we are showieg'orer 80
styles. Prices from $.'$.00 to $20.00.

of

(MAKINGS.

$15.00 pair.

ΟΑΒΠ«.

Prices $1.60

than 100 styles.

$25.00.

40 dozen Bath Towels, 10 cents each.

Prices $ 1.50 to $ 10.00 Each.

KUMINUSH

ROOMS.

to be found in any city.
Our Custom Department, in charge of
Miss Winsiow, occupies the whole οΓ the
second s'ory of the Brown Street addition, which is 26-52 ft.
The Children's Department occupies a
separate room, fronting on C'ougress St.,
and adjoining main salesroom.

pairs 10-4 While Bed Blankets.
$1.00 per pair.
25 pairs 11-4 White lilaukets, Very
Heavy, $3.00 per pair.
25 pairs 10-4 Gray Blankets, at ouly
$1.50 per pair.
25 pairs 11-4 Gray Wrapper Blankets,
only $3.00 per pair.
10 pieces Cotton and Wool Gray Shirting
Flannel, 15 cents per yard.

&

JACKETS

have the

that we now

CLOAK

good

25

Β.

Ε.

have matle extensive change*

are

Ιλ THE NEW STORE. L\ THE M STORE.

...

our

a

we

lighted, most convenient and cheerful

WONDERFUL BARGAINS,

BLACK GOODS.
WONDERFUL BARGAINS

Wc call attention to

Here

by enlarging uutl refurnishing our salesbest
room,

and

DEPARTMENT.

DEPARTMENT.

As a special inducement for this occasion, and to introduce our NEW
STORE (o the Public, we shall offer the following

We will only say of this department,
that we have by far the richest line of
choice Novelty Dress Hoods ever shown
in this city. Any lady who desires a
fine dress pattern cannot fail of beingpleased and suited in our stock.
We also desire to say that all our
Choice Novelties are imported especially
for us aud are not to be found in any
other store East of New York.

1886

-

CLOAK CLOAK

LEADERS.

SPECIAL

We wish to call special attention to
i this departmdut as it contains unusual
ronage.
We can only mention a few of the attractions; we have never before been I 100 uicees Best Cocheco Dress Prints,
able to show out customers such
many bargains which we propose to ofFall Stples, 5 cents per yard.
fer tot>ur customers.
50 pieces Best Fall Style Ginghams, 8
cents per yard.
I
Please SO
in Black Dress Goods as now.
pieces Best Amcricun Cretonnes 8
ask to be shown our Black Dress Goods ι:
cents per yard.
at 50, 62, 75, 88 cents and $1.00 per
Dress Cambrics,
yard. One case Black and White All 50 pieces Best8Foulard
Fall Styles, cents per yard.
12
l-2c
50 Pes. Colored Dress Goods
yd.
Delaines at 28 cents per yard, usWool
"
"
"
"
Plaid
2» "
ual price half a dollar.
Yard Wide Brown Sheet25 " 36 in. Plaid Dress Goods 23"
Black ilk Warp Henriettas from $1 50 pieces Fine
"
"
"
ing', 5 cents per yard.
25
30
50 "
to
Diagonal
yard.
per
$2.50
38 "
35 " Heavy Serge,
25 "
25 nieces Best Heavy Unbleached Cotton
50"
36 " All Wool Tricot,
100"
"
Flannel, 10 cents per yard.
"
"
"
"
50
54
50
Flannel,
"
"
58
50 " 54 " "
Homespun
50 Honey Comb Bed Spreads, Extra
«
75 "
Tricot,
50 " 54 " "
Large Size. 58 cents each.
"
"
"
"
"
IndiaTwillSO
50
40
Black Dress Silks at 50, 82, 75, 88
Bed Spreads, Full Size,
cents $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $2.00, 25 Marseilles
each.
This last is the best value for tlie
$1.00
and
yard.
$3.00
per
$2.25, $2.50
money we have ever offered, and is cheap
25 dozen Damask Napkins, Full 5-8 Size,
at J·» 1.00 per pard: ph ase ask for our
$1.00 per dozen.
INDIA TWILLS at the Dress Goods
Counter.
25 dozen, each, Damask Napkins, 5-8
at $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
size, at $1.25 and $1.50 per dozen.
and $2.50 perayrd.
We request all our customers to ask to 10 pieces 16 Inch All Linen Glass Towbe shown the Black Satin Rliadames
eling, at 10 cents per yard.
that we are selling at $2.50 per yard,
10
best
is
the
it
bargain
pieces 64 inch Cream Table Damask,
us we are positive
50 cents per yard.
In the New Store, where may be found ever shown in this city at the price.
Silk Counter at lower end of the store.
a great variety of Table Linens, Towels,
14 inch Russia Crash, very
Also Colored Dress Silks, Colored 40 pieces cents
Napkins. Turcoman Covers, Tidies, Emper yard.
line, 10
broidered Covers, Piano Covers, Bed Khadames, Colored Surahs, Colored SatSpreads* Lace Pillow Shams, Crash, ins and Velvets, and Fancy Trimming
Linen and Cotton Diaper, Turkey Bed Velvets aud Flushes in great variety or
Tailanett Damask, Butchers Linen, Pil- styles.
low Case Linen, Linen Sheeting, &c.

DRESS

Β.

&

Ε. Β.

New Store !
DRESSGOODS.
New Goods !

G08DS

WINTER

AND

FALL
NOVELTY

&c., &c.
store houses, ten sets modern machinery,
mills all
Good water power, sufficient to run the
full, under good
the year round. Now runningfor
goods several
organization, anda with orders
particulars as
weeks ahead at profft. For full λνΗ
ΓΓM AN, of
to
HENRY
etc.,
apply
to price,
&
Co., 118 Federal
the firm of Hilton, Weston
Boston.
street,
ThSa&Tu2w

ISTEWS.
FRIDAY, Oci. 8.

1886

-

MTliAitlKRM.

8 ft 0 in
8 it 3 in

Arrived.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

VhllnlolDbia Oct 7 —Barque liristol, Weeks,
and chain to-day
hence for Palermo, lost anchor
off Gloucester.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

KEMPT.NS. Schr Princeport—235 tons plaster
L C Cummings & Co.

received
The following quotations of stocks are
dailv:
95
Atch., fopeka and Santa Fe Railroad
GOV*
Railroad.
New York and New jEngland
ligV*
do oref;
212V2
Bell Telephone
138%
C. B. & Q
23V3
Wisconsin Central
ioVi
com
Railroad
Flint & Pere Marquette
92 Va
do pref
40
V2
4s
Mexican Central
5»/e
Boston Water|Power Co
106
Eastern Railroad

OCTOBElt 9.

§
43l
f> 08 High water}

to

8oston Stock Market.

^Bld fn?QueciiStown

Sold

M1N1ATUKE ALMANAC
SO" rises
Sun sets
Length of
Moou sets

brig Ysidora Kiona,· It Rm'nos Avres Sept
Archer, Mitchell
da, Spook, 1'ortlaud ; Gtb, barque
7tb lust, sliip Alex Gibson,

j

—

—

liOODN.

EXCHANGE.
2.

Ar at

VKW YORK. Oct. 8, 1886.—Flour market is
weak ;receipcs 23,095 bois; exports 7087 bbls and
J" thlswi,y i,e »>■
sacks ; sales 26,800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 90@2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 15@2 85; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 60@3 15 ; good to
Moxieand Nervous Women.
p.iioio.p! <10 at. 3 to rd.4 75: common to choice White
This little fodder plant lias taken such a marwheat Western extra at 4 40@4 00 ; taiicy <10 at
vellous hold of the people, it has provoked more
at 4 65@4 75 ; common to goodf extra Ohio at 2 40
discussion than anvtninir of its kind ever known.
75; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60@
@4
irom
Its discovery lias been the mark for criticism
4 00; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
everybody, while the Moxie lias been quietly cap- 4 30®4
50 ; choice to double extra do at 4 60@
a
amount
the
women.
large
turing
Drinking
4 85, including 1,800 bbls city mill extra 4j35(«J
At the same time
seems to leave 110 disturbance.
4 50; 1000 bbls line do 1 00«2 CO; 2900 bbls suthe cynics say it is coca, cocaine, arsenic, stryperfine 2 15@2 85 ; 1200 bbls extra No 2 at 2 40
chnine, and alcohol in agnewdisguise. Meanwhile
(«$ 05 ; 6400 bbls winter wheat extra 2 40®4 7b ;
its discoverer, an eminent physician, offers $25.il ,200 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 40^4 80. Southfind
will
who
000 to any chemist or other person
ern flour quiet jgood to choice at 3 25 «3 85; extra
either or any other ingredient in it more injurious
do 3 90@5 00. Rye Flour quiet. Wheat lower;
than winter green or common bitter root, which
receipts 173,950 bush; exports 16,961 bush; sales
those who have tried it accept as a fact Its effect
169,000 bush; No 2 Chicago at 82V2C; No 1 hard
is said to be quiet remarkable, though the Moxie
87%c ; No 3 Red at 81V2C; No 2 Red at 83c elev;
replant, which is all of it that can produce the
No 1 Red at 87V2C; No 1 White at 84c. Kye is
sult, is as tastless and harmless as grass. The
dull. iSurley dull. Corn is lower: receipts 74,like
ttock
after
it
women
mad,
nervous, weakley
950 bu;exports 37,247 bush-.sales 164.000 bush;
and it is said by them to stop nervousness at once,
No 2 at 45c in elev ; low Mixed 44c ; No 2 White
and give them double powers of endurance, while
46
Vac. Oais are lower ; receipts 98,800 bush :exit neither acts like nor leaves a reaction like a stimports 91 bush ; sales 196,000 bu ; No 3 at 30c ; do
ulant, nor loses its effect like a medicine. It is
White
at 34c; No 2 at 3oye@3oy2C; do White at
said to remove nervous and other complaints by j
34V$i(a-35c ; No 1 White at 37c; Mixed Western at
making the nerves strong enough to control the 30Va@33c; White do 35£40e; White State at 35
of
the
cause
when
functions of the body properly
is
(g>37c. Coffee—Fair Rio firm 11Λ4ο. f*ugai· at
ill health disappers. while medicine forces the
refined dull ; C at 4y2^4î»/4 c : Extra C
functions of the body, leaving the nerves weak I steady ; White Extra
C at 5Vsc; Yellow at 4Vs@
4%@5c;
from being compelled to evertask, If it can take
A 5 15- 6c ; standard A at 5 7-16c
the place of diugging and stimulating, it has come I 45VaC ;Mouldat 5
13-I6@5%c;cut loaf and crushed
granulated
to stay, and many of the doctors say it actually
off at AV4C ; Dowdered at 6VaC ;
at
5-16c;
6Vé(&6
does. After thirteen or fourteen months 011 the
Cubes at 6 l-16@6VsC; Conf A 5 13-16c. Petroever
the
said
to
be
its
sale
is
market
largest
Pork
at 6434 e. Tallow firmer.
lenui—united
known. The large cities are talking Moxie forevdull—Mess quoted at 9 75@10 00 for old; 10 20
er, and every nervous woman or overworked per50 for new. Beef is dull. Lard—Western
ralO
lias
son thinks it is the last half of everything that
| ."team spoilt 6 ΙΟα.6 15 ; refined is quoted 6 3o@
just been found. Poor little Moxie weed, it never 6 40 for Continent, 7 oo for S. Λ. H utter quiet;
dreamed before that it was so soon to be queen of
State at 17(&32c ; Western at 12&29V2C. Cheese
the medical world.
quiet; Western flat loy2(allc; State 9@L2*4c.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 4d.
CHICAGO. Oct. 8 1886.—Flour is dull. Wheat
is lower: No 2 Spring at 7iyec ; No 2 Red at 72,®
72VgC. Com lower; No 2 at 34*τ4 0-34·%c. Oats
lower—No 2 at 23y2@~4c. Rye—No 2 at 48y2c.
MARKET.
PORTLAND
Barley—N«> 2 at 53®531/4c. Provisions are unsettled—Mess Fork at 8 70. Lard at 5 70@5 75;
PORTLAND, Oct. 8, 1886.
Dry salted shoulders at 5 70^5 75: shori clear
Breadstuffs and Provisions are very dull and
6 65@6 70.
and
on
weak, with a decline
Cora, Meal, Hams,
Receipts—Flour, 18,000 bbls; wheat. 82,000
bu; corn 247,000 bu; oats 154.000 bu; rye 2,000
con.
lower.
to
later
3/gc
Eggs
Lard, the
being Và
bush;bai!ey, 71,000 bush.
doz.
tinue very scarce with sales at 23&2éc
Shipments—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat, 14,500
bush: corn, 246.000 bush; oats, 103,000 bush;
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
rye 3:0<;0 bush, barley 41.000 bush.
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
hT.JLOUlS, Oct. 6. 1886.—Flour steaoy; XXX
tire t«i.
Flour.
j
2 35(a.2 45 ; family 2 60(σ/2 75 ; choice 3 10@3 20;
! High Mixed Corn.5 l a 52
Superfine and
3 4<>a3 50; fancy at 3 40@3 50. Wheat is
»
fancy
η
low grades. 2 50@3 60 Com, bag lots.... ή 3 54
2 Mixed
higher; No 2 Red 74c." Corn lower—No
and
X
jMeal, bag lots...Γ>1 a52
34c.
Oats lower; No 2 Mixed at 26c. Lard is
at
α
3·.»
38
XX Spring..4 Ή>@4 25 Oats, car lots
η
steady 62ya39 «40
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
Receipts—Hour, 5,000 bbls;:wheat, 18,000 bu;
5 00@6 25 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
corn. 18,000 bush; oats."64,000 bush; rye, 7,000
car lots..23 50(ft;24 4/0
Mich, straight
bush,
bwrley 61,oou bush.
00
24
do
4
00&25
roller
bag...
50@4 75,
Shipments—Flour, 11,000 bbls;wheat 9,000 bu;
clear do.... 4V8(a4-y81Sack'dBr'D
corn, 133 00O bu;oars 15,000 bush; rye 1,000 bu;
car lots. .35 60&17 00
stone ground. 4yg(a4 35
barley 0.000 bush.
I do bag... 18 00<UJ Ο Ου
Et Louis st'gt
DETROIT, Oct. 8,1 «86.—Wheat, No 1 White at
4 75@5 00 Middlings. 18 OOtg/2'. > 5<>
roller
υυ
10
00(α22
74«ftc; Mich Red 75%c; No 2 Red 756/ec.
ciear do....4 25(g4 50jdo bag lots,
ProTiei·»*.
1
Receipts, 106,500 bush.
Winter Wheat
Pork—
Patents.... 5 00@5
ι\ΕW ORLEANS, Oct 8. 1886.—Cotton is Arm;
.15 60&16 00
Hacks
i»ii.
1
middling 9c.
00
14
1
Clear
Cod, φ qtl—
SAVANNAH, Oct. 8,1886. Cotton is quiet;
12 00&12 50
Mess
J,arge Shore2 75@3 001
middling 8%c.
Larce Bank2 25,a2 50 j Beef—
00
7 50®8
CHARLESTON, Oct. 8, 1886.—Cotton is easy ;
2 00®2 251 Ex Mess.
Small
8 25(88 50
2 00(82 751 Plate
middling 8%c.
Pollock
25
9
Ex
Plate.
1 50 g,2 001
OO&O
Haddock
MEMPHIS, Oct. 8,1886.—Cotton is firm; mid1 25@1 75|LardHake
ΛΟ/^
dling 87/sC.
c
Tubs
1
φ
ψ.·63Λ@7
Herring—
MOBILE, Oct. 8, 1886.—Cotton is easy; midc
Scaled^ bx.. 1 C@20c 1 Tierces.... 6%c®7
dling 87/eC.
c
7
1 3(81 6c I Pails
No 1

MERCHANTS'

FROM

PUBLIC

NOTICE.

Taxation of Timber and Grass on the
Reserved Lands of the State.
STATE OF MAINE.
Council Chamber, )
Augusta, Sepj. 1887. J
In compliance with the following resolve passed
by the Legislature of 1885, viz:
"Resolved, That the Governor and Council are
hereby required to make a valuation of the timber
and grass on the reserved lands in the several
townships and tracts ot land, in the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
vey by deed, with all other interests conveyed
hereby. Said valuation to be made for the purpose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
at
hereby give notice that they will be in session
the Council Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monto hear
day, Nov. 1st, 188β, at 10 o'clock a. m
all parties interested in the timber and grass on
said lauds, before the llxing of the valuation as

rrquired by
tion.

oct7

Resolve.
said lands lias been deposited in
Secretary of rotate for examina-

said

A schedule or
the office of the

JOSEPH A. LOCKE,)
5 Committee.
S C. HATCH,
LAMBERT SANDS. )
d3w&w4w41

ΠΈΒΒΟΙΙΝΈ
Is an infallable cure for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Sour Stomach,

Nick Headache, Biliousness, and all diA permanent
seases of the digestive organs.
cure guaranteed in every case, even though
doctors fail. Thousands have been restored
to health and happiness by its use. Sold by
iirst-class druggists everywhere.
Chief of Police Tompkins says:
New Bboford, Mass., Jan. 15, 1885.
Trt ALL WHOM IT
I have suffered

MAY CONCERN

severely for years from Dyspep»
fia, po badly that it wan impossible for me to keep
I commenced taking
stomach.
on
my
anything
He'rboliue about July 1st, have used taree boxe·,
Cfcn ΓβΟAND CAN SAT THAT I AM POSITIVELY CURED.
to any one troubled with this complaint.

oinmend it

Respectfully yours,

ISAAC B.

TOMPKINS,

Chief of Police.

Price, 50 cts. and f&l.00. Mailed on
receipt of price. Prepared by
Vhk Hkriioli.nk Co., Jamaica Puuk, Mass.

H. H. HAY &

SON,

COB. FREE AND MIDDLE ST8.,

Solo Agents for Portland, Mo.
auglO

eod2m

Assignees «ale—In Insolvency.
Valuable and Ofairable Real
Portland Cor Male,

Kntale

in

three following dwelling houses and lots
situated in the most desirable parts of the
city for private residence, we hereby offer for immediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Brackett. now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot. is about 29x8t>, 2 slory house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No, 33 Cushman street,
now occupied by William II. Mlllikeu.
Lot about
β0χ95, two story house and L, containing nine
rooms, well built, in good
a convenient
repair;
and attractive house and verv pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick holise "at No. 342 SPrl"£
street, now occupied by John 8. Wilson, wita
large lot 87 V»x227, adjoining the late T. C Hersey's grounds; two story house with French rooi
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroueni}
built and in excellent repair, and oue of the
sis nations h» town : large stable, well fnrnlsnea
with watei ·ιο. ; about 70 p»-ar and fruit trees,
small cold gr.ipery.
rtf
Further particulars will be given on
the undersigned, assignee in Insolvency of wiw. »
Chase & Mi 111 ken, individually and as partner
and the property may be examined at any ιιπ»«-

Ί1ΗΕ

hiqmjy

au21

JOefcpirW.

SYMON'DS. Assignee.

BRIEF

THE PRESS.
M OH MM;. OCT. 9.

SATURDAY

AND VICINITY,

PORTLAND

j

Reddy, Reddy, Reddy.
Call at No.
saved Is a dollar earned.
233 Federal street. Thomas Block. All kinds of
tailoring from foreign and domestic woolens.
A dollar

:

M. H. Rf-ddy.
Γ. O. Bally & Co. will sell the household furnlture and carpets at their rooms on Exchange
street, at 10 o'clock this morning, and at 12
See
o'clock one tine piano made by Hardman.

auction column.
τ Nine good business horses will be sold at auction at the Mart this morning ; also a lot ol damaged horse blankets, wolf robes, etc. See advertisement.
From

William Γ. Jiurtlett, ixtstmasUr /or twen·

ty-five years

at

Belgrade,

Mr.

have been troubled with a severe
cough for nearly one year ; have beeu treated t y
two of the best physicians I could find ; my case
The physicians did all
was consieered past cure.
they could to cure me, and considered my case a
hopeless one. Finally, as a last resort, I was advised to try Adamson'b Botanic Cough Balsam, to which I owe my present health, which la

"|

good

as

as ever.

"WILLIAM Y. BARTLETT,
Postmaster, Belgrade, Me.'
MW&S&w

oct4

WINSLOW'S
Advice to Mother».—MRS.
when
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
little cherub
relieving the child from pain, and the
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasthe
ant to taste. It soothes the child, softens
the
guins, allays all pain, relieves wiud, regulates
fcowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
«auses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
tanie
Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Caiter's Little
oct5d&wlw
Liver Pills. One a dose.
Sunday Services.
of the Messiah—(Univeralist)-Uev.
^rCnviica
Service to-morrow at 10.30
M. Crosley, Pastor.
7 p. m.
Subject in the evening—"The
a. m.
Theology and Life of Today."
Chustnut St. M. E. Church—Preaching at
Sunday
10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. by the Pastor.
school at 1.30 p. m. Young people.* meeting
at 6.30 p. m. Social service 7.3o p. m.
Church of Christ—Rooms 6 and 6 Brown's
Block Services 10.30 a. m. 3 p. m. Lord's
Supper. 7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting. Tuesday

evening Prayer meeting.

Everybody welcome,

seats free.

Congress Square Church.—(First Universallet.) ltev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10. 30 a. m. Sunday School at 12. 15 p. m. Rev.
S. W. Sample of Chelsea Mass. will officiate.
Congbess Street M. E. Church—Rev. Ezra
Tinker, pastor. 1st—Preaching at loVa a* m.
2d—Sunday School at iy3 p. m. 3d—"From
leadership to prison" at 3 p. in.—4th. Praise meet
ing at 7.00 p. m.
(Plymouth,
First Free Baptist Chukch
pastor. PreachCongress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden,School
at 12 M.
Sunday
ing at 10.30 a. m.
Prayer meeting at 7!p. m.
—

Revival services will be held at the Clark
iemorial M. E. Church, Woodfords, comnencing next week.
The police seized a barrel of beer yesterlay afternoon in a yard back of Thomas
I VNeal's place on Centre street.
The Mission Band will hold its first regu] ar meeting at 4 p. m. today, at State Street

estry.
Mrs. Buck, the wife of Mr. Caleb C. Buck,
plio lives at No. 9 Congress place, fell down
tairs yesterday forenoon and dislocated her
lioulder.
The First Parish will take up a collection
church in
omorrow to aid their sister
Charleston to 'repair the damage done their
louse of worship by the earthquake.
A large four-masted schooner, loaded with
oal, was ashore on the flats above the
ailroad bridge, yesterday afternoon, and
wo tugs were trying to haul her off.
Mr. Ira F. Clark has contributed $200 to
he Portland Fraternity towards the cstabishment of a permanent fresh air fund for
he poor children of Portland, and has given
hem $33.35 for the purchase of clothing.
The coroner's inquest in the case of
Jrakeman Richardson, of the Ogdensburg
oad, called for 10 a. m. yesterday, was post>oned to the same hour this morning owing
ο the absence of witnesses.
The cargo of fish saved from the schooner
Sllen M. Sawyer, and which was seized
>y the Canadian authorities after being
auded, has been released and is on its way
ίο this city by rail.
Edward Furlong, living in the rear of No.
Γ87 Congress street, severed two arteries in
us nana

Homing.

High Street Church. —Rev. W. H. Fenn will
in me morning ami evcumκ. ^vcuiug suuecfc, "The sacreuness os Trusts."

Î>reacn

Robert
St.
Church.—Rev.
Mountfort
Prayer and conference meeting
at 10 3υ a. m. Preaching at 3 and 7.30 p. m.
New .Jerusalem Church, New High St.—
Divine WorRev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor.
ship with preaching by theipastorat 10.30 o'clock.
Bund-iy Scnool at 12 m. Meeting for the singing
and practice of Sacred Music at 7 p. m. AU arc
welcome.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meet in
Hall on Congress street, at 10.30
Good
a. τη. Subject for discussion will be: "Does a
-belief in
improve the human interlect." Seats free.
Pine Street Μ. Ε Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school
at 2. 30 p.m. Young people's meeting at 0.15.
Praise and Prayer Service at 7 p. m.
Preble Chaple—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching by tne pastor at 3 p. in. Religious services and address at 7.00 d. m. The public are
Francis, prstur.

Templars'
Spiritualism

cordially invited,
Spiritual Temple.—Good TemHall, Congress street. Lectures at 2.30 and
.30 p. m., by Geo. A. Fuller, of Boston, Mass.
Reform Club—Meetings will be held at their
hall, corner of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening,
commencing at 7.15 o'clock.
Portland

Çlars'

Second Parish (Congregational,) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev. C. H. Daniels, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
by the pastor. Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. So-

cial service at 7.00 p. m.
Second Advent Church.—Preaching by Rev.
Edwin Burnham of Newburyport Mass. at 3 p. m.
and 7p. m. Sunday school at 10.30 a. m.
State Street | Church—Rev. F. Τ Bayley,
pastor. Services of worship at 10.30 a. m. and
7 p. m. Sabbath school at 3 p. m.
Vaughan Street Church.— Rev. D. W. LeLacheur, pastor. Prayer meetings at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. in. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m., and
preaching by Rev. J. R. Crosser at 3 p. m.

West Congregational Church—Preaching
at 10.30 a m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 1145 a. m. Rev. Edward E. Bacon is expected to
Sunday morning in exchange with the pas-

greach

Willibton Church, corner Thomas and Carroll streets. Preaching by Rev. L. W. Hailock at
10.30 a. m. and in the evening at 7. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Young Men's Christian Association—
Farrington Block, 439 Congress Street. Young
Men's Prayer ana Conference meeting at 9.15 a.
m.
All young men cordially invited to attend.
Gospel meeting at 7.00 p. m. The public are cordially invited.

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
Friday.—United States by indictment vs.
Stephen T. Webber. Making false returns to the
post office department. Verdict guilty. Sentence
reserved.
Bird for government.
Moulton for defendant.
Same vs. Margaret «Flaherty for not posting
Pleaded nolo constamp as retail liauor dealer.
tendere. Sentence: #25 fine. Paid.

Jury discharged.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

BON-ΕΥ.

Fbiday—The whole amount of fines and coets
collected

durine

the
the

day

in

liquor

cases

was

following persons.
$5,379.30, paid by
Mary A. King, nuisance, $225.99.

James L. DaUey, two nuisances, $566.34.
James Mungovan, nuisauce, $244.72.
James M. Eagan, nuisance, $273.18.
Isaac Edwards, search and seizure and nuisance, $371.61.
Patrick McGlinchy, nuisance, $824.19.

Hugh O'Connor, illegal transportation, $70.83.
Henry P. Coyn, nuisance, $227.17.
John E. Deenan, nuisance, $204.83.
Walter C. McDonough, three search and seizures, $34» >.47.
Stephen Flynn, search and seizure, $113.49.
Hugh F. Conw&ii, search and seizure and nuisance, $3 1.66.
James H. McGlinchy, search and
seizure,
$126.79.
Michael McDonough, search and seizure,
4
$126 40.
Matthew Cady, search and seizure, $261.56.
Peter A. Sullivan, search and seizure and nuisance, $376.11.
Mary E. Coneen, search and seizure, $118.69.
William Nugent, search and seizure, $120.91.
The following sentences were also imposed.
The respondents have not as yet paid but went to
to Jail
Robert Gray, nuisance, $239.01, or six months
In jail.
Kichard Collins, Jr., nuisance, $361.32, or six
months in jail.
James
Brogan, common drunkard,
three
months ·, and search and seizure, $10υ, or 90 days
in jail.

Jerry O'Shea, two nuisances, $614.77,

or

one

y8patriek Malia, intoxication,

illegal transportation, two nuisance indictments and a search and
•seizure, $656 and costs, or eighteen months in
ail.
JohnMcGowan, nuisance and two search and
seizures; $40i· and costs, or one year in jail.
Daniel welch, illegal transportation, two search
and seizures and a nuisance, $642.25, or one year
in jail.
Patrick J. Hanrahan, two nuisances and a
search and seizure, $600 and costs, or 16 months
in

Jail.
James

Kiley,common drunkard and assault and
battery, three months in Jail.
Patrick Cady, nuisauce and search and seizure,
$380.18, or one year ; six months on the search
and seizure is for a prior conviction and is in addition to the fine of $110.
Kate Lang, two search and seizures and two
nuisance indictments, $1,300 and
costs, or 18
months in jail.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
ΒΕΓ0ΒΕ

Friday—£e]vi,?
in county Jail.
days

JUDGE GOULD.
Libby. Intoxication.

Michael J. Flaherty. Common drunkard.
ty d»ys in county jail.
Charles McSwlggin. Search and
seizure.
and

Five
Thir-

Fined
costs.
$100
Lizzie Cox. Search and seizure.
Discharged.
'h?'
5U Paid. Pareil and seizure. Fined
costs.
$100 aud

Casco Carbonized and
Cement Pipe

Company.
The annual meeting ol the
Casco Carbonized and Cement Pipe
Company was held at

the office of the
company, No. 83 Preble St.,
Thursday, October 7th, at 7.30 o'clock p. m.,
at which time and place the
following officers were chosen for the
ensuing year :
President—Nathan E. Iîedion
Treasurer—William Lucas.
Clerk—William J. Lucas.
Board of Directors—Nathan E. I;< dlon, William
Lucas, James Lucas.
A dividend of eight per cen' on the

capital

stock was declared, and paid : m the net
earnings of the company for the past year.

The Sickness on the Skobeleff.

signed.
Citizens Mutual Relief.
At the regular monthly meeting of the Citizens Mutual Belief Society lield at the Common Council Room last eveningjone new
member was admitted and three applications
laid over under the rules.
The treasurer's
report showed the permanent fund to be
$3,378.90, and the death claim fund, $1,623.
The secretary reported ;that there were no
deatjis for which assessments had not been
laid, and that the society was in a better con
dition than at any time w ithin a year. The
directors reported that a settlement had been
made with the late secretary, Mr. Rich in accordance with the vote of the society. The
meeting adjourned for one week for the consideration of amendments to the by-laws.

Meeting

of

Ice Dealers.

There was quite a gathering of ice men
from different sections of the State at the
Johnson Ilouse, Gardiner, yesterday to consider the expedience of forming at some
future time an ice exchange of the ice
dealers of Maine. After some discussion it
was voted to hold an adjourned meeting at
the Johnson House, Gardiner, at 10 o'clock
a. m., Tuesday, Oct. 19th. To this meeting
all the ice men of the State are invited. The
principal object of the exchange will be to
establish a uniform price of ice.
The Y. M. C. A. Course.
Reserved seats for the Y. M, C. A. eourse
of eight entertainments to be given at City
Hall, are meeting with a brisk demand at
Stockbridge's. The course opens Thursday
evening, Oct. 14, with a grand vocal and instrumental concert by the Standard Concert
Comnanv of Boston. This comDanv is coinposed of artists of tbe highest reputation who
are therefore sure to please the most exactWe bespeak for
ing of Portland audiences.
them a hearty welcome.
Eastman House Pump.
The stockholders of the Eastman house
pump have organized themselves into a corporation with Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt of
Portland, president, and S. W.Bates, WaterThe corporation will do
ville, secretary,
business under the style of the Eastman
Manufacturing Company. F. B. Eastman,
the inventor has sold his interest in the
pump to members of the corporation, and is
now in their employ in this city.
Are You in Fashion?

Boston, Oct. 8.—It is all the fashion now
to buy and read The Boston Sunday
Globe.
It had an average circulation of
110,704 during September, which is by several
thousand copies larger than that of any other
Sunday newspaper in Boscon or New England. It is also the largest Sunday circulation in the country outside of New York. If
you have never read it get in fashion by buying the next Sunday Globe.
Why Can't It Be Done Here?
The ladies of Boston are receiving much
credit through the West for removing their
high hats and checking them with their
wraps at tbe theatre so that the people may
dew the stage with greater case. Although
this excellent practice has not begun this
season, it was inaugurated last year with
!)igh hats and some substituted a less con■enspicuous head-dress. As hats are high
to be hoped that
is ever this winter, it is
:he custom will be followed more generally.
Descent on Cambling Places.
Deputy Black, with a squad of officers,
nade a descent on a room in the Weaver
Block early yesterday morning supposed to
je used for gambling purposes. They eot
lothing. Deputy Crowell and squad des:ended on a building on Preble street, and
lad to break down a door that barred their
They secured a faro table and
irogress.

iay out.
New Church Association.
At the semi-annual convention of the Maslachusetts New Church Association, held in
Boston, Thursday, the meeting opened with
livine service, a sermon being preached by
ïev. William H. Hayden of Portland, on
The
'The Divine Humanity of Christ."
"And I,
ext was taken from John, xii, 32:
f I be lifted up from the earth, will draiv all
unto Me."

Itailroad Commissioners Wildes, Anderson
ind Mortland completed their inspection of
he New Brunswick Railway Wednesday

light.

Webber
Found

of

Westport

Cuilty.

Stephen F. Webber was postmaster at
Westport in Lincoln County for a series of
years. lie is a man about fifty-five years of
age. For the last six or seven years he has
been in the habit of performing the duty of
mail messenger between the steamboat landing at Westport and the postoffice, a distance
of a mile and a half. He would go to some
man of his acquaintance and get him to put
in a proposal to the department to carry the
mail over the route stated, and then Webber
would perform the service himself and i«ceive the pay. In each case the man who
made the proposal to the department was
really a man of straw.
In the year 1885, Webber went to one
Robert Cameron, a farmer, and induced him
to sign a proposal in blank for carrying the
mail over the route, and afterwards Webber
filled up the proposal himself. Cameron had
the contract awarded to him, but Webber
performed the serrice, received the check in
payment and made a return to the postoffice
department that Cameron had properly performed the work, although the United States
laws forbid postmasters from engaging in
any contracts for conveying the mails.
The government indicted Webber for making false returns to the department and he
was tried in the Circuit Court yesterday.
District Attorney Bird appeafed for the government and A. F. Moulton, Esq., for Webber. The jury brought in a verdict of guilty
and Webber will be sentenced today.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

cnopping wood yesieraay
He was doing well at last ac-

A reporter for the I'kess called on Dr. S·
II. Weeks yesterday, to make some further
inquiries in regard to the illness of Mrs.
Tucker, the wife of Capt. Tucker of the
Dr. Weeks said that
barkentine Skobeleff.
the vessel, so he was informed by Capt.
Tucker, left Trapani, Sicily, all well. When
a few days out one of the seamen was taken
sick, and died after a five days illness. Twenty-one days later, another seaman was taken
sick, apparently with the same disease, and
died after an eleven days' illness. A few
days before tlie vessel reached Gloucester,
two more seamen and Mrs. Tucker were
taken sick. These two seamen were taken
to the hospital at Gloucester, and Mrs. Tucker, with her servant came home to Portland
and proceeded to her residence on Cumberland street, below Smith street, arriving
Thursday. Dr. Weeks found her suffering
from the characteristics of intermittent fever, but, in order that there might be no
danger of contagion in case the disease
should develop into typhoid or typhus fever,
ordered isolation in the case until all danger
was passed, so that the family will not be
permitted to mingle with the public at present. J)r. Weeks' position in the matter will
be highly appreciated when we consider the
apparently gross carelessness of the Gloucester authorities, where the vessel was con-

nen

Postmaster

I. ELISIK D AMOBE.

"L'Elisir d'Amort," or "Adina," which
was produced at City Hall by the Ideals last
night, is one of Donizetti's happiest efforts.
Adina, a country girl is beloved by Nemorino,
or young husband-man, and Belcore
a conceited sergeant. Nemorino has heard Adina
speak of the effects of a wonderful elixir, a
patent love spell, and asks the doctor, Dulcamara for it. The doctor sells hiin a bottle
of Bordeaux wine with orders to take repeated doses. Full of wine Nemorino assumes a triumphal air ever Adina, and she,
to marry Belcore.
The
angry, resolves
sergeant being ordered away Belcore presses
Adina to marry him at once. About to comply, Nemorino who is much troubled urges
Dulcamara for more elixir, but as he has no
money to pay for it the doctor refuses. The
wedding is postpened however owing to
Adina's capriciousness, and, in the mean
time. Belcore lends Nemorino money with
which the latter buys more of the elixir.
During the same time Nemorino "a uncle dies
and leaves him his fortune. Dulcamara tells
Adina how Nemorino has struggled for her
love and Adiua, changing her mind, shuffies
of Belcore and marries Nemorino.
The action of the opera takes place in the province
of the Basthi. Thecast last night included
Mlle, de Lussan as Adina, Tom Karl
as
Nemorino, Barnabee as Dulcamara, Clark as
Belcore, Miss Cleary as Giannetta, a peasant
girl, and Miss Lovejoy as Angelo, a youth.
The opera of L'iliser d'Amore is one of
the most charming light comic operas known
to
the stage. Pariaking of the buffo
nature (as evidenced in the introduction of
the quack doctor, Dulcamara) and yet full of
vivacity and grace, it has held its place as a
favorite with the most exacting musical audiences for over a half century. It sparkles
with piquant and gracefully liorid melodies,
and abounds in trios, quartettes and other
concerted music, worked up with the greatest effect. It is essentially dramatic in plot
and construction, and its climaxes are so
well conceived that they never fail to arouse
the enthusiasm of the audience. The greatest singers of their times have filled the various roles of the opera and in them gained
c«
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night,
every night the Ideals have appeared here, this company has been cramped
ior room on the stage witli which to
give the
greatest effect to the superb dressing and
stage pictures which the manager and stage
manager have provided, and yet, despite this
drawback, those conditions failed to mar the
performance, because all the details were
as

on

faithfully carried out in the rendering of
the music by both principals and chorus.
Last night the company again acquitted
themselves with honor in the difficult music
intrusted to them. The finale and ensemble
near the close of the second act were beautifully shaded and the crescendoes were managed in admirable form. The finale to the
first act was so well handled that the curtain was imperatively called. The various
solos, trios and duets were heartily
so

applauded.
Ot the soloists, Miss Zelie de Lussan as
Adina, created a profound sensation.
As
Fanchette in "Victor," on Wednesday night,
she charmed and fascinated with her piLast
quaint ways, and her French chic.
night she rose to a much highor plane, for
not only was her acting excellent, her singing shared equally in the favor of lier audience. She received, what a musical audience in Portland rarely bestow, the honor
of a double encore for her finished rendering
of her interpolated song, "There is a little
bird sings sweetheart," in which the capabilities of her voice were displayed to the best
advantage. Mr. Karl acted and sung the part
of Nemorino with g.Od effect.
Mr. Clark
made a dashing Belcore and was deservedly
encored after his song, "The Gay Soldier
Boy." In the part of the quack doctor,
Dulcamara, Mr. Barnabee bore a great deal
of the weight of the opera.
He not only
dressed the part fittingly, but aiso, by his
quaint mannerisms, kept the buffo character
if his voice teaderly
up to the standard,
treated the music of the role his acting excused the failing. Miss Cleary made a pretty, lively ÎGiannetta.
Many of the songs
were encored and the audience was highly
appreciative throughout the evening.
This afternoon Mr. Bainbridge will assume

Ε. N. Perry, the oldest furrier in the city,
has enlarged his fur department and is now
ready to show one of the finest lines of manufactured furs to be found east of New York.
His large stock includes otter and seal
sacques, (a specialty) natural and colored
beaver, otter, lynx, coon, coney, chinchilla in
muffs, boas, collars, stoles and capes for
ladies and children, fur gloves and gauntlets, and novelties in misses' goods a new
thing in beaver satchel muffs carried as a
muff or hand bag is the latest.
Furriers.
We would remind our lady friends that
is the time to have furs repaired. Gentlemen intending to have fur collars and
cuffs on their overcoats should have them
done at once. Do not wait for celd weather.
Robert F. Somers & Co., have hired a number of furriers and are now working on their
winter stock
They have all kinds of skins
on hand.
MARRIAGES.
Saccarappo, Oct. 7, by Rev. Ε. M. Cousins,
Charles W. Flood and Miss Jennie Matthews,
botli of Westbrook.
In Stroudwater, Oct. 7, by Rev. Henry Blanchard. jolin H. Johnson of Cape Elizabeth and Miss
Nellie M. Rich of Deerlug.
In Brunswick, Oct. 6, William C. Goodwin and
lu

In this city, Oct. 8, George Francis Larkln, son
of Andrew and Margaret Larkin, aged 6 years
7 months.
[Burial Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock.]
In this city, Oct. 8, Patrick J. Flaherty, aged 25
years ti months.
In Deering, Oct. 8, Roscoe Hart, only sou of
Adelaide Hart, and the late Boscue G. Elder, aged
16 vears 10 months.
[New York papers please

copy.]
In South Sanford, Oct. 8, Mrs. Dorr, aged 93
years,—mother of Oliver Dorr.
In Santord, Mrs. Elinor Paul, aged 83 years.
In Cornish, Oct. 1, Col. Nath'l Warren.
In Brunswick, oct. 2, Mrs. Anu Glazier, aged
85 years.
In Brunswick, Oct. 5, Mis. Jemima Coombs,
aged 84 years.
In Norway, Oct. 3, Seth Pike, aged 71 years 10

tle to prove the positive merits of Hood's Sarsapa/11a, as an honest and reliable medicine.
Cnixuot Speak Too Highly.
"I have used Hood's Sarsaparilla for a blood purifier in my family several years, and cannot speak
too highly of it." J. E. Collins, Piqua, Ο.
"I cannot find words strong enough to express
my feeling in favor of Hood's Sarsaparilla. It has
done everything for me, curing me of dyspepsia
with which I h id suffered many years." Mrs. S.
M. Beede, Marblehead, Mass.
An 12xccllcnt Tonic.

"My daughter received much benefit from the
use of Hood's Sarsaparilla as an excellent tonic
after a protracted attack of bronchial pneumonia." F. H. Adams, New Hartford, Conn.

"Hood's Sarsaparilla has done me an immense
whole system has been built
amount of good.
up and strengthened, my digestion improved, my
head relieved of the ba'd feeling, ana my throat
relieved of the severe irritation. I consider it the
best medicine I have ever used, and am glad to
speak in its praise." Mary L. Peele, 25 Tur-

My

ner

street, Salem, Mass.

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Made only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

100 Doses One Dollar.
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Positively Cured

PILLS.

COE 25
25
THE HATTER.
FOR NEW STYLE HATS, TO-DAY, CALL ON COE,
THE HATTER. HE WILL OPEN NEW GOODS FROM
TWENTY-FIVE FIRST-CLASS HAT FACTORIES.
SILK HATS MADE TO ORDER FOR
AND BAGS IN GREAT VARIETY.
OWN DELIVERY.

The

COE,
197

$3.00.

TRUNKS

WE RUN OUR

NOTES.

Cable will read his new story of La Grande
Poniti, as the second entertainment in the
Stockbridge course. Everybody will want to
hear him.
The Standard concert company will open
the Y. M. C. A. course at City Hall next
Thursday evening. Good seats can be procured at Stockbridge's.
Madame Modjeska gave a supper at Delmonico's in New York Thursday night in
honor of Wilson Barrett. Miss Clara Morris
and Miss Davenport were among the guests.

Society,
The following resolutions were passed by
the Ladies' Aid Society, on the decease of
their president ,Mrs. Thomas P. Beals.
Aid

Whereas, In the departure of Mrs Thomas P.
Beals t« the higher life, we lose an efficient preiIdent and esteemed friend, therefore.
Revolved, That we cherish iu grateful remembrance, her amiable dis josition, lier talents, her
integrity, also her many acts of kindness, and that
we send out to her our loving thoughts, as she
walks among the flowers, "beyond the shining
river."
Resolved, That we tender to her husband and
familv, our heartfelt sympathy, in their great
affliction from this sad bereavement.

The following additional premiums were
awarded at the Bay State Fair :
Pair of working steers, under 4 years, $30. voke
of Herefords, Burleigh and Bodwell.
Pair of working oxen, over 4 years, $30, yoke of
Herefords. Burleigh & Bodwell, Vassalboro.
Oxfordshire Sheep—Rams, 2 years old or over,
first prize. $20, to C. Λ. Bradford, Gorliam, Me.;
Ham, 1 year old, first prize. $20, tosame;Kam
lambs, lirst prize, $10, to same; pen of three
ewes, first prize, «20, to same ; peu of three yearling ewes, first prize, $20, to same ; pen of three
ewe lambs, first prize, $10, to same ; flock, special
prize, $00, to same.
The Meisterschaft System.
Our readers will remember the free lecture
to be delivered at Y. M. C. A. hall, at 3 p. m.
today, on the Meisterchaft system of lanTickets
guages, by Prof. II. S. Rosenthal.
can be procured at Loring, Short & Harmon's, McLellan & Mosher", and Hall L.
Davis's during the day.
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Hatter,

middle: ST.
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that

are

$

For $8.00

°For

$9.50 Eleven Quarter All IWool Blankets, Soiled,
$6.00.
$12.50 Thirteen Quarter All Wool Blankets, Soiled,
at $7.00.

BROTHERS.
dit

byj

$9.00

$13 00
These

largest and most elegant Une of Hats and the proper prices.
$1.50 will buy a good Still Hat. $2.00 will buy a $2.50 Stiff
$2.50 will bnv a very nice 8tiff Hat. $3,00 will buy a first
stiff Hat. $3.50 will buy an elegant Stiff Hat. Silk Hats
$3.50 to $6.00. Dunlap|& Co.'s celebrated Silk and Stiff Hats of
New York.

In various

MERRY, tH© Hatter,
oct9

237 MIDDLE STREET.

eodti

eodtf

50 cents, 7 and 7 1-3 at 56 cents, 8 and
8 1-3 63 cents. These arc an elegant quality and fully 35 per cent, under value. Colors
are Seal, Navy, Garnet and Black.
at

Keith.
eodly

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

DR. WILSON
ho consulted at his

ROOMS, MECHANICS' BUILDING,
RENT—Two story frame house No. 67
Winter Street, near Spring Street : said house
is arranged 1er two families and has just been

FOR

*EV. HENRY BLANCHARD,

SPECIAL

ubject

offer in GOLD WATCHES. If ypu
are to buy soon it would
pay you to call early.
A large stock of Silver Watches always on hand,
at prices to suit the times. Finger Kings a specialty. Call and see my prices In the big show
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STltEL·!,
near the P. O.

octBd&w

MILLETT,

C. H. LAMSON.

EVANS & CO.

the undersigned, have this day formed a
Copartnership under the Arm name of MIIEvans
& Co., for the purpose of transacting
lett,
the retail Dry Goods business, and will occupy
Store 517 Congress St., (Mechanic

WE,

C."
Oct. 6,1886.

Buudm^;|i(^

EVANS,
H. EVANS.
oct8d3w
T.

Will publish
Pastor of the
of

a

communication from the

Congress Square church,

on

the

Knights of Labor, and Study.
Members of this Order will find the letter a subinterest to them. We have made arrangesome of the most prominent men of
ments with
bought of our city to speak over their own signalires, from time to time, through the columns of
lie Express, to our citizens on questions of public
ud local interest.
The Express is delivered to
ny address for
let of

25 Cents per Month.

painted and papered: posession given immediate9-1
ly. B. SHAW, 48i/2 Exchange St.
RENT—House No. 210 High St. is now
ready for occupancy : portion of same is now
rented to a good tenant who wishes to remain:
contains twelve
house
rooms. BENJAMIN
9-1
SHAW, 48Vz Exchange 8t.

FOR

HAI.E- A successful "Hatcher", of 200
chick eggs capacity, in good order ; also Brooder, of 100 capacity; a "Common Sense" Incubator, 250 eggs capacity. Address C- 15. DAL-

I^OR

TON, Woodfords', Me.

9-1

.OR SALK-A second hand boiler 7 feet
long, 3 feet diameter, B3 tubes, with steam
dome, in good order; can be seen in use at

F

MITCHELL'S Sheep Skin Shop,

Corner.

near

Morrill's
9-1

oct9-d2t
HA1E-A Garland Oil
j
Stove, 3 wicks,
extension top with four openings, oven, 4c.,
ΓΙΓΑΝΤΕΟ—Situation as housekeeper, by a
suitable for the entire work of a family of six or
lady of experience in household affairs; re- eight ; m perfect order. Price *12, cost Î20.00
irences if required. Address R., BOX 96, Me- 1
Call at 143 Pearl street, cor. Cumberland St. 0-1
banic Falls Me.
9-2

FOR

;

price.
and

A very large

Ε.

National, Kecord, Oroveland. Frankfurt, Blossom, Bud,
Art Tile
Art Bossmore, Low,
Stoves, Bowdoin, Solace, New
The
torn
Nation,
fort.
Octagon,
Peninsular, and a host of other·.

Our Bauges are complete In every respect. Bottom prices are assured. Wc will sell any ol the
above (or cash or on liberal credit, as desired, but
especially request intending buyers to call early,

CO.,

as we can

guarantee more prompt shipment.

Leg Rests Go With

Mat and

Pipe,

stove.

Every

Freight is Prepaid

1840.

PERRY,

N.

at our botom prices the

First

prices.
SOLICITED.

I!*

ESTABLISHED

lo

Out of Town

Buyer··

Chamber Furniture.

FASHIONABLE FURRIER,

bargains tor October in Chamthe popular woods: Ash,
Fine, Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. The
largest aud best selected stock in tbe country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your
depot. We shall enumerate a few of tbe special
prices made for this month, and are prepared to
furnish cuts or photographs of these goods, so
Read about

berJSets

Fine Fur Trimmings, Capes, Collars, Muffs, Gloves and
oilier Novelties in the Fur Line.

our

made in all

parties desirous

that

of

ordering through

tbe mall

tell exactly what they are buying, as the cut
will show tbe style and general appearance of the
in
Wolf Robes
set. First, then, we shall offer No. 14a Chestnut
Buffalo
Set, consisting of bedstead, bureau, commode,
four chairs, rocker, table aud towel rack, making
This set has never
ten pieces complete, for $22.
been offered in tbe market at this price and will
be offered only for this month. We are overstocked In some of these goods and desire to
Perfect make a beom, and the only way to do that is in
THE STATE.
The best assortment of the above Garments to be found in
quoting low prices. Next we shall offer a perfect
fit warranted or no sale. Call and Examine.
Ash Set, with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of tbe same number of pieces as tbe above set,
only very much superior in style and finish; price
we quote for this month will be $30, regular price
*
A»dQ
will not sell
on this set is $35, and we positively
more than is ordered through the month of OctoIn Order to Extend the Practical Results of
The next trade is No. 233,
ber, at this price.
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Birch and Maple, thoroughly well seasoned, and has piano polish finish, stained to imitate old, rich mahogany.
This Is probably the handsomest set on our floors
The publishers have made especial arrangements
at the price.
We shall make it for this month,
with the author,
The Celebrated Fine Boots for Ladies Made bj
$40. The next will be a set similar to the above,
No. 236, only very much larger, with larger glass

"SEAL

SACQUES,
OTTER SACQUES,"

245 Middle Street.

THE NI EISTERSCHAFISYSTEIW

SON,

THE SHOE

Dr. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL,
OF

DEALER,

BOSTON,

Who will remain for

photograph,

time in

some

PORTLAND,
in order to open

SPECIAL
—

COURSES
IX

—

Gents' Solid, Durable Bals,
and Congress,

French, German, Spanish and Italian.

AT $2.00 PER PAIR !

short time.
Says The Nation, New York : —"This is withont
doubt the best system ever devised for learning to
speak a foreign language in a short time."
Dr. Rosenthal's stay m Portland must of necessity be a short one. Special courses of Twenty
Lessons each will be organized.

Stylish,

Medium-Priced

Specialty.

m,

·«

solvency for

as

said

H.R.SARGENT,

Messenger, of the Court of InCounty of Cumberland.

SOLD FRIDAYS.
Damaged and soiled Bed
Blankets, Horse Blankets
and Underwear are to be
sold Fridays at retail; also
remnants of Unbleached

Sheetings, Cotton Flannels,
Prints, etc.

RINES BROTHERS.
d2C

COIRSE.

$10.00 FEB

TÏBJ1N

oct9&16

0Ct8

Pupils learn to speak fluently from the very first
lesson, in long and connected sentences. Complete conversational mastery in a surprisingly

ALL SIZES !

Congress Street.
eodtf

î£n·
Deputy Sheriff,

can

Great Variety.

and

*

GOLD WATCHES!

we

Opposite Falmouth Hotel%1

THIS

CO.,

OH MONDAY

Tbe above is a cat of our National Pallor, aDd
believe is tbe handsomest Parlor Stove put up,
on
the market this year. It is made in three sizes,
and is now In stock in our building. Do not purchase until you have seen this stove and get our
Besides the above we shall have In stock

$18.00 and

CLOTHING

CASCO

111 Insol veucy.
Court of Insolvency, for theCountv of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
October *8, A. D. 1886.
In case of CHARLES W. LANE, individually and
as a member of the firm of LANE & DEAN,
said firm being composed of DAVID W. DEAN,
of Boston, Mass., and said CHARLES W. LANE,
insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the eighth
day of October, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of
Insolvency, for said'.County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CHARLES W. LANE, individually and as a member of the late firm of LANE & DEAN,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor as afosesaid,
on petition of said
Debtor, which said petition
was filed on the fourth
day of October, A. D. 1886,
and on a petition amendatory
thereof, which was
filed on the seventh day of October,
A.D. 1886, to
which said fourth day of October interest
on
claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
said
Debby
tor. and the transfer and
delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said
Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or
more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
to
be
Insolvency
holden at Probate Court Room,
m said Portland, on the
eighteenth day of October, A. D.. 1886. at 10 o'clock in Ihe forenoon.
Given under my hand, the date first above wrlt-

STREET.

aug28tf

Stoves and Ranges.

this season at

fitting.

from $3.00 to $10.00.
stock of

EXAMINATION

AN

oct9

To-Day, Saturday, wc shall sell 25 dozen
Fine
misses'
English Cashmere Ribbed
Hose, with spliced knees, sizes 6 and β 1-3

THE ΕΠΗ EXPRESS

perfect

PARLOR AND1CHAMBER

for Men and Boys at the lowest

421

FINE HOSIERY.

Office hours from

made and

I. J. BROWN,

500 CONGRESS ST.

tion and Examination free.
9 a.m. to 8 p. m.

thoroughly

Bring Your Troublesome Feet and be Properly Fitted.

of t'aeco·

tor

duplicated again

not be

Gents' Jersey Goods, Custom Iflade

JEWELRY,
SILVER WARE,
FRENCH CLOCKS, &C.

usually retailed

was

OVERCOATS

Goods a

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

sell

-WE SELL-

A. M. WENTWORTH,

Consulta-

can

styles and qualities

ALL STYLES !

only for medicine.

Dark Mixed Suit that is

worth

well

boys suits

the newly established prices.

pay,

are

BROWN

Hat.
class

Warranted,

no

in., at

ono

few

$12.00, $13.00, $15.00, $16.00,

A. GARSIDE &

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and

No cure,

a

New Goods and

$20.00.

Gent·'

corner

are

have

The

Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and llnlsh has few equals and no
superior in the wjrld.

NEW

Special

Piano,
Salesroom, Exchange
1-3 ocRosewood case, rich carved mouldings, 7
tave ; a flrst class Instrument in every resçect.
oct7d3t
Terms cash.
;

made to

Suit that

Dark Plaid ALL WOOL

we

a

for $6.00 that is

Successors to Woodmanssee & Garside, are Sold
Only at the SIGN OF THE COLO BOOT.

"OUR OWN"

now

F.

BUYERS,

NOTJCE!

BOOM

I am offering special inducements in Rogers &
Bros.' A 1 Table ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

can

Auctioneers.

& CO,
BY SaleO.ofBAILEY
Pianos. SATURDAY, at 12
Hardman
St.

SUITS

Ε. N. PERRY,

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, &C

A.

we

Painted Chamber Seta. Carpets, Plated Ware,
Pictures, Crockery and Glass Ware, Extension
Tables, Kitchen Furnishings, &c.. Ac.
At 12 m., one fine piano.
oct<V~4t

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

at

Rogers and Bros/Al Table Ware.

£.-{0 IllDDIiE

a

counters

on our

An ALL WOOL Heavy Suit 35 to 42

White All Wool Fine Blankets.

40 in a vial, Purely Vegone pill a dose.
Price 35 cents. 6 vinlsby mai If or $1.00.
CARTER MEDICINE CO.,. rop'rs, New York,

J. A. Merrill.
ap!3

in.,

worthy the attention of

CLOSE

We shall offer for sale To-Day, several cases of
New White Bed Spreads as follows:
2 cases White Extra Large Bed Spreads, at $1.00.
I case Extra Good $1.75 White Fine Style Bed
Spreads, at $1.19.
I case Cpod $1.12 Large White Bed Spreads, at
81 cents.
I case Marseilles Pattern White Bed Spreads,
cost much more, at 50 cents.
I case Colored Border Smallish Size Bed Spreads
at 35 cents.
Finest $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $3.75 and
better White Spreads that the market affords

The^

<J. A. MERRILL &

a.

proportion.

OF

LINE

SALE OF WHITT SPREADS.

etable.

Congrettv St.,
Additional Premiums.

We have

at
^Better®ones
These

also relieve Dis-j
Itress from Dyspepsia,
sstion ai
!l η digestion
and Too
iHearty Eatine:. A perfeet remedy ïor
ness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
Month, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Consti-

apl5

10 o'clock

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

Only

at

at

and

$3.50 STIFF HAT FOR $3.

CHOICE.

Dilzi^

IVER

Oct.

9th,
Saturday,
I
shall sell Parlor Suits in Plush and Walnut,
ON
Sideboards. Bookcases, Tables, Lounges, B. W.

$5.

$7 SILK HAT FOR

AUCTION.

BY

can

Look for the Workmen in the Window.

Little Fills.

these

Furniture, Carpets, Bookcases, & c.

make yon a
Hat to order, do not let others that are advertising' as being hatters delude yon that
they ean make you a Hat. We have the
largest stoek and have reduced our prices.

figure.

o+ii-rî-nrr

Shamus in the course of his adventures. His
Irish songs and dances were given with a
dash of the true Irish spirit and in the
scenes of the arrest and trial he showed considerable talent.
Mr. W. B. Cahill as Cornelius Ryan, the
miser and informer, who is the cause of
much of Shamus's trouble, acted his part exceedingly well and the same may be said of
Mr. Browne, as the English tourist, Sir
Derry Downs. Mr. Archer made a good
Lieutenant Kennedy. Miss Annie Lewis as
the leading lady of the company captivated
the house in her part of Kate O'Connor, her
songs and dances
being loudly encored.
Miss Catherine Walsh as Mary Kennedy,
the sweetheart of Shamus O'Brien filled her
part acceptably and Mrs. Frank Rae as the
Widow O'Brien gave satisfaction. The remainder of the support was good. Mr. "Verner was several times called before the curtain.

Firm in Portland that

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

R. F. SOMERS & CO.

oct9

SHAMUS

Shamus

ONLY

All others in same

SICK HEABAOKE RINES

next.

O'Brien, the "bould boy of Glingall," getting in and out of danger and trouble with
great rapidity while aiding the cause of Ireland.
Mr. Verner is possessed of a commanding stage presence and looked the part
in every one of the disguises assumed by

THE

It may seem early to advertise Furs at
this season of the year, but as the eold
weather is advancing we would advise
our customers
that this is the time to
look after the repairing of their Furs,
viz: Seal Sacques and JDolmans, Muffs,
Collars, &e. Gents1 Coats trimmed with
any fur desired. Do not wait until eold
weather sets in. We have all kinds of
skins and will make any garment or job

d&wlvnrm

aprl

The sale of seats for John A. Stevens' in-

Ladies'

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

teresting play of "A Great Wrong Righted"
began at Portland Theater yesterday. The
play will be produeed Monday and Tuesday

incidents of the revolution of '98.

good
used on road peddling all summer; parties now
closing up anil going home.
At 10 o'clock—GO Horse Blankets, subject to
mill imperfections.
octddlt
12 Wolf Robes.

sep25

No Words of Ours

10.30

at

we

Oct. 3, Mrs. Sarah V. Whitman,

Can tell you tlie benefit you will derive from
Hood's Sarsaparilla, if you are in need of a good
medicine. It will strain all impurities from the
blood, rouse the torpid liver, invigorate the digestive organs, and impart new life to every function
of the body. We only ask you to try a single bot-

A GREAT WKONG KIGHTED.

tlio

Robes,
MORNING, Oct. 9th, at MART,
o'clock
shall sell nine good horses, from
THIS
900 to 1100 lbs.,
workers and drivers, been

Miss flora E. Prince.

DEATHS

and

BY AUCTION.

now

iff.

frnofo λf

furriers, hatters

Anctlonwrg.

■

Blankets

Nine Horses,

appointed

tee to arrange for a fair and entertainment
Mrs.
in December, presented the name of
the
Barnard and fifty other ladies, also
numsame
the
name of Freeman Berry and
ber of gentlemen.
Dr. Kimball, chairman
of the committee on entertainments and festivals, reported that a lecture would be delivered by Mr. Northrup of Connecticut at
the Methodist Church. Remarks on various
topics connected with the object and work
of the association were made by L. B. Dennett, Eso., Rev. Mr. Marsh, .T. W. Turner
and Ε. H. Elwell. Mr. Ripley, agent of the
Reflector
Company of Boston, exhibited
patterns of street lamps, and agreed to furnish the association with GO lamps and superintend the same for one vear at a cost of
$!X)0. The matter was left with the representative board to attend to.
Many of the students at YVestbrook Seminary have been the past week agitating the
feasibility of reorganizing the debating society. The students met yesterday, and reorganized the society. In connection there
will be readings, declamations, music and a
paper. If this society can be carried on in a
proper manner, it will be a good thing for
the students, but on the other hand if young
people intend to meet simply to have a good
time and not prepare themselves to speak on
the subjects, it will be a failure.

months.
In West Paris,
aged 43 years.

βΛΙ-Ε".

AUCTION
F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

held a
The Village Improvement Society
at the
special meeting Thursday evening,
was
Congregational vestry. The meetingFreeMr.
called to order by the president.
to lill the
man Berry was elected secretary
of Mr. E.
the
resignation
made
by
vacancy
a
E. Benson. Mr. H. B. Webb was elected
The
member of the representative board.
to nominate a commitcommittee

the part of "Victor" in that opera. To-

O'UUIEN.
Charles Verner as Shamus O'Brien in
Maeder's Irish comedy drama of that name
appeared at the Portland Theatre last
evening and gave an enjoyable enterto
a
tainment
small audience.
The
play itself is adapted from the poem by J.

ADVERTISE MENT».

DEEBING.

night in "Martha," Miss Stone will be the
Martha: Miss Huntington, Nancy; Mr. Karl,
Lionel ; Mr. Bainbridge, Sir Tristram ; Mr.
Clark, Plunkett ; Mr. J. C. Miron, the Sher-

SHoriHnr» T.ovorno orwl

NEW

SUBURBAN NEWS.

MAKINC FALSE RETURNS.

wnue

:ounts.
Arthur Stanley, aged 12 years, fell into the
Basin from the towing path, at the West
End, Thursday. The current carried him
into the sluiceway, but he managed to keep
Iiis head above surface till a companion
named George Iiicketts rescued him.
The Longfellow Chautauqua Circle will
meet with Sir. and Sirs. Basliford, No. 219
Cumberland street, next Monday evening.
This is the first meeting of the season. All
aid members and those desiring to join the
Circle are cordially invited.
The Slaine Central Railroad is filling in
ill of the waste laud which it has purchased
near the Congress street station, including
the site of Dow's tannery, Creswell street,
and the marshy tract which extends from
Congress to Portland street just beyond the
track.
A horse belonging to Mr. Robinson, the
Slouiton street paper dealer, ran away yesterday afternoon, and as he came out of
Slilk street slipped across Exchange, struck
a hoof against the curbstone and was carried
across the sidewalk into the entry to the telegraph office. His legs were badly bruised.

First Parish Church—(Unitarian)—Congress

street, Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D.. pastor. Services
will be resumed on Sunday, Oct. 10, at 10.30 a.
m. and 7.30 p. in. Sunday School after the morning service.
Free Church—Deering—Sundav school at 2.30
p. m. Preaching Service at 3.30. Praytr meeting
at 7.00. All are invited.
First Presbyterian Church.—Williams's
Hall, Congress Street. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. D. W. LaLecheur.
Services at 7.30 p. m. by pastor ReY. John R.
Crosse r.
Free St. Baptist Chubch— Rev. A. T. Dunn
Pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m and at 7.30 p. m
People's Gospel service. Sunday School at close
of morning service.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.30
All are invited.
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m.

JOTTINGS.

GRATIS TRIAL

LESSON

—AT—

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION HALL,
Congress St., Monday, Oct. 11th, at 4 o'clock.
oct.9d2t

Admission free.

NEW FAU. GOODS.
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
in

Combination Dress Goods,\

Cloakiugs,
Wrapper Flannels,
Wrapper Blankets,
Jersey Stripes,
Fancy Velvets,
Colored Flushes,
Winter Shawls,
Silk Underwear,

better variety and at
than they can be

elsewhere.

lower

bought

J, M. DYER & CO.,
511

oct5

Congress St.

eodtf

"N. & S."
is the favorite cigar
fastidious
most
among the clergy.
cians. lawyers, and
seurs in every walk

write for

goods

to come.
Plain excelsior, wool top, husk and curled hair

three months

prices ; slat springs, woven wire
springs, Defiance springs, Bushnell springs, and
all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at the
lowest possible prices. All orders through the mall
promptly attended to, and every letter answerod
on the day It is received.
mattresses at all

Cor, Pearl and Middle Streets,
PORTLAND, HE.

Open Every Evening.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

B. A. Atkinson & Co.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, MANAGER,

cigars

are

MILXjEVER-Y.

Mrs. Ε. 1 Fowls,

11 No. Mnrkel
Havana tobacco
any
from
free

ingredi-

t s
whatever,
with the very best
Sumatra w r a ρ -i
pers, and equal in}
e η

yl3

returned from Europe, Is prepared to
hibit her latest Parisan Novelties in

ex-

manufactured exclusively by

!

S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
long
wireel^ir»Moii,

foreign

d if

oct8

of

Having
These

Iphotographs or come and see these
if they do not want to use the set for

even

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

Jersey Underwear.
Beaded Cloves,
Kerr's Spool Cotton,

prices

and we are going to make tbe price
Our next bargain in chamber sets 1· No.
solid
black
walnut, with best Italten pieces complete, bevian marble tops,
eled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
shall sell through this month lor $40. The five
sets, as described above, are prime goods tor the
money, and we can assure every person Interested
In bouse lurnlshing that tbey have never been ofered in tbls market or In any other market at any
such prices as we are quoting, and we want to say
for them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in tbe New England States, prepaying the
freight on them ; and sell them at the above prices
for cash or quarter of the amount down and the
balance $5 per month. These are sets that should
please most any one who wishes to furnish with
medium priced goods.
Of course we have lower priced goods and
higher priced goods. For instance, we t au send
you photographs of cherry sets with best Italian
marble tops from $40 up to «800; and walnut sets
with marble tops from $37.50 to $250; ash sets
all prices; mahogany sets at all prices; but we
have mentioned those five sets and given the num
bers as being the best trades that we have to oiler
lu chamber furniture, and we say again that it
will pay any person In quest of a chamber set to

352.
126,

—

of pure, long

|every way
imported
The

to
c

price of this
cigar is 10 cents.
'Sold by all deal;rs.

;ry

Also

an

igar.

Be sure ami
our"N. Λ β.»

TThSSly

an

assortment of

1
Round Hats.
English
oc8

NO. 10 ELM STREET.

dlw

